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PREFACE

The first chapter defines the task and limits of the

present research. However, the main object considered here

may be stated briefly. The approach differs from that cf the

hitherto knov/n ones to the study of the literature of the Old

Testament. Deuteronomy has been studied mainly as & legal

code in the light of biblical criticism. Although this as¬

pect is given due consideration in the present work, it is

to be conceived of as secondary to the prophetic message

contained in Deuteronomy and it surpasses the actual code.

This prophetic message is contained in the thirty Deuteronomic

terms and their respective phrases; They rre as follows:

,nra ,rrrs ,y>

par pya. pia pVrr ,yaw
Jj&trpni ,w pay*) pa ,-pa ,cn^j p* , (to?)

In this research an attempt is made to demonstrate that

the Deuteronomist has invested the terms listed above with a

new hitherto unknown meaning. Furthermore, besides express¬

ing a new lexical meaning, he is also propounding a distinct

teaching in each one of these terms and their respective

phrases.

Effort is also made to show that these terms are inter¬

related with each other organically, historically and theo¬

logically, forming a unique literary composition and con¬

taining the quintessence of the Deuteronomic message. Mis-
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torically they throw light on the religious, political

and economic situation of the then decimated Israel (Ju-

dah) during which period (we assume) Deuteronomy to have

taken shape. Theologically, we are not primarily con¬

cerned with the religious state of Israel existing during

the Deuteronomist's lifetime, but rather with his faith,

his conception of Yahveh, his main concern and his cause

for the promulgation of the message.

In addition to the discussion of the intrinsic el¬

ements of the torms listed above, consideration is given

to the various interconnections which link them into one

whole, the message of Deuteronomy. Such a demonstration
>

will show that the heart and core of the message and its

distinctiveness in being Deuteronoraic does not lie in its

being a legal code but in the newly formed characteristic

Deuteronomic phraseology.

It Is hoped that the present work may redirect the

prevailing general tendency on the part of the Bible

student and find the true message of Deuteronomy by allow¬

ing its preacher to speak in the light of his own belief

and according to the aim for which he promulgated his

message.

The translation of the quoted Scripture verses is

the writer's own rendering. The occasional translitera-
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tion of Hebrew words corresponds to the actual Hebrew

pronunciation as used in Israeli and may sometimes

differ slightly from that found in English textbooks.

It should be emphasized here that the 'Appendix' does

not constitute a pert of the actual research itself. It

is intended to be more of a clarification of the present

writer's position with regard to biblical criticism and

an explanation as to why he has taken it.

"he present research has been a humble attempt to

demonstrate how both scholarship and faith can work to¬

gether] how the Word of God can be studied reverently

without losing sight of true scientific research. Rever¬

ence may be said to result from faith, and scholarship

from scientific study. We should not sacrifice the one

for the other, but we must always remember that faith,

being primary, is preeminent over scholarship. For it is

only in faith that we receive the Bible as God's Word.

Without faith it may be a good manual for anthropology or

a collection of ancient writings, but not a guide of faith

and life for the Christian. This unity of scholarship

and faith may help, it is hoped, to bring unity, so much

desired, within theological circles.

The present work represents the fruit of many years

if not decades of labour. Yet with these efforts, it



would not have coma to full completion, except for the

patient and kind advice of my professor and friend,

Doctor Norman W. Porteous, for the past few years. This

is acknowledged with much gratitude as a small token of

deep appreciation.

Christian Land

Philadelphia

September, 1959
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CHAPTER I

DEFINITION, SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THESIS

Characteristic Religious Terms In Deuteronomy

A 'Characteristic Religious Terra in Deuteronomy'

may be defined as a word used within a particular

phrase which expresses a definite thought or action,

and pertains to the biblical history of Israel as a

theocratic nation in her covenant relation with Yahveh.

In the present work only those are considered to

be 'characteristic religious terras' which exhibit the

following distinguishing marks:

1, Terras which, combined with at least one more

word, form a phrase expressing a single and specific

1. Lists of Deuteronomic phrases may be found in S. R.
Driver's Introduction to the Literature of the Old
Testament, pp. 99, ff.J and in his ICC Deuteronomy,
pp. lxxviii, ff.; A. H, McNeile, Deuteronomy, Ids
Place in Revelation, p. 90, ff.; G. von Rad, Gottes-
volk im Deuteronomiura, pp. 5, ff. (5-19). G.~1T.
ManleyT"s list of phrases in his The Book of the Law,
is but a reiteration of the phrases list©3~irfl;he
above-mentioned works, viewed from a different per¬
spective. While the above-listed works include
phrases which may be found in other biblical books,
the present work is limited to such phrases (with
their particular combination of words) as appear
exclusively in Deuteronomy, However, some of the
phrases listed here are not to bo found in any of
the works mentioned above.
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lexical and theological meaning. In the former, it

characterizes an individual style and composition; in

the latter, it expresses a distinctive religious idea

which forms the basis of one of the major elements of

the Deuteronomic theology. For example Vtti '11 "a

great nation," expresses a specific lexical and the¬

ological meaning. Outside Deuteronomy it conveys the

simple connotation "a great nation", and may refer to

any nation whether it appears in singular or plural

form.^ In Deuteronomy, however, the phrase "ni

when found in singular form, always refers to Israel

alone and to no other nation. In addition to this

specific lexical meaning, it conveys to us a distinct

theological idea: that a people has become a great na¬

tion through the favor and grace of Yahveh. Her great¬

ness is not to be understood numerically but in a

spiritual sense. Israel's covenant relationship with

Yahveh elevated her above any other nation in that she

was Yahveh's peculiarly treasured inheritance,3

1. Dt. i*:6, 7, 8; 26:5.
2. Plural: Dt. I+:38; 9:1; 11:23; Jos. 2:9; Jer. 50:9.

Singular: Jer. 50:I}.1. All refer to Gentile nations.
See following footnote for indirect references to
Israel, i.e., as the posterity of the patriarchs,

3. Dt. J+:20; 7:6; 9:26, 29; 1^:2; 26:18. Even in the
covenantal references to the patriarchs (Gen. 12:2;
18:18; 1|6:3.} the expression "a great nation" is to
be understood numerically as in Gen 17:20.
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2, Terms which are employed exclusively by the

author of Deuteronomy. It is this unique phraseology

that characterizes it as a "singularly well-marked

style";1 or, as D. C. Simpson observes: "His ^Deuter-
onomic/r style is absolutely new in Hebrew literature;
it carries the reader with it, and holds him enthralled."^

3. Terras which differ from their usual and primary

connotation. As is well known, each Hebrew word has an

intrinsic meaning derived from its root. But the Deu-

teronoraist, by employing these words in his phraseology,

gives them an entirely new meaning.-^ Their connotation

is not figurative as might be the case in any other

language, but takBs on a new, hitherto unknown meaning.

For example, the word qc? "name," may be used figurative¬

ly as "reputation,"^- but the Deuteronoraist invested it

1. C. B. Gray, A_ Critical Introduction to the Old
Testament, p. 32.

2. pentateuchal Criticism, p. 113.
3. derhard von ilad says: "Eine weltere, laengst erkannte

forraale Eigentueralichkeit des Dt. liegt in seiner aus-
gieb^en, den Leser mitunter errauedenden Verwendung
gan^ bestiramer Phrasen, von denen die raeisten als eine
genuine dt. Schoepfung zu gelten haben, von denen
viele -- und das ist das Wichtigere — auch inhaltlich
auf ganz bestirarae, eben in Dt, lebendige Gedanken
Rueckschluesse gestatten. Hierbietet sich una nun ein
nicht unguenstiger Weg zura Verstaendnis der tieferen
Eigenart des Dt. dar," Das Gottesvolk In Deuterono-
raiura, p. 3•

ij.. "Name": Dt. 5:11* 6:13; 7:21|; 9:ll±; 10:8. 20; 12:3;
18:5, 7, 19, 20, 22; 21:5; 25:6, 7, 10; 28:10, 58;
29:19. "Reputation": 22:11^, 19; 26:19.
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with a meaning hitherto unknown as expressed in his

phrase, DC? IDE? TDS?*? "to make His Name to dwell there"

(viz., in the sanctuary).^ By "making His Name to dwell

there" is meant that "He is there Himself and has made

the temple His sanctuary ... in a particular way."2 It

means that the glorious Presence of Yahveh Is there; or

as 0. Grether puts it, "the manifestation of the hypo¬

static Being of Yahveh."3
U. The terms considered her© appear at least three

times in Deuteronomy, chapters I - XXX^-, and convey the

same meaning. It is obvious that the frequency of usage

does not make it a Deuteronomic phrase. It Is rather the

coinage of such a phrase that makes it distinctively Deu-

teronomic, as pointed out above. The frequency of usage,

1. Or, with Its equivalent 0"IU7,7 Dt. 12:5» 11, 21; Hps23;
lips; 16:6, 11; 26:2.

2. Th, C. Vriezen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology,
p. 2jp8. Also compare 2mil Srunner, The OHristlan
Doctrine of God, p. 120, ff.

3. Siarae urid Wort Gottas Im Alton Testament, p. 179.
ip• It is generally agreeSHsy critics that the four closing

chapters of Deuteronomy form a lengthy appendix con¬
sisting of several biographical narratives and poetical
compositions loosely connected, H, Breit, In pie
Predigt des Deuteronomisten also excludes the last four
chapters for the reasons stated above, retaining, how¬
ever, 31:1-13 as belonging to I - XXX, After much con¬
sideration, the present writer has decided in favor of
the general opinion accepted by the critics excluding
31:1-13 In spite of some stylistic similarities and the
Deuteronoraic phraseology, particularly In 31:11-13.
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however, as observed by S. R. Driver, gives evidence

that the entire work, i.e. chapters I - XXX, is Deuter-

onomlc. Driver says that "particular words and phrases,

consisting sometimes of entire clauses, recur with extra¬

ordinary frequency, giving; a distinctive colouring to

every part of the work."***
It should be added that In certain phrases the Deu-

teronomist may change (perhaps for eloquence's sake) some

of the additional words combined with the term, while

the phrase retains it3 connotation. Examples may be

cited: ou/ ID© QIU/V "to put his name there," and its

equivalent ow "IDE?1? "to make his name to dwell there"^
— or the phrase orPinx oyiTIl "lrcPT "and he chose their

descendants"^ and Its equivalent~plf7X mn1 "irQ *p "Yahveh

thy God chose thee,"^* or both combined Dmnx DyiTQ "inn"*!

ODD "And he chose their descendants after thera,

namely you."^
5. Terms which are grouped around the covenant as

its center (directly or indirectly). One of the most

essential and influential ideas of the Deuteronomic

1. ICC, Deuteronomy, p. Ixxvii.
2. With the word oiw1? : Dt. 12:5, 21; llj.;21p; with the

word IDC*?: Dt. 12:11; 14:23; 16:6, 11; 26:2.
3. Dt. Ip:37•
4. Dt. 7:6, 7; 14:2.
5. Dt. 10:15.
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teaching is that of the covenant theology. It traces

the history of Israel from the ©vents of its progeni-
1 ?

torsA through those of the Hebrew nation. The dis¬

tinctive idea of the covenantal relationship with

Israel penetrated deeply into the thought of every

Israelite and brought out their unique character as a

people in union with a holy God, In this consciousness

of Israel's peculiar relation to Yahveh was rooted her

past and her present welfare, and in it lay her hope of

future realization of that covenant. H. H. Rowley calls

our attention to a significant fact:

"Every member of the Covenant people was called
to consecrate himself In a real sense to God ...
The call for universal consecration is implicit
in the statement that Israel was called to be a

kingdom of priests. Ex. 19:6. ... Moreover the
great Deuteronoraic word which Judaism has always
cherished, which calls on every Israelite to love
the Lord with every fibre of his being (Dt. 6:5),
demands the spirit of consecration from all men. ''3

1. Regarding Yahveh's love of the patriarchs, resulting
in the election of their posterity: Dt, 4:37; 10:15.
Regarding the patriarchal covenant: Dt. 4:31* 7:8,
8:18. Regarding Yahveh's promises of the land to the
patriarchs and their posterity: Dt, 1:8} 6:10, 23;
7:13, 8:1; 11:9; 11:21, These Instances are exclu¬
sively Deuteronomlc phrases, though there are many
more instances where the Deuteronomist refers to the
patriarchs.

2. Regarding its election: Dt, 7:6, 7; 14:2. Regarding
its redemption (ransom) from the Egyptian bondage:
Dt. 5:6; 5:15? 6:12; 7:3; 8:14; 9:26; 13:6-11; 15:15?
16:12; 21:8; 24:18, 22. Regarding their covenant with
Yahveh: Dt. 4:13, 4:23, 31; 5:2, 3; 7:9, 12; 8:18; 9:9,
11, 15; 10:8; 28:69 (twice); 29:8, 11, 13, 20, 24.

3. The Pa.1th of Israel, p. 135®
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R. L. Ottley remarks about the transformation of

Israel's faith brought about by the covenant, "It was then

the moral requirements involved In the covenant which

formed the basis and distinctive mark of Israel's religion. ""*•
Israel's whole sphere of life, both public and pri¬

vate, pointed to or x<ras guided by the covenant. Israel's

land, its priestly institutions, its sanctuary with "the

ark of the covenant,"^ containing "the tablets of the

covenant;"3 its holy feasts, its administration of jus«

tice, its charity toward fellow men were, all in all,

covenantal obligations. As well observed by J, Pederson:

"The covenant is the creator of all rights and
duties, therefore it is identical with right
and duty; even of the least privilege or the
least duty the Israelite can say that it is
the covenant, for the covenant is present in
it. "4

It is for this reason that every important teaching pro¬

pounded by the Deuteronomist i3 centered within the cov¬

enant.

6. The terms which have Yahveh or Israel as their

subjects. Although, as well pointed out by Th, C.
r* A

Vriezen-5 and H. H. Rowley,0 the covenant originated iirith

Yahveh alone and does not represent a voluntary agreement

between two parties, Israel is a partner in the sense

that she has to comply with obligations which the cove-

1. Aspects of the Old Testament, p. 213.
2. t. io787~rrrj, -25, -257
3. Dt. 9;9, 11, 15.

Israe1, Its Life and Culture, vol. I, p. 309.
5. An Outline of Old "Testament Theology, pp. liil, f.
6. THe Faith oF~Israel, pp. 6ci, ff«
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riant lays upon her. Hence the core of the Deuteronomic

message states the conditions of the union between the

two partners and the manner in which they are to fulfil

their mutual obligations. It is therefor© obvious that

these phrases would be related {directly or indirectly)

to either of these parties, Yahveh or Israel.

7. Terras which are of vital Importance to the Deu-

teronoraic message. As has already been shown tentative¬

ly in the preceding paragraphs, they constitute the heart

of the Deuteronomic message. In the following chapters

an attempt is made to demonstrate how these phrases con¬

vey not only the most vital teaching of the Old Testa¬

ment, but they also supersede the legal code which takes

on a new and vigorous form in the newly moulded Deutero-

nomic phraseology.^ Its spiritual and moral depth and

its ethical principles go above and beyond the mere

legal code which, in most cases, is but a restatement of

the laws found in Exodus, Leviticus, and, occasionally,
?

in Numbers. Sir James Frazor also observes, "Even new

laws are seldom or never complete innovations; they

nearly always rest upon and presuppose a basis of ex-

1. Cf. D. C, Simpson, pentateuchal Criticism, pp. 112, ff.
2. S. R, Driver, An Introduction to the' Literature of the

Old Testament, p."73, ff.; also of." his ' t't't Deuterono-
uj_ pp. 'iv, "ff,; A. H, McNeil®, Deuteronomy Its Place
Tn Revelation, pp. 36-89, R* H» Pfelffor, Introduction
trer The Old Testament, p. 216, ff.
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isting custom and public opinion which harmonizes more

or less with the new laws, and have long silently pre¬

pared for their reception in the minds of the people."^
8. Terms interrelated with each other organically,

historically and theologically, forming a unique liter¬

ary composition and containing the quintessence of the

Deuteronomic message. Each phrase, although propounding

a distinct teaching in itself, is an indivisible and in¬

tegral part of the whole structure of the Deuteronomic

teaching with the covenant theology as its center. The

unconditional love and infinite grace of Yahveh towards

Israel would not be evident except as effected in the

election of Israel and the Exodus event. The covenant

can be fully understood only when viewed as a culmina¬

tion of the election and the Exodus event. The cove¬

nants! obligations can be rightly comprehended only In

the light of Yahveh's attributes, will and purpose re¬

vealed in His historical acts within the life of His

chosen and ransomed people Israel, This channel of God's

revelation to man was to become His legacy to mankind.

Thus, as these phrases are linked together organically,

they form a whole literary composition; historically,

they present a sequence of events which are the reali-

1* Folklore in the Old Testament, p. 350, f.
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zation of Yahveh's revelation through Israel; and theo¬

logically , they interpret the significance of these

events.

The above paragraphs outline briefly the meaning of

the 'Characteristic Religious Terms in Deuteronomy.'

Their classification, nature and content will be fully

discussed in the following chapters*

Definition of "Interconnectiona"

By 'Interconnections' of the 'Characteristic Reli¬

gious Terms in Deuteronomy,' described above, are to be

understood such qualities which;

1. Link the words within a particular phrase, affect¬

ing the connotation of the term and limiting its linguis¬

tic and theological connotation to a single meaning. This

has been demonstrated above with the term DC in the phrase-

IDG/ Die;1?. ThusOS/ the usual meaning of which is

"name" (or, in figurative speech, "reputation") had as¬

sumed a new and hitherto unknown meaning, i.e. "the glor¬

ious Presence of Yahveh,"

Another example; DHK while still retaining the mean¬

ing "love," is not "love" as commonly understood by human

beings."*• In his phrase "pnVK mrp ~pHK "O the Deuterono-

1. Th. C. Vriezen has termed God's love as "faithful and
holy love". Cf. Die Brwaehlung Israels nach dem Alten
Testament, p. 108.
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mist has invested it with a deep spiritual and sacred

meaning. Human love springs, generally speaking, from

egoistic motives as a desire for self-gratification,

finding its realization in reciprocity. But the divine

love of Yahveh for Israel is not motivated by reciproc¬

ity, For Yahveh does not stop loving even a decadent,

apostate Israel.-*- Moreover, unlike mere human love, it

is not a passion or condition due to external causes.

It is rather a pure spiritual love not conditioned by

any physical elements. For Yahveh's love to Israel was

neither motivated because she was the greatest nation
2

numerically nor because of any Inherent nobility. Thus

the Deutoronoraist invested the word 2i"lN "love" with a

new meaning, limiting it in his phrase itVpn mrp "priN "»D

to the spiritual, unconditional, unmerited and divine

love of Yahveh.^
«_ S-UevfcCA 4K

2. cheae phrases.into groups according to

their coherence logically, historically, and theologic¬

ally. It is obvious that, were such a phrase as "priN "*0

"prfrK mrp isolated by itself from any other text, we

could have never arrived at its linguistic meaning or

1. Dt. lp:31; 30:3, ff.
2. Dt. 7:?, 8; 9:4* 5» The prophet Hosea has best il¬

lustrated that love of Yahveh towards Israel in chap¬
ters III & XI.

3. Compare Norman H. Snaith, The Distinctive Ideas of
the Old Testament, chapter VI, particularly pp. Ijftj., ff.
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its theological interpretation presented above. Other

phrases connected withmrp "pnx "*D so complement

and clarify that we may arrive at sound conclusions.

Thus this phrase is linked with the terras,IT* "D , ~iru ty2W

"in ,oy ,m and their phrases. Together they form a

group of Deutaronomic phrases which convey to us the the¬

ology of election and the covenant, having the love of

Yahveh and the divine purpose of revelation as their

supreme motive. Other groups of phrases are linked in

the same manner, each conveying a single major element

of the theology propounded by the Deuteronoraic preach¬

er^- as demonstrated in the following chapter.

3. Interrelate these groups of phrases, linking

them into a literary composition, containing the quint¬

essence of the Deuteronoraic message.

The Deuteronomlc teaching about the divine love,

election and the covenant is but a part of its message.

It is the foundation upon which the author bases his

conception of Yahveh as the faithful God of Israel, the

Sovereign of Israel, and One who fashions Israel1s his-

1. Compare H. Breit, Die Predlgt des Deuteronomlsten, p.
30. Breit states that Deuteronomy is the first sermon
that we possess and that the Deuteronoraist preaches a
prophetic message to his people. See p. 225 particu¬
larly where he states that the Isaianic prophecy gave
way to a new prophetic school of preachers whose mes¬
sages combined the priestly and prophetic ideals.

I
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tory. Their division into groups and the particular

terms belonging to each group are presented in the fol¬

lowing chapter. The interconnections which link the

groups into a whole are discussed in Chapter VII.

Scope of Thesis

The present work Is limited to such terms as are

fully described in the above listed definitions and

discussed in the following chapter. In discussing these

terms the following aspects are taken into consideration

1. Etymology: finding, whenever possible, the pri¬

mary and original meaning of terms and their later deri¬

vatives, One should be fully aware of the fact that

etymology does not always provide us with an answer.

There are various difficulties. Some of these terms

have a long and involved history which makes the ety¬

mological origin of the word uncertain. Furthermore,

some of these words may have a dual etymology with two

opposite meanings which may be traced only with the help

of cognate languages to obtain satisfactory results,1

1, See Norraan H. Snaith's treatment of "Ton , In The
Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, pp. 94# ff.
■She word Ton "'has a~cTuaT"etymology' with two opposite
meanings. Also compare Dt. 5x3-0# 7x9, 12 as over
against Lev. 20:7# Job 6:24. They are different!-
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There is also the danger of making etymology some kind

of mechanical tool, resorting to lexical aid or to con¬

cordances in search for words with the same radicals.

First of all, it is important to remember the generally

accepted hypothesis that the Hebrew words were original¬

ly biconsonantal and not triliteralj"1, hence one of the

radicals may be a later addition and so bear a differ¬

ent connotation. Secondly, as stated above, some words

may have a dual etymology, and it would be an error to

treat them as having one and the same root. Nonetheless,

in spite of these difficulties and shortcomings, etymol¬

ogy has been and will remain the first step in finding

the original meaning of words for the lexicographer and

ated in S. Mandelkern's Concordance, p. 1+12, as well as
in the Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, pp. 338* ff. The latter
gives several etymological possibilities for the two
kinds of ion . cf. also H. Breit, Die predigt des Deu-
teronomlsten, p. 11+8, f. See especially an article by
Robert Cordis entitled, "Studies in Hebrew Roots of
Contrasted Meanings," The Jewish Quarterly Review, vol.
XXVII, July 1936, No. ITpp. 33-587
1. J. Olshausen, In Beltraege zur hebraelschen Sprache,

pp. 15, ff *| G. rT Driver in problem of the" Hebrew
Verbal System, pp. 3-8, 25J W. FrankenBerg, In" Der
Organismus der semitischen V/ortbildung, pp. 91+, ff.,
and 121+ are among those who hold that the Hebrew
words were originally biconsonantal. It may also be
added that, with the exception of the verb, we still
have many biconsonantal words in the Hebrew language.
Even the verb with its Pe-Yobd and Pe-Vav classes
(which sometimes appear without the middle radical)
may serve as additional support in favor of the
original bilateral root theory.
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the biblical scholar. When an etymological answer is

impossible, as may some times be the case, parallel texts

or words provide another resource used as an aid comple¬

mentary to etymology, though they belong more properly

to exegesis.

2. Exegesis; Seeking to interpret the terms -and

their phrases with the aid of comparative Semitic phil¬

ology and by the means of parallel study of phrases and

contexts. In trying to ascertain the true meaning of a

terra or phrase objectively, we let the Scripture speak

for itself without the influence of traditional inter¬

pretation. It becomes necessary to project oneself Into

the mind and feeling of the Deuteronoraic preacher, and so

visualize his times and circumstances as to receive and

interpret his message consonant with his original motives

and aims.^
3. Textual criticism is taken into consideration

only when other texts offer the terms and phrases con¬

sidered here in a variation from their version in the

Massore tic Text upon which the present research is based.

Although the Massoretic Text is accepted as the most

1. Compare Th. C. Vreizen, An Outline of Old Testament
Theology, pp. 106, ff.
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trustworthy,"*- a conparative study Is made of the Samar¬

itan Pentateuch, the Septuagint, the Peshito and the

Targum.

These variations are not always of great signific¬

ance. They may be but a correction of a grammatical

form due, perhaps, to scribal error.^ But there are

also variations which are of supreme Importance, such as

■mVa ny oTfrNn nth mrp "»d. The theological

implication of the variation offered in the Septuagint

differs considerably from the Massoretic Text. The

latter should be accepted as correct, as is demonstrated

in chapter III.

The English translations of the Hebrew text are the

present writer's own rendering, based on a comparative

study of the Authorized and American Standard Versions,

James Moffatt's, E. J, Goodspeed's, and Isaac Leaser's

1. It is the opinion of modern scholarship today. Cf,
H. H. Rowley, Editor, The Old Testament and Modern
Study, pp. 236, ff. See particularly, p7~21|.5. "The
reputation of the Massoretic Text today stands deserv¬
edly high," says D. W. Thomas in his article, "The
Language of the Old Testament" in The Bible Today,
Eyre & Spottiswoode, London. Also in the same work
see article by B. J, Roberts, "The Old Testament
Hebrew Text," pp. 22-27.

2. Dt. lp:37* the MT has the singular "Pins lyiTIi while
all other versions have correctly used the plural.
Compare critical footnotes in Biblia Hobraiea, R.
Kittel, e_t al. p. 270, which notes that the same
phrase is correctly stated in MT, in 10:15.

3. Dt. U:35, 39; 7:9.
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(Hebrew Publishing Company) modern translations.

fy. Archaeology, because of the nature of the present

work, has a rather limited application here* It serves

as a linguistic aid in offering some help in the compar¬

ative Semitic philology employed in the present work.

Particular reference is made here to the Ras-Shamra tab¬

lets,"1" written in the Ugaritic language, a Canaanite di¬

alect akin to the pre-Mosaic Hebrew and belonging to the
P

north-west branch of Semitic languages.

Also the latest discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls

has helped many to take a more definite stand for the

trustworthiness of the Massoretlc Text. Even when the

latter shows minor variations, the text on the whole is

identical with that of the Dead Sea Scrolls' records.3

Likewise, some of the contents of the Elephantine

papyri may serve as evidence that the Deuteronomist does

not mean centralization, but purity of worship. S. R.

1. Cf. John Gray, The Legacy of Canaan, particularly ch.
VI (pp. 189, ff.) where a comparative study is made of
"the Ugaritic literature and the Old Testament in vo¬
cabulary, imagery, and literary style and form", (p. 189).

2. W. P. Albright, From Stone Age to Christianity, p. 39.
The tablets are also of sor® theological value as they
throw light on the worship of the Canaanite people and
their resemblance to that of the Israelite, This par¬
ticular aspect is brought out by J. W. Jack, The Ras-
Shamra Tablets, and C. H. Gordon, Ugari11c LI6eFatui j .

3. H. H, Rovley, Editor, The Old Testament and Modern
Study, p. XXV, f. ~~ " " "
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Driver contends that "the Jews of Elephantine did not

feel themselves bound by the law of a single sanctuary,

so strongly insisted on by the writer of Deuteronomy

and accepted as an unquestioned principle in the priest¬

ly sections of the Pentateuch."^
It may be argued, however, that the temple mentioned

in the Elephantine Papyri met the Deuteronoraie require¬

ment DC IDC Die*? for it was "the Temple of God Yahu"

(i.e. Yahveh). It may therefore be concluded that it

was a proper place of worship, as long as the worship

itself and the sacrifices were not syncretistic.

In fact, the present writer is inclined to think of

the Elephantine papyri as a monumental document witness¬

ing to the worship of Yahveh in a Temple outside pales-

tine, hence attributing to Yahvism a true monotheistic

conception as opposed to those religions of other na¬

tions whose worship was confined to gods of their own

territories and localities.^

Of historical significance and ©specially relevant

to the present research are the Annals of Sennacherib.3

1. Modern Research as Illustrating the Bible, p. 30.
2. See M. Jastrow, Jr., The Religion of Babylonia and

Assyria, p. ip9. See also W. Roherfsbh Smith, The"
Religion of the Semites, p. 35# f•

3. £>. i"/lnton~~Thomas, Editor, Documents from Old
Testament Times, p. 61|, ff.
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They throw light on the political and economical situa¬

tion of the decimated Israel (Judah), during which peri¬

od Deuteronomy took shape.

5« Theology: discussion of the theology of the Deu-

teronomist in his four major teachings:

a) We are not here primarily concerned with the

religious state of Israel existing during the Deuter-

onomiat's lifetime, but rather with the faith of the

Deuteronomist or his conception of Yahveh. His message

reveals to us his personal conviction and belief in

Yahveh and rooted in it are the following three major

elements of the Deuteronomic theology:

b) The theology of election and the covenant. He

states the motives for the election of Israel and inter¬

prets the sequence of events preceding and leading to

the covenant between Yahveh and Israel.

c) The sovereignty of Yahveh. Here the Deuteron¬

omist states clearly the implications and the results

of the covenantal relationship between Yahveh and

Israel. The raajor part of his sermons is devoted to it.

d) The Deuteronoraic theology of history. To the

Deuteronomist all history Is religious history. He did
not arrive at this theology of history by philosophical

speculations, but it has been intrinsic In the nature
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of the Deuteronoraist and of the Israelite in general to

conceive of Yahveh as the One who fashions history and

historical events as His planned acts.^
6. Literary form: Discussion of the literary form

of Deuteronomy, I - XXX, its structure, its unique style

as expressed in the newly coined terms and phrases.

Fullest consideration is also given to the interconnec¬

tions between phrases and groups of phrases, by demon¬

strating how they are linked together as a literary

composition and how they serve as an exposition of Deu-

teronocnic theology.

7« Appendix. As may be observed, the present writer

does not include in his research the aspect of Higher or

Historical Criticism. Important as it may be, it could

not be included here because this field constitutes an

extensive branch of biblical research in itself, and is

not directly related to the subject of the present work.

However, to eliminate any sense of incompleteness,

the present writer clarifies his position with regard to

authorship and date of Deuteronomy chapters I - XXX in

1. Compare B. W. Anderson, Understanding the Old Testa¬
ment pp. 95 and 189, f. See also jr. Strahan, C-od in
History, pp. lip, ff. See also W. Elchrodt, Man' in
the Old Testament p. Sip, ff. The most helpful book
in' this field is 0. R. North's The Old Testament
Interpretation of History, where the various periods
and tneir severaT 1 riterpretations are considered
concisely.
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tha form of an appendix. In expressing his opinion as

to the possible date and authorship, the present writer

has chosen a way of his own. The criteria used here

are based mainly on internal evidence. They are the

Deuteronomlc language and style and a comparative study

of parallel teachings of Hoaea, Amos, Isaiah and Hieall

with those of the Deuteronomic preacher. The criterion

of centralization of worship based on "1E7X DTpEQ Di\ 1D

-ponw inid mrp iru"* (SO much used by critics as

a corner stone) may be abolished on purely scientific

interpretation of the above quoted passage.* The sup¬

posed opposition between law and prophet, and prophet

and priest, could be shown to be non-existent. The Law

is the Word of God as much as that of the prophet, and,

as A. B. Davidson says, "Prophetism is but a development

of Mosaism on one side; but it Is a distinct development

and a literary development."^ Or, as Th. G. Vriezen

says, "Fundamentally prophecy is in complete agreement

1. Dt. 12:1)4.. This has already been refuted by A. C.
Welch, The Code of Deuteronomy, p. I4.8, f,, and by T.
Qestreicher, Da's"Tfeuteronomlsche Grundgesetz, p, 103,
f. See also Keil & jpelitzsch, l)euteronomy, at 12:li4.
It should be added that each of the above mentioned
has an independent theory.

2. The Theology of the Old Testament, p. 20. See also
H. Brelt, Die Predlgt &os Deuteronomlaten, p. 30, f.,
and A. Westphal' & 'CI duFohtet, The Law and the
Prophet, p. 306.
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with the essence of Yahvism",1 And the priests were no

mere ritual slaughterers as some critics would have them

to be; they wax*© media of revelation, custodians of the

sacred tradition, instructors of the Torah, appointed by

Yahveh to give spiritual guidance to the people. It was

only when the priest failed or was not influential enough

that the prophet stepped in as Yahveh's mouthpiece,^ The

supposed antagonism of the eighth century prophets to the

cult Is discussed later, and it Is shown that they were

not against the cult per se, but first against apostasy,

then against using the cult as a robe to cover their in¬

justice and immorality, and further, against syncretism,3
The Deuteronomlc message is thus no compromise but

a true presentation of the Mosaic teachings, where both

priest and prophet united together are complementary in

their respective services to Yahveh,^ It is mainly for

this reason that the Deuteronomist makes Moses to speak

1. An Outline of Old Testament Theology, p. 259.
2. HTfowTey, The Paith of Israel, p, 37 & 138. See

also H. H, Rowley, Editor, The Old Testament and
Modern Study, p. XXV, """ """

3. J". M. P, Smith says: "A religion without ritual would
have been practically inconceivable to the Hebrew
mind, and the prophets never ceased to be Hebrews."
Quoted by J. E. McPadyen, The Message of Israel, p, 153.

U. Compare H, Breit, Die predigt des'Deuteronomisten, p.
223, ff.
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in his addresses to the people.•*- As in the time of

Moses as well "as this day"2 they are Yahveh's appointed

leaders of Israel chosen by Him^ to watch over Israel

safeguarding their compliance with the covenantal obli¬

gations .1+

Purpose of Thesis

1. As already stated in the subject title, it is

the purpose of the present work to discuss the Deuter-

onomic terminology and phraseology from a linguistic

and stylistic standpoint.

2. To discuss the intrinsic elements by which these

various terms and phrases are interconnected.

1. Dt. 1:1, 3, 5; 4:44, 45; 5:1; 27:1, 9, 11; 28:69; 29:1.
2. Dt. 2:30; 4:20, 28; 6:24; 10:15; 9:27. (withmn or-n(D)

The Deuteronoraist uses also the expression run ovn
on numerous other occasions to express the time-Pr

lessness or the perpetuity of the covenant. He wants
to impress upon the mind of the hearer its actuality
today as in Moses' time• Perhaps a definite reference
to the unity of spirit of both prophet and priest as
guardians of Yahveh's covenant may be found In Dt.
27:9: "And Moses with the priests, the Levites, spoke
unto all Israel, saying: Be attentive and hearken, 0
Israel' This day art thou become a people unto Yahveh
thy God. Thou shalt therefore hearken to the voice of
Yahveh thy God, and do his commandments and his stat¬
utes, which I command thee this day." Compare also v.
14. See also positions of authority as God's repre¬
sentatives held by both: Dt. 17:8-12; 18:14-19.

3. Dt. 10:8; 18:5, 15, 18.
4. Dt. 17:12; 13:18, 19. W. H. Bennett gives a good des¬

cription of the functions of both priest and prophet in
his The Books of Chronicles, pp. 221-269. Although
this description is to represent the chronicler's view¬
point, they are worth our consideration.
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3. To show that the Deuteronomic phrases are not

only characteristic from a literary viewpoint, but that

they also represent the major elements of the Deutero¬

nomic theology,

k. To set forth evidence in favor of the opinion

that Deuteronomy I - XXX is a single literary compo¬

sition.

Not taking sides involved in either literary

criticism or different schools of Old Testament theol¬

ogy, this work is to present, as much as possible, an

objective view of the contents of the Deuteronoralc

message, the belief of its preacher and the urgency

which called for its promulgation,

6, To demonstrate that the heart and core of the

message and its distinctiveness of being Deuteronomic

does not lie in its code but in the newly formed char¬

acteristic Deuteronomic phraseology*

7, To explain the uniqueness of Deuteronomy within

the framework of biblical literature, both as a literary

composition and as a religious message.

It is hoped that the present work raay redirect the

prevailing general attitude on the part of Bible students

of putting all emphasis on Literary Criticism, Instead,

the present work aims to encourage the student to find

the true message of the Old Tester® nt, the message of
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Deuteronomy in particular, by allowing the Deuteronomic

preacher to speak in the light of the Deuteronoraiat's

own belief according to that aim which called for its

1. "It is the object of the Bible to teach religion —
practical religion — what Is of primary importance
is its value as a religious volume. The purely his¬
torical and literary problems 3hould therefore be re¬
garded as matters of secondary importance. These
latter are valuable for the elucidation of the "human
side" of the Bible and as such must not be ignored,"
R. Kittel, The Scientific Study of the Old Testament,

•*■«■«■■••• Mil ■ aMMMMiU Will, III I null «M|II|»HII IMi || I, «i.iW Mlllln l» .Iff«» Mini II li,

p, 282, f, See also a very important statement oy
Th. C, Vriezen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology,
p, 89. To Deuteronomy in the light of Historical
Criticism, H. Breit has this to says "Man suchte den
literarischen Werdegang des Dt, zu rekonstruieren analog
dem aeuseren Gang der Volksgeschichte, Eine Fuelle von
Hypothesen bildete den Ansatzpunkt solcher Arbeiten,
wobei keIne endgueltig befriedigen konnte, Sie ver-
bauten dem Forscher den Weg zum Verstaendnis des In-
halts," H, Breit, Die Predlgt des Deuteronomisten,

15. Compare also Max Loeixr,"pa's Deuteronoraium, p.

"I

promulgation.



CHAPTER II

THE DEUIERGNOMIC TERMS AID THEIR PHRASES

The Leading Thoughts of the Deuteronomic Message

While in its structure Deuteronomy, chapters

I - XXX, may be loosely subdivided into three dis¬

courses: Ijl~i4.ji4.9j 511-23 j 69j and 29:1-30:20, each be¬

ginning with^N"^'' nrao Klp"*T a close analysis

of its contents will reveal that such a division seems

to be a superficial one. The simple reason for such a

statement would be the fact that the Deuteronomist does

not follow any particular chronological order or logical

sequence in the presentation of his message• He is pri¬

marily a preacher^ addressing an assembly of laymen,3
and has as his only aim to Influence and to compel his

audience to take the desired action.

The present writer finds it more correct to discuss

the Deuteronoraic message Independent of chapter sequence.

1. "And Moses called all Israel," The first address has
">2"T instead of K~lp,

2. As already mentioned, H. Breit rightly calls the au¬
thor of Deuteronomy a "preacher". Die Predigt des
Deuteronomisten, p. 29, f. Compare also G. v, Rad,
Studies ' In"" beuteronomy, p. 1, ff. "It is law preached,"
says v. ffad, p'."16.

3. Max Loehr, A History of Religion in the Old Testament,
p. 111.
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He has taken as his guide the leading thoughts of the

messa^ expressed in the characteristic Deuteronomie

terms.

As stated In the previous chapter, the Deuteronomic

message contained In the characteristic Deuteronomic

phrases reveals to us four leading thoughts* These four

major elements of the Deuteronomlc theology, properly so-

called, the Deuteronomist sets forth in four major pro¬

positions .

1, The first presents to us a theological definition

of Israel's God, Yahveh, expressed In the phrase Nin mrp

I-qVq ny T>K Q'rfrKH It appears, like most of the Deu¬

teronomic phrases with some variations, retaining the

same meaning, however. The following verses contain his

first major proposition:

"Unto thee It was shown, that thou mayest know,
that Yahveh is the God: there is none else
besides him."

"Know, therefore, this day, and reflect in thy
heart, that Yahveh is the God in the heavens
above, and upon the earth beneath: there is
none else,"

"Know, then, that Yahveh thy God, he Is the
God ....1

1. Dt, 39, 7i9. Verse 7*9 is incomplete, showing
only the phrase pertaining here. The remaining part
farms another phrase cited in the fourth major teach¬
ing.
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Thus all three verses quoted above contain the same

phrase emphasizing the fact that Yahveh is not only God,

but the only God,-*- This is the foremost teaching of the

Dautoronomist and constitutes the foundation upon which

the following three major teachings are based.

2. In his second major teaching the Deuteronomist

describes the status of Israel in relation to Yahveh and

upon what this is based. This theology is set forth in

a twofold proposition and expressed in the following tx^o

phrases: qrp-ints aym -ira*n -prqk hn hhk (k
dtiVkV *f? rprp Kim oy*? ii iriK mpn ly^V (n

a) "And, therefore, because he loved thy fathers,
he chose their descendants after them .

"But on account of Yahveb^s love for you

"Yet only upon your fathers set Yahveh his
heart to love them: he chose, therefore,
their descendants after them

"Because Yahveh thy God loved thee,"^
b) "Thou hast this day avowed Yahveh to be thy

God ... and Yahveh avowed thee this day to
be unto him a peculiarly-treasured people,
as he hath spoken unto thee."

"Yahveh will constitute thee unto himself as
a holy people, as he hath sworn unto thee.,.."

1, Further discussion of each of these major elements of
the Deuteronomic theology is to be found in the respect¬
ive chapters dealing with each of these major teachings
and includes complementary terms and phrases which elu¬
cidate the position the Deuteronomist has taken.

2. Dt, ki37s 7:81 10:15; 23:6.
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"In order to constitute the© this day unto him¬
self for a people, and that he may be unto
thee a God as he hath spoken unto thee,.«,"1

Here again we have slight variations, but the phrases

retain the same meaning. The verses cited above contain

first the motive upon which Israel's status in relation

to Yahveh is founded, and secondly describe her position

and her role in the family of nations, as affected by

such relationship.

3. In his third major teaching, the Deuteronomist

explains the conditions of the covenant relation to be

fulfilled by Israel. Such obligations as are required

of Israel are expressed In the phrase: mrp nK rQHKI

YTND Vam -pm -paV Vsn -pnVN The following verses

contain that phrase with slight variations:

"And thou shalt love Yahveh thy God with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
might."

"And now, Israel, what doth Yahveh thy God require
of thee but to fear Yahveh thy God, to walk in
all his ways, and to love him, and to serve Yahveh
thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul."

"...to love Yahveh thy God, and to serve him with
all your heart and with all your soul."

"For Yahveh your God testeth you, to know whether
you indeed love Yahveh your God with all your
heart and with all your soul."

"...to love Yahveh thy God with all your heart and
with all your soul, in order that thou mayest live.

1. Dt. 26:17, 18j 28:9i 29:12.
2. Dt, 6:5; 10:12; 11:13; 13:1U; 30:6.
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Israel's main obligation lay in her reciprocation of

Yahveh's love towards her. If love of heart, mind and

soul be her motive, she will consequently do all to please

Yahveh•

!j.» In his fourth major teaching, the Deuteronomist

explains that Israel's existence and her wellbeing depend

solely upon Yahvehj secondly, that Yahveh, who is the

Author of their prosperity, is a faithful God, keeping

His covenant, and exercising loving-kindness to both Is¬

rael and her ancestors. This twofold proposition is ex¬

pressed in the following two characteristic phrases:

-ronm rp-Qn -m (k

-prQNV im irrnn nN ovn Tyo^ (n
Here again w© have slight variations, but the phrase re¬

tains the same meaning. The verses cited below state

first the fact that Israel's existence and wellbeing de¬

pends wholly on Yahveh, Secondly, they describe Yahveh

as a faithful God, carrying out His promises given to

the patriarchs as well as showing loving-kindness in all

His acts on behalf of Israel,

a) "Because he keepeth the oath which he swore to
your fathers, hath Yahveh brought you out with
a mighty hand, and redeemed you from the house
of bond-men, from the hand of Pharaoh the king
of Egypt,"

"Know, then, that Yahveh thy God, he is the God
the faithful God who keepeth the Covenant and
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"exercises loving-kindness unto those who fear
him and who keep his commandments for a thou¬
sand generations,"

"Yahveh thy God will keep unto thee the covenant
and exercise loving-kindness which he swore to
thy fathers,"1

b) "For a merciful God is Yahveh thy God, he will
not forsake thee, nor destroy thee; and he will
not forget the covenant of thy fathers which he
hath sworn unto them,"

"Remember thus Yahveh thy God: for it is he who
giveth you the power of gaining wealth; in order
that he might fulfil the covenant which he swore
unto thy fathers,"

"?fot for thy righteousness, nor for the upright¬
ness of thy heart, dost thou go in to possess
their land; but for the wickedness of these na¬
tions doth Yahveh thy God drive them out from
before thee, and in order that he may fulfil the
word which Yahveh swore to thy fathers, to Abra¬
ham, to Isaac, and to Jacob,

As may be observed, some of these elements a) and b) are

intermingled here. We also find some part of a phrase tnat

does not exactly belong to this group propounding the Deu-

teronomic theology of history. However, it is very much

the style of Deuteronomy and one of the ways by which

the Deuteronomist interconnects these phrases which makes

exclusion of such parts impossible. He has linked them

organically into a literary composition containing the

theological quintessence of the Deuteronoraic message.

1. Dt. 7:8, 9, 12,
2. Dt, 1+:31; 8:18; 9:5.
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These four leading thoughts or major elements of

the Deuteronoaic theology represent the four divisions

of his message, not according to chapter sequence but in

accordance with the teachings contained in these terras

and phrases.

The Deuteronomic Terras and Their Phrases

The phrases introduced above are only those which

represent the leading thoughts of the Deuteronoraist.

Each of these major elements of the Deuteronomic theology

is supported by a number of additional terms and phrases,

forming four groups, each conveying a single, vital

teaching of the Deuteronoraic preacher. They are conveni¬

ently listed here under the following headings (titles):

1. The Deuteronomic Conception of Yahveh

their phrases: the terms:

1} "That Yahveh He is the God, there is
none else (besides Him),"1

("mVa) ny t>k cpnVKn Kin mrp d'hVk

2) "And Yahveh brought us out of Egypt
with a mighty hand and with an out¬
stretched arm, and with great terror,
and with signs and with wonders."2

1. Dt. 1;:35, 39; 7:9.
2. Dt. kt3k; (5:15); 7:19; (11:2); 26:8.
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yum npm r>n q'tsod lmnVx mn1 rnxxmi t»

D"»nEDm mnxm Vim mKern rp io3

3) "And He redeemed you out of tha house
of bond-men."3.

(d"»txbd) mmy n*»nD -psm ms

I|.) "To make (cause) His name to dwell
there; to put His name there."2

QW IDS? D131? ; □© IDS' "J DtfV □©

2. The Deuteronomic Theology of Election and

Covenant.

their phrases: the terms:

5a) "for he loved your fathers"}
because Yahveh thy God loved
thee .3

-pnVx mrr> -pnx "»n ;-pnnx nx nnx ">n nns

6) "The covenant of your fathers which
he swore to them."^

orf? iux -pnnx mm nx ynu?

7) "And he chose their descendants
after them." "Yahveh thy God chose
thee."5

(DrmnK oym) minx iym inmi ma

T»rf?x mrr» inn in

1. Dt, 7:8; 9:26; 13:6; 2lj.:l8. This phrase is to be
found only in Micah 6:4.

2. Dt. 12:5, 21: lk:2ki — 12:11; li+:23; 16:2, 6, 11; 26:2.
3. Dt. U:37l 7:8; 10:15; 23:6.
k. Dt. I*s31; 7:8; 8:18.
5. Dt. 1|:37; 7:6, 7; 10:15; H;:2.
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8) "Yahveh our God made a covenant with
us (you, them)

rr»-Q (DDDy) uny n~D upn*?N rp-Q

9) 'A great nation"*- *71 "T1 **111 ^ 13

10) "For thou art a holy nation unto
Yahveh, thy God,"3

ItiVk mrpV nnK snip oy >d oy

"That thou mayest be a people of his
inheritance."4

nVnn ay*? i1? nT»n9

"That thou raayest be a peculiarly-
treasured people unto him (out of
all the nations),"5

(own Vdd) rf? 10 oyV iV rmnV
"In order to constitute (avow) thee
unto himself for a (holy, peculiar¬
ly treasured) people, and that he
might be unto thee a God as he hath
spoken unto thee."°

(rf?ao ,mp) cyV i9 ihk ( T>0Nn) o^pn lya*?
"f? 137 TTOO DTIVK1? "f? HTT* K1H1

11) "(All of us,/you/),,.this day,,,?
run diti .... (03- ,13*73) (nrn) 0T»n

1. Dt. 5:2, 3i 28:69 (twice); 29:11, 13.
2. Dt. 4:6, 7, 8,
3. Dt. 7:6; 14:2, 21; 26:19.
4. Dt. 4:20; 9:26, 29.
5. Dt. 7:6; 14:2.
6. Dt. 26:17-18; 28:9; 29:12.
7. Dt. 5:3; 8:18; 26:17, 18; 27:9; 29:9-14. The above

references are limited to those where D1"»n appears
in direct connection with the covenant and with the
possible inclusion of the word*73 ,
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3. Yahveh*s Sovereignty over Israel,

theIr phrases: the terras;

5b) "And thou shalt love Yahveh
thy God with all" tny heart,
and with all thy soul and
with all thy might,"!

1WS3 Vddi "paV hsu -prfrx mm nx rnnxi nnx

11KD *7321

12) "And thou wilt listen to the
voice of Yahveh thy God and
observe to do."^

rmy^i vrftx mn' Vij?2 nyoun yew

13) "To walk in his ways to fear
{to love) him (and to cling
to hira)."3

(in np37*7i) mx (ranx5) nxm5 t»3td roV? *f?n
14) "In order that thou inayest

learn to fear yahveh thy God
(all the days}."4

(own Va) -pnbx mn1 nx nxmb TDVn ly^V xt

"And all Israel shall listen
and fear and shall not...."5

... x5i IIXT»I iyD©*» VKTBP hm

1. Dt. 6s5> 10;12; 11:13; 13:14; 30:6.
2. Dt. 13:5, 19; 15:5; 26:14, 17; 27:10; 28:1, 2; 28:15,

45; 30:8, 10,
3. Dt. 8:6; 10:12; 11:22; 19:9; 30:16,
4. Dt. 4:10; 14:23; 17:19.
5. Dt. 13:12; 17:13; 19:20.
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15) "And thou shalt do what is (good
and) right in the eyes of Yahveh
(thy God),

(ITiVk) mn1 'i^ya -ir>n (-i man) moyi nwy

16) "The commandment(s) the statutes,
and the judgements which Javeh
thy God commands thee."2
my ih/k cposwom Q->pm (n-) mson nK my

(DD-) -pnVN mn1

17) "Thou shalt not turn aside from
...neither.to the right nor to
the left."*3

Vwxn pm (...-q) -non xh mo

18) "And thou shalt eradicate the evil
from your midst (from Israel's
midst). "4-

(Vkiwd) -pipe yin rnym nyo

19) "And thou shalt remember that thou
wast a bond-man In the land of
Egypt."5

mmo y"#o rr»"»n Tiy ->? man mi

i*. The Deuteronoraic Theology of History.

their phrases; the terms:

1. Dt. 6:18; 12:25, 28; 13:19; 21:19. This phrase occurs
also in Kings and Chronicles but without the combina¬
tion of

2. Dt. k:i*0; 5:31; 6:1; 7:11; 8:11; 10:13; 28:15, 1*5;
30:16.

3. Dt. 17:11, 20; 28:11*.
1*. Dt. 13:6; 17:7, 12; 19:19; 21:21; 21:21*; 21**7.
5. Dt. 5:15; 15:15; 16:12; 21*:l8, 22.
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20) "Who keeps the covenant and exer¬
cises loving-kindness (unto those
who love him and keep his command¬
ments) for a thousand generations."!

"pans1?) Tonm rPTin (row** k5) tdw ion

*m ^Vn1? (i»mso

21) "In order that he may fulfil his
covenant (oath) which he swore
unto thy fathers"2
yn^i "iuk irp-Q (nynwn) nx D'pn "lyo1? (Dip) D^pn

-prux1?

22) "The land which he swore -unto thy
(our, their) fathers."3
(00- , 13-) -pruts? yD©3 im J1KT] nK (HDTK) y IN

23) "Yahveh thy God (will) bless (has
blessed) thee in every work.
(acquisition) of thy hand, "4
TP (v) nu?yD Vdd *p-QC») vnVx mrp i~u

1T» if?tfD VDDI
2I|.) "And you will do that which is evil

in the eyes of Yahveh thy God to
provoke his anger (to transgress
the covenantal laws),"5
io^yDii4? -pnVtv mm '•a'ya snn on'wyi yi

(irr*-Q -uy'?)

1. Dt. 7:8, 9, 12.
2. Dt. 4:31; 8:18; 9:5.
3. Dt. 1:8; 6:10, 23; 7:13; 8:1; 11:9, 21.
4. Dt. 2:7; 24:29; 15:10; 23:21; 24:10; 28:8, 12.
5. Dt. 4:25; 9:18; 17:2. We may find the phrase in other

parts of Deuteronomic literature, but without the par¬
ticular combination of ICPyon*? or irP"Q my1?.
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25) "It is an abomination to Y&hveh thy
God."1

("T*nVt<) mrr* royn myn

26) "All these curses will come upon
thee and overtake the©,"2

TU'wm rfrxn m^pn Vd t»Vy ircm nV?p
27) "And Yahveh was angry with you to

destroy you."3 "He will send (or
cause otherwise to coma) upon you
until thou be destroyed.

qdhk i^DwnV- mm (r»r», tdn.w) spKirn ~mw

ITawn iy ...(-p) *V?y (DVy.JWMm) nV©-»

28) "I testify againat you that you will
surely perish."5

•p-QKn -ox "»D DT»n ODD ^nmyn "TDK

29) "Then thou wilt return to Yahveh thy
God and listen to his voice,"®

lVnpn nynsm mm iy ram mw

30) "And he will have mercy upon thee.,,
as ho swore unto thy fathers."?

"pruNV yiroa "too . ..-prrn orn

It should be said of the terms and phrases that such

a division into four groups is only approximate. There

are some phrases which would fit into two or more groups

and a decision had to be made as to which group would bo

1. Dt. 7s25; 17:1? 18:12; 22:5.
2. Dt. 28:15, k5i 29:26.
3. Dt. 9:8, 19, 25; 28:63.
i*. Dt. 28:20, 2k, U5, 61.
5. Dt. 1i:26; 8:19; 30:18.
6. Dt. 1} :30; 30:2, 8, 10.
7. Dt. (U:31); 13:18; 30:3.
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most appropriate. In addition, the Deuteronomist often

interconnects and links two or more phrases within one

verse, a dominant and vital characteristic or his peron¬

eals, which makes it rather difficult to decide upon a

definite grouping of such a term. However, for the sake

of better orientation, a line had to be drawn somewhere,

and the one presented here seems to be as nearly correct

as possible.

Also all phrases are exclusively Deuteronomic un¬

less otherwise stated in the footnotes. We may find

similar phrases in other parts of Deuteronomic litera¬

ture, but not with the combination of words listed here,

A Summary Message of the Deuteronomic Terminology

The terms and phrases listed above contain the

heart and core of the Deuteronomic message. In fact,

this is the part which is genuinely Deuteronomic for the

legal code itself is, in most cases, a reiteration of

the Laws found from Exodus to Numbers.*

The Deuteronomic preacher communicated to his

1, It has already been mentioned in the first chapter.
See S. R, Driver, An Introduction to the Literature
°L 2!i Testament, pp. 73, tt.;"aIso"by the samb
author, ICC Deuteronomy, pp. iv, ff. Also, G. B,
Gray, A Critical Introduction to the Old Testament,
p, lj.2, f, j' A.' McNelle, Deuteronomy iFaTlace in
Revelation, pp, 86-89. ~ ™
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audience his knowledge of Yahveh. "Your God, Yahveh,"
he proclaims, "is the only God and there is none besides

Him." His almighty power has given full proof of that.

For He delivered Israel out of Egypt with a mighty hand

and with His outstretched arm, with great terror, with

signs and wonders.

Yahveh is also Israel's Redeemer for He redeemed

her out of the house of bond-men. By redeeming Israel,

He also proved to be a God of faithfulness in keeping

his covenant made with her patriarchs and in exercising

tli© loving-kindness promised to them.

Moreover, He loved the patriarchs and their de¬

scendants, Israel, He therefore elected Israel to be a

great nation, a holy nation, and a peculiarly treasured

people unto Him out of all peoples on the earth. Out of

the same motive, i.e., divine love, He made an ever-

restorable-3-covenant with Israel in order that He may

1. The covenant is ©ver-res torable through renewed o-
bedience for the election of Israel is irrevocable.
This is well summarised in Th, C. Vriezen's conclu¬
sive statements "Die Verwerfung ist ni© ein theolog-
ischer Ausdruek geworden; sie bleibt inaaer der Er-
waehlung gaenzlich untergeordnet, wie der Zorn Gottes
seiner heiligen Lieb©, Und dies alles ist voellig in
Uebereinstimmung mit deni Gottesglauben Israels, denn
Jahwe ist ihra im Grunde nur bekannt geworden als der
Gott der heiligen, tx'euen Liebe." (Die Erwaehlung
Israels nach dom Alton Tes tarnsnts, p." 10b.) It would
be correct to say thai the covenant, although theo¬
retically revocable was practically irrevocable.
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constitute her as that great and holy nation, and that

peculiarly treasured people; while at the same time and

by the same covenant, Israel is to avow Yahveh as her

only God. Such privileges bestowed upon Israel in ele¬

vating and honoring her above other nations also involved

obligations. Israel was to reciprocate Yahveh's love by

loving him with all her heart, soul, and might. She must

listen to the voice of Yahveh and observe to do what is

required of her and walk in His ways. She must also

lesrn to reverence (fear) Yahveh and do what is right in

His sight, by keeping His commandments, statutes and

judgements and not to turn away (swerve) from them,

either to the right or to the left. Not only is this an

individual obligation, but Israel, being a corporate per¬

sonality,^ must also be sure in case of apostasy or any

other evil deeds, to stand up for Yahveh and eradicate

every evil from her midst. All this Israel must do out

of gratitude to Yahveh, remembering that she was enslaved

in the land of Egypt.

For complying with these covenants! obligations,

Israel is given the land which Yahveh promised to her

1. H. W, Robinson, The Cross in the Old Testament, pp.
76, ff. H. H. Rowley, Editor, The Old Testament and
Modern Study, pp. 307, 333, Also ft. H. Rowley,
The Faith of Israel, pp. 99, ff.
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forefathers. He is also blessing her in every area of

life and in all her undertakings. On the other hand,

if Israel will do what is evil in the si^it of Yahveh

or what is an abomination unto Him, all the curses

(Yahveh's) will come upon her and she will be destroy¬

ed until she utterly perishes for provoking Yahveh to

anger. However, if Israel repents and turns wholeheart¬

edly to Yahveh, He will have mercy upon her and rein¬

state her former privileged status in the family of

nations .

The above synopsis is the genuine Deuteronomic

message and is conveyed wholly in the characteristic

thirty terras and phrases listed above.

The Deuteronoraic writer, being primarily a pro¬

phetic preacher, did not narrowly confine himself to

legal matters with which he links and interweaves his

message. He is rather setting forth a proclamation of

Israel's faith which includes both the acts of Yahveh

and the requirements that are binding upon those whom

He has chosen, redeemed and established as a people

uniquely treasured by Hira.

Genuine Prophetic Message

Some may Indeed question whether these Deuteronoraic

phrases combined together in the above synopsis actually
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constitute the heart of the Deutaronoraic message , The

first and most obvious objection would be that it does

not represent the actual Deuteronomic code as contained

in chapters XII - XXVrI. This was considered by J. Well-
1

hausen and is still considered by many of his followers

as the kernel of the Deuteronomic message and the origi¬

nal "Book of the Law" upon which the Josianic reform was

based. It would, however, be correct to state that, in

spite of the absence of the seventy-nine laws contained

in chapters XII - XXVI and the several laws dispersedly

placed in various chapters, the above formulated phrases

contain something which far surpasses the actual Deuter¬

onomic legislation,^
The Deuteronomist is not so much concerned with the

letter of the law as with the spirit motivating compli¬

ance with the law: the attitude of the heart and the de¬

sire of the soul. He is emphasizing motives rather than

deeds, trustful submission rather than stern obedience;

love and mercy above legal justice. This has been well

Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel^ p.
gee also hisHTie Composition des !fexateuchs~and der
Historlschen Buocher des Alten Testaments, p. 181."
The erroneousness of J. Vell'hausen in claiming the
original Deuteronomy to have been "a pure law-book"
is discussed later in the appendix.

2. See especially D. C. Simpson1s comments in Pentateuchal
Criticism, pp. 112, 113.
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stated by A, H. McNeils:

"The positive side or Deuteronoraic religious thought
is love' 'to God and love to men who are either Is¬
raelites or under Israelite protection. These two
duties are the warp and woof of the writer's ideal
of character,,.. It gives to the writer's exhorta¬
tions a tender and yearning force to which Hosea
supplies the nearest parallel. Love to men is the
moving principle of all ethical requirements of
justice and mercy detailed earlier in the chapter.
Deuteronomy for03hadows St, Lute's Gospel in its
sympathy for cne poor, St, John's in its insistence
on love ,

There is yet another vital element which penetrates

almost every page of Deuteronomy. The Deuteronomist

purports to bring comfort and assurance to a frustrated

and despairing people. If one can entertain the possi¬

bility of Deuteronomy having taken shape shortly after

701 B. C., without entering at the moment into the prob¬

lem of Higher Criticism, he will fully understand the

task of the Deuteronomic message and the psychological

effect viiich it was to bring about in the mind of a

decimated people and country. The Israelite of that

crucial period had bee n removed by centuries from the

Exodus Event and from the Slnaitie Covenant. What he was

experiencing shook his faith and generated doubt, a doubt

which could ruin the very foundation of Israel's religion

and her existence as a nation -- the doubt whether Israel

1. Deuteronomy Its Place in Revelation, p. 29, f•
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was still Yahveh's covenant people.

What the Israelite of that period was a witness to

is well summarized by H. P. Smith:

"The country was overrun by the Assyrians, forty-
six walled towns suffered the horrors of siege
and sack, over two hundred thousand people were
carried Into slavery, an enormous booty fell into
the hands of the invader, Jerusalem itself was
invested, though not regularly besieged. Hezeki&h
was obliged to pay a heavy fine and to send his
daughters and concubines to Ninevfth. Finally, his
kingdom was reduced in size, a large part of his
territory being taken away and added to adjoining
states, "I

This was exactly the deplorable state of the tiny vassal

kingdom of Judah after the annihilation of the Northern

Kingdom. And the pious Israelite to whom the Temple was

the sanctuary of Yah veh, where His Presence dwelled, the

stronghold of Israel's hope and her pride as an archi¬

tectural beauty, has seen the doors and the pillars of

that same Temple being stripped of the precious metals

to be sent as tribute to a heathen king'.2 And this was

after both the Temple's and the royal treasuries had

been emptied for the same reason. It was then that the

Israelite questioned himself how all this could happen

if Yshveh was still dwelling in His sanctuary marked by

the most sacred Name of Yahveh, Are vie still His chosen

1. Old Testament History, p. .

2. 2Tings Id:14-16.
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*if*i
people who He has redeemed from Egypt "with a rai^ityri.

hand and with an outstretched arm, and with great terror,

and with signs, and with wonders"?1 If we are still His

covenant people, where is His omnipotent power? Why were

we decimated in numbers as e people, arxi in territory as

a country, "the land He swore to our fathers"?^
To that the Deuteronomist has a twofold answer. As

to the covenant, It is an ever-restorable covenant,

through renewed obedience, and hence practically an ir¬

revocable covenant.3 He uses the expression DT*n (this

day, today) to emphasize the tiroelessness and the per¬

petuity of the covenant which, even when once broken, may

be fully restored. "Thou hast this day avowed Yahveh to

be thy God and that thou wilt walk In his ways and keep

his statutes, and his commandments, and his ordinances

and hearken unto his voice; and Yahveh avowed thee this

day to be unto him a peculiarly treasured people, as he

hath spoken unto thee."^
As to the numerous calamities which have beset

Israel, the Deuteronomist points to his theology of

1. Dt. 7:8; 9:26; 13:6; 2U:l8.
2. Dt. 1:8; 6:10, 23; 7:13; 8:1; 11:9, 21.
3. See p. 40, ft. 1 and infra p. I4.9, f. for further

comments.
1|. Dt. 26'17, IS. Compare G. v. Red, Studies in Deu¬

teronomy, p. 70, f.
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history: "Know, then, that Yahveh thy God, he is the

God who keepeth the covenant and exercises loving-kind¬

ness unto those who fear him and who keep his command¬

ments for a thousand generations. The blame thus

rests upon Israel herself which he declares clearly in

the following statement:

"When thou begettest children, and children's
children, and you shall have remained long in
the land, and you become corrupt, and make a
.graven image, the likeness of anything, and do
the evil in the eyes of Yahveh thy God, to pro¬
voke him to anger: I call this day the heaven
and the earth to witness against you, that you
shall soon perish from off the land whereto you
go over the Jordan to possess it; you shall not
remain many days upon it, but you shall surely
be destroyed,

Hie same prophetic preacher may have used the with¬

drawal of the Assyrian array forced by the devastating

plague brought upon them, as one of these "signs and

wonders" coming from the "mighty hand" of Yahvah, This

must have been a shining ray in the dark hour of Israel's

history which awakened their hop© that Yahveh is still

their God, and that she is still His people. Above all,

Yahveh is still protecting the sacred place of His abode,

even if He, because of Israel's sin, permitted it to be

1. Dt, 7;9, 12.
2, Dt, 1}.:25# 26, See further references of similar

phrases in the fourth group of phrases, the Deuter¬
anopic theology of history.
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stripped of the gold and silver. And the very same vic¬

torious army which turned most of the Judean cities into

a picture of horror and destruction, was stopped by the

hand of Yahveh at the gates of Jerusalem, the seat of the

holy Temple, by striking them with a devastating plague,

"probably bubonic in nature »"•*•
Has not the prophet Isaiah assured Hezekiah that

Yahveh would deliver Jerusalem miraculously from the

Assyrian forces?^ And Yahveh the faithful God kept His

promise, for in spite of Israel's sinfulness, she is

still Yahveh's people, for the covenant is an evor-re-

storable one through renewed obedience.

G, von Rad takes a 3imilar position (excluding his

dating of Deuteronomy) namely that the Deuteronomist has

made it his task to bring comfort to Israel in assuring

them that Yahveh is still their God, and that Israel is

Yahveh's Inheritance:

"It is this; this Israel has in actual fact no

longer any points of comparison with the Israel
which in the past stood at Horeb; it is separated
from the events at Horeb by a very long and ex¬
tremely incriminating history; in the later regal
period its whole religious and political life had
been called in question; is it then still Yahveh's
people? The answer is clear and unambiguous; it
is to this Israel, the people just as it was, that

1. R. K. Harrison, A History of Old Testament Times, p,
182.

2, 2 Kings 19:6, 7, and 32, ff.
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Deuteronomy proclaims Yahveh's election and
promise of salvation.''^

This assurance that Yahveh is still Israel's God and the

comfort brought to her by confirming that she is Yahveh's

inheritance penetrates almost ©very page of Deuteronomy

and constitutes one of the major tasks of the Deuterono-

mic message. The Deuteronomlc preacher also uses it as a

background for his message. He explains to his audience

that Israel, in order to insure her remaining in that

covenant relation, must remember the most vital of all

teachings, namely that Yahveh is the only God, which he

has phrased in Dt, l+:35> 39 and reiterated in the Shema

(6 il|, ff.). In be twee n these phrases Ij.s32-40, he exhorts

Israel to remember the greatness of Yahveh, Has there

ever been a revelation of God 3uch as Israel has had —

Yahveh Himself speaking out of the midst of fire, after

He has demonstrated His omnipotence In delivering her

from Egypt? And when Yahveh spoke at Horeb He not only

spoke to your fathers, says the Deuteronomlst, but also

to you all living and present here todayYahveh's

covenant is made with past, present and future genera¬

tions: it is perpetual and ever-renewable, hence irre-

1, Studies in Deuteronomy, (trans1. by D, Stalker) p. ?0.
2, Dt. 3:2,Tf;
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vocable, This view Is upheld by Th. C. Vriezen who

states s

"The Covenant may, indeed, be broken by
Israel, and in that case God punishes His head¬
strong and wilful people, but that does not
mean that the Covenant, the circle, is broken
by God, Even if God rejects th© Empirical Is¬
rael in Its entirety for some time .that does
not mean that Israel is rejected altogether.
Hone of the prophets thought that the judgement
of the people of their days implied the destruc¬
tion of the people as such I Each of the pro¬
phets was a prophet of salvation as well as a
prophet of evil, and proclaimed that God's Cov¬
enant, which had bee n brought into being by Him,
would be restored by Him. Israel was never re -
"jected absolutely, a conception which is found
with the ancient Orientals, e.g. the Babylonians,
who in their Creation-narratives suppose that
the wrath of the gods had In view the complete
destruction of mankind."^

After h© has brought comfort and assurance to his

people, the Beuteronomic preacher proceeds with his full

message which embodies the teachings of the four eighth-
p

century prophets: Amos, Hosea, Isaiah and Mlcah. He

has combined their teachings with a singularly unique

eloquence, as a master-orator who speaks with enthusiasm

and warmth of emotion compelling the hearer to comply

with his message since it presents issues of life-and-

death urgency.

1, An Outline of Old Testament Theology, p, lii2. Compare
5Tso" BdmondTacoF, 'theology of the Old Testament, p, 211,
£**•; H. Breit, Die Predigt des Deuteronomisten, p, lk9, f.

2, Compare D, C. Simpson,' Psat^Cffuchfel criticism,' pp. 160,
ff,a A, H, McNeil©, DeuteronomyIts' place in Revelation,
pp. 107, ff., and Th. C, Vriezen, An Outline of~Qld Tes¬
tament Theology, p. 177,
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The Deuteronoraic theology of ©lection and the cov~
1 P

enant are both Hosea' a and Amos' s teaching. Again, the

Deuteronomist has condensed the whole law Into a single

verse nearly identical with Micah's condensation of his

teaching. Both Micah and the Deuteronomic preacher pro¬

claim that obedience to Yahveh is not to be a legalistic

religion, but a heart that delights in acts of love and

in walking humbly with God.3
The Deutaronomist has also given his whole message

the Gospel spirit of love, both on the part of Yahveh

and Israel; this is an embodiment of Hosoa's teaching of

divine loveThe prophetic preacher likewise reiterates

in his own phraseology the Isaianic theology of holiness.-3

Since Yahveh, Israel's Sovereign, is a holy God she must

be a holy nation. Only then is a real union and fellow¬

ship possible between Yahveh and Israel.

Finally, there is the Deuteronomic theology of

history, A similarity in the pronouncement of judgements

In Hosea 7il - 11:7, and Amos 6:1 - 9:10, with those of

1. Hosea llsl; 13si}.*
2. Amos 3:2; compare H. Breit, Die Predlgt des Deuter-

onomlsten, p. 36.
3. Micah 6:5; Dt. 10:12.
k. Hosea 3:1} 9:15} 11:1, hi lh:5.
5. Is. l:h} 2:3; 5:19, ^} 6:3} 10:20; 12:6, Compare

also G, v. Had, Das Gottesvolk ira Deuteronomium, pp.
83, ff.
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Deuteronomy 28:15 - 69 is evident. Both the prophets

and the prophetic preacher warn Israel of her utter

destruction and doom in case of disobedience. For Yahveh,

although a God of love, mercy and loving-kindness, is also

a God of justice who metes out severe judgement to those

who break the laws of the covenant. Since He is the only

God, he is both the Lord of creation and history, control¬

ling both Israel and other nations .^ Events wherever and

whenever they happen are Yahveh's planned acts.

®iis prophetic message of Deuteronomy, compared above

with the teachings of the four eighth-century prophets is

not contained In the laws of Deuteronomy as such. The

code of Deuteronomy has not a single word to say about the

election and the covenant which is the core and the founda¬

tion of the Deuteronomic message. They are found in the

parenesis. The legislation^ contains nothing of "the

Oneness of Yahveh and the Uniqueness of Israel"-*, nor of

the theology of history so characteristic of the Deuter-

onomist and found practically on every page and expressed

in his uniquely phrased terminology. And it is the teacn-

1. Amos 5:8, 9; 7:7-9; 8:1-17; 9:1-10.
2. Particularly as confined by J. Wellhausen to his

"Urdeuteronomlurn". (Die Composition des Hexateuchs
und der Hlstorlschen Buecher des Alten Testaments, p. 181.)

3. A. H. McNelle, Deuteronomy Its Place in Revelation, p. 2£>,
ff.
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ing contained in this phraseology which has been the

foundation of Israel's faith, worship and hope. Examples

have rbeen quoted earlier in this chapter, but we may con¬

veniently restate them briefly here,

Israel's faith is summarized in the following phrase:

"Know, therefore, this day, and reflect in thy
heart, that Y&hveh is the God in the heavens
above, and upon the earth beneath: there is
none else."l

Her worship is to tete such forms as outlined in phrases

like these:

"And thou shalt love Yahveh thy God with all
thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all
thy might."

"And thou shalt go to the place which Yahveh
thy God will choose to let his name to dwell
there."

"And thou shalt do what is good and right in
the eyes of Yahveh.

Her hope is found in the message of salvation which

breathes from such terras as □HN "love," "irQ "elec¬

tion," rp-Q "covenant," nVru "inheritance," finding

its fullest realization of Yahveh's promise of salvation

and pointing to Jesus Christ and His Hew Covenant.

For those who do not see a connective link between

1. Dt. 1|:39. See also l{.:35 and 7:9.
2. Dt. 6:5; 26:2; 6:18.
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th® Old and Hew Testaments^ it may be said that the above

statement is an objective one. For Christ confesses His

indebtedness to Deuteronomy by His reliance on it in His

temptation.Secondly, He endorses its emphasis on the

first and great commandment which is a characteristic

Deuteronomic phrase: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God

with all thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy

might.

Thirdly, it is also possible that the Deutaronomic

phrase "to walk in his way" including the verse, "Perfect

shalt thou be with Yahveh thy God," may have been the nu¬

cleus and core of the crucial thought in th© Sermon on

the Mount: "Be ye therefore perfect as your heavenly

Father is perfect."^-
Fourthly, th© raost fundamental teaching of Christ

about the Person of God is that of a loving heavenly Fa¬

ther which resembles that of the Deuteronomic teaching.£

c
1. Compare C. Proeksh, Theologle des Alten Testaments,

pp. 7-12, and Th^C. Vriezen, An Outline of" Old '3^sta¬
ment Iheology, pp. 5, ff. "" """" ""

2. lVt'T"6:13-16; '3:3J compare Mt. ipsip, ?, 10; Lk, l+:8, 12.
3. Dt. 6:5i compare Mt. 22:37, 38; Mk. 12:29-33; Lk. 10:27.
k. Dt. 18:13# and its equivalent in Mt. 5»U8.
5. Dt. 1:31# 8:5# lips 1 • Compare also W. Robertson Smith who

says: "In Christianity, and already in th© spiritual re¬
ligion of the Hebrews, the idea of divine fatherhood is
entirely dissociated from th© physical basis of natural
fatherhood." The Religion of the Semites, p. I4.I.
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Finally there is the prospect of the kingdom of God in
Wcr^ « fxi T\ **

, i! both Deuteronomy, -- another most vital teaching of Christ.

Yahveh is the Sovereign of Israel and every Israelite is

subject to Him alone,^ as Lord and Master of his life .3 m

both the kingdom of God is but a prospect, i.e. awaiting

its realization. Its dimensions, however, are indeed dif¬

ferent

1. See Th. C. Vrlezen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology,
p• 91# f•

2. Compare liar tin Buber, Moses, pp. 10f?, ff.
3. For further evidence in support of unity of Old and New

Testament see Robert H. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the
Old Testament, p. 3# ff. and H. H. Rowley, The UniEy~of
EEe Bible, pp. 90. ff.

4. See A. Harnack, What is Christianity? pp. 53# ff. Also
see especially H. H. Rowley, The Unity of the Bible, pp.
86, f. '



CHAPTER III

THE DEUTERONOMIC CONCEPTION OP YAHVEH

Delimitations

Discussion of the origin and etymology of tetragrani¬

mation nirT* is omitted her© because of the limits of

the present work. Brief discussions of some of the ex¬

isting hypotheses by a number of scholars may be found In

the sources listed below.1

Serious attempts have been made by scholars and theo¬

logians2 to classify the pre-exilic religion of Israel,

particularly that of the teaching of the eighth century

prophets. That this has been no easy task is evidenced

by the divided opinions that still exist. Some claim It

1. G. P. Oehler, Old Testament Theology (revised by George
E. Day) pp. 92, ff.J &. Ewald, Old and Hew Testament
Theology, p. 90, ff.j A, B. Davidson, The Theology of
the Old Te stament, pp . h5» ff. j S. R. t>r iver, Re cenE~*
Theories on the Origin and Nature of the Tetragrammatlon
(monograpE"]"J "X." Koehlerj''' bid Te steroe n€~""Theologyi PP» U-0«
ff.j Wm. P. Albright, Proa the Stone Age to Christianity,
pp. 258, ff.j H. H. RoiTIey,^e^am or rsrael, pp. 53,
ff.j C. Procksch, Theologie das iQten Testaments, p. 72,
ff.j Th. C. Vriezen, An Outline of Old'''"TesWfimE" Theology,
pp. 170, ff.j E. JacoSs*, Theology oF the Old Testament
contains the latest statement about-"several hypotheses,
very succinctly phrased. Cf. pp. I4.8# •

2. See particular references In the process of the discus¬
sion of the present chapter.
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to have been monotheism; others, henothelsm. Among those

who claim it to have been monotheism, son® limit it by

the addition of some kind of adjective such as "absolute"

"practical" "ethical" "implicit" "theoretical" and the

like. Some, of whom W, F. Albri^it is a particular rep-
1

resentative, also classify Israel's religion as "pure"

monotheism, even beginning with Moses,

"Eh© task is indeed a difficult one for several rea¬

sons, First, Israel's religion during its entire history

under its various judges and kings was syncretistic, A

majority of Israelites worshipped Yahveh by pagan means

and at pagan altars.^ Secondly, apostasy was a common,

everyday occurrence in the life of Israel. While it is

impossible to determine the exact number of apostates, we

know from biblical records, particularly from the Books

of Kings and Chronicles, that at times it involved practi¬

cally the whole nation, including its kings and priests.

Thirdly, and this is the greatest of all difficulties, it

is impossible to obtain any results from a comparative

study of the existing religions, since no other monothe¬

istic religion existed to form a means of comparison,

1, From the Stone Age to Christianity, p. 271, f. See also
ETs~arH^cIoT^Archaeolo^" Confronts Biblical Criticism"
in The Airjerican Scholar, vol, 7, Spring 1938, No, 2, p,
ne^m- ~

2. Compare fi, H. Rowley, The Faith of Israel, pp. 76, ff.
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Israel's environment as a whole was polytheistic. It is

true that Babylonia and Assyria had reached some resem¬

blance of a theoretical "unity of God"-*- as had the religion

of Egypt.^ But as M, Jastrow observes, "We have nothing

to warrant the existence of a genuine monotheistic tendency

in the East outside of Israel before the sixth century B.C.,

and there can be no doubt that the belief in one God had

been firmly established before that,"8 On the other hand,

there are some who consider the religion of Israel as

taught by the prophets to be monotheistic. First, they

state, it would be a gross mistake to consider the apostate

idol worship which flourished for many periods in Israel's

history as her established religion.^ As. H. H. Rowley

well observes:

"Hot until we come to Hosea, do we find any protest
against the sacred bulls. Hos. 8:5, 10:5, 13:2.
But that does not prove that bull images were legit¬
imate in the worship of Yahveh, any more than the
other things against which Hosea protested were or
ever had been integral to Yahvism as such. It would
rather seem that It was characteristic of Yahvism
from its origin that it had no idol symbols of its

1. M. Jastrow, The Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, p. 133.
2. W, F. Albright, Promshe STTone Age to Christianity, pp.

213, ff .
3. The Religion of Babylonia and Assyria, p. 133. As sup¬

port IHgevTcfenee "ITTJaslFow refers to E. Jersmis, Mono-
theistisch© Stroeraungen Innerhalb der Babylonischen Re¬
ligion.

R. F. Baethgen, Beltraege zur Semitiachen Rellgions-
geschlchte, p. 214, f.
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own, and that when idols were finally eliminated
with the completeness and rigidity that marked later
Judaism, we have a development that was in line with
the essential spirit of the religion."!

'Phis very view is confirmed by Th, C, Vriezen who states:

"That the prophets should be th© creators of monothe¬
ism, a view which is still maintained quite wrongly,
is impossible. The writings of the prophets nowhere
justify the conclusion that these men looked upon
themselves as introducing a new doctrine. On the
contrary, they always referred to things already
known to the people J they only demanded that the peo¬
ple should adhere to Yahweh, whose will was already
known to them,... There is, therefore, nothing to
stand in the way of a recognition of a monotheistic
Yahwism given by Moses, though not pursued by him to
its ultimate consequences."2

Secondly, the gods of the Semitic pantheon worshipped by

Israel's apostates were very few as compared with those of

other nations.3 Thirdly, the theophoric names of the Is¬

raelites, which are often a reflection of the belief of

any Semite, show no traces of polytheism,^ Finally, while

tn© manner of worship of Yahveh, particularly the cult,

shows external similarities to that of other Semitic na¬

tions ,5 it W£S fundamentally different in essence.^

1, The Faith of Israel, p. 78,
2, An Outline of ""Old Testament Theology, pp. 178* 179.
3, T7 Wellhausen, Re'ste Arablschen lielclentums, passim; F.

Baethgen, Beitraege zur &ekLti.3chen Religfonsgeschichte,
passim,

i}., J. Nikel, Per Mono the ismus Israel in der vorexillschen
Zelt, pp. 33-361 "~~

5. W. Robertson Smith, The Religion of the Semites, pp. 213,
ff. L. Koehler, who states, "Indeed1, the cult is a bit
of ethnic life. Israel takes it over from the heathen,"
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In spit® of th® above positions taken by some scholars,

M. Burrows, who speaks on behalf of th© "most modern schol¬

ars, states that the subject of "when and how the Hebrews
o

had become monotheists Is still a moot question. ne~

Thu3, while it may be difficult to decide which of

these views is correct as to the whole of Israel, it may

prove easier to determine the Deuteronomic conception of

yahveh, confining it solely to th© Deuteronomie preacher.

It will, however, be well to state at the outset that the

above title, The Deuteronomic Conception of Yahveh, is not

intended to limit the eoncept to a single author or person.

The expression "the Deuteronomic preacher" is to be under¬

stood as meaning members of a prophetic school who pursued

the teachings of th© eighth century prophets.

In addition to the above delimitations, the present

Old Testament Theology, p. 181. Max Loehr says: "But the
worship'of Yahveh took over much from the previous forms
of worship and usages of the allied tribes and clans." A
History of the Religion of the Old Testament, p. i}.l. Cf.
also John Gray, The "negacy of ""Canaan, p. lq.Q~, ff. Not only
was the cult similar to thaiT"oT Israel's neighbouring na¬
tion, but even many of the cultic terms are Canaanit© loan¬
words as well observed by J, Gray who states: "There are
undoubtedly many technical terras common to Hebrew and Ugar-
itic and we are prepared for this, especially as regards
the more general terminology. Thus dbh, DBH, 'sacrifice',
corresponds to rQT , MTN, 'gift', to iriD , MDR, «vow«, to
TT3 , while, of the verbs, SQRB corresponds philologically
to } and in meaning to ©'in , »to bring up a victim
to sacrifice',,,," {0g_, cit,, p, llp)«
6, Compare H. H, Rowley, "Faith of Israel, p, 93.

1, Aii Outline of Biblical Theology, p. 57•
^ •» P • 5h •
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writer bases the Deuteronomlc conception of Yahveh princi¬

pally on the characteristic phrases listed in the previous

chapter, although he compares some of these with the con¬

tents of Deuteronomy as a whole,

Yahveh the Only God

The most significant element in the Deuteronomic

sermons is the constantly repeated warning against apos¬

tasy or syncretism. While the Deuteronomist propounds his

prominent teachings in his singularly formed phrases, their

repetition witnesses to the great urgency of his teachings.

That apostasy and syncretism t/ere the most burning problems

is evidenced by the fact that more than half his message in

Deuteronomy I - XXX, is devoted both to warnings and en¬

couragements to yield undivided loyalty to Yahveh alone.

Out of the 955 verses constituting the Book of Deuteronomy,

nearly half are directly expounding this one commandment,

either in the positive or negative form,-1- In addition

there are many passages and even chapters which state this

1. In Dt,, chs, IV - XIII, (with some intermissions) the
Deuteronoraist exhorts to worship and serve Yahveh alone.
Then intersparsadly in li^ilj 17:1-7* 18:9-22, and 20:
16-18. Then again In chs, XXVI, XXVII emphasis is given
to worshipping Yahveh out of gratitude. Finally chs.
XXVII - XXX, are primarily predictions of Israel's doom
in case of apostasy; and an assurance of her restoration
after her return to Yahveh.
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commandment implicitly.

As G, von Rad observes, the Deuteronomist is most

severe and uses three synonyms with regard to extinction

of polytheism; ^"DT ns nna ,n© nno ,"nN. with like

vigorous expression against the extermination of apostates

or objects of apostasy, he urges absolute loyalty to Yah-

veh on three grounds. First, he demonstrates the nature

of Yahveh who has revealed Himself through His deeds in

history, particularly the Exodus and the Sinaitic covenant

t^hich give evidence of His choice of Israel and of His

faithfulness and omnipotence. Secondly, he emphasizes the

material benefits which Israel will derive from such un¬

divided loyalty to Yahveh. Thirdly, he assures Israel of

Yahveh's continuing presence and power which will bring

her victory over her enemies. One may conclude, then,

that apostasy and syncretism were the main problems of

1, One such example Is the passage 16:18 - 18;22 which
speaks of the office bearers of the theocracy. It has
as its motive the preservation of pure worship and o-
bedience to Yahveh, as it is well defined by 0, Naumann:
",,.So bietet der Gesatzgeber zur Brreichung dieses er-
zieherischen Zweckes mit der Einsetzung der theokrat-
ischer Aemter das Mittel und in Amtstraegern die Mittels-
personen, Denn jeder Bearate in diesem theokratisch aus-
gestalteten Staatswesen ist ©in Diener Yahves, als Hueter
der staatlichen und kultischen Rechtsordnung," (Das
Dauteronomium, p, 2k.)

2, pas Gotta avoXk in Dauteronomium, p, 8, f.



Israel's religious life,1
Against that background of Israel's apostasy and

syncretism, the Deuteronomist's faith in Yahveh stands

out boldly. His views of Yahveh must not be identified

with those of the people. They are at opposite poles.

On one side we have a prophetic preacher, and on the other

Israel in need of a revival of the old Mosaic religion as

contained In the teachings of the eighth century prophets,

adapted to new conditions.^
The Deuteronomist's most profound credal phrase,

which E. Jacob terms the "classic formula", Is Kin mrp

ny "pN ntTfyxn 3 (Yahveh he is the God; there is none

else.) The above phrase clearly states that the Deutero¬

nomist does not believe In the existence of other gods

besides Yahveh, In this particular phrase, DTiVkh Is

used as a predicate preceded by the definite article -n

for enphasis, i.e. the God.

Before we enter a discussion as to what the Deuter-

onoraist understood in the word , it would seem

1. Chapter XII Is ©specially designed to stamp out syncre¬
tism, S, R. Driver, commenting on Dt, 12:I{.-7> states
that these laws were designed that the Israelite should
"not worship Him at evory spot without distinction, and
with Idolatrous rites." Deuteronomy I ,C ,C., p. lij.0.
See also Keil & Delitsch Deuteronomy,"at ch, XII. Chap¬
ters XIII and XVII, however,"" would Indicate a possibility
of the inclination, among some Israelites at least,
toward outright pagan worship.

2. Compare G, von Rad, Das Gottesvolk In Peuteronomium, p. 62
3. Dt. i|:35, 39; 7:9.
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proper to refute the hypothesis of some that chapter IV,

where two of these profound phrases are to be found, is a

misplaced later addition. For example, Andrew Harper,

following Dillman, places chapter IV at the commencement

of Moses* farewell address, i.e. chapters IV, XXIX, XXX.1
H. Wheeler Robinson considers Deuteronomy I4.s 1—14.0 "an ex¬

ilic second introduction."^ E, Kautsch regards 1:1 - 4*40

as a later addition.^ j. Wellhausen holds that the origi¬

nal Deuteronomy found in the Temple contained only chapters

XII-XXVI.^ S, R. Driver discusses this problem at length

in his Introduction (Deuteronomy I,C.C<, pp. Ixvii-lxxvil)

and Includes chapter IV in the law-book of Josiah, So

does Herbert Brelt who regards Deuteronomy 1:1-31:13 as

the original book,^
The present writer finds it important to emphasize at

this point^ that chapter IV Is a part of the original, for

it contains the fundamental propositions of the entire

Deuteronomic message, I.e. that Yahveh is the only God, a

proposition which the Deuteronomist preacher discusses at

I. Deuteronomy, Trie Expositor* s Bible, pp. 1+33# ff«
2. The Old Testament, Its Making "and Meaning, p. 189.
3. ETTeraTure of the OldiesUmenrTp. '232V
4. Fr61egomeha"Tb the History of Ancient Israel, p. 345;

tile Composition des HexateucKs' und der" historischen
Buecher de3 AIlTen Testaments, p. 181.

5. Die Predlgt des E^eulerohomis'ten, p. 31.
6. The order of"placing narratives end their dates is

discussed later In the Appendix.
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length in the nine chapters following (with some excep¬

tions), To say the least, it would seem sufficient to

point out that the characteristic Deuteronomic phrases,

identical with those used throughout the message are to

be found with the same frequency throughout chapter IV,

His method of teaching, his language, and his content in

chapter IV are all in harmony with the entire Deuteronomic

message. We may therefore assume that chapter IV is an

Integral part of the Deuteronomic message, promulgated by

the same prophetic school.

Returning to the Deuteronomic "classic formula"mrp
Tiy "pK D'nVKH NTH (Yahveh is the God; there is none

else) we shall discuss the word O^nVxn and what its full

meaning is from a Deuteronomic standpoint. It may be well

to consider this word etymologically first. Scholarly

opinion differs greatly on this point. In fact, M. H.

Pope states that "As far as the word ILU, *EL is concerned,

it gets us nowhere; the problem is philologically insolu¬

ble on the basis of the materials now at hand. The word
)

_

EL is simply a primitive noun and, as such, cannot be

further analyzed."1
Pope assumes that OTiVn is the plural of n*?K 2

1. El in The Ugarltic Texts, p. 19.
2. Ibid., p. ZO~.
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This, however, seems wrong for, as S, R. Driver observes,

n*7£ was not found in biblical writings earlier than the

age of Jeremiah, while D^n^K may be found in the oldest

records. For the same reason it may be correct to con¬

sider nVx , an Aramaiara or Arabism which cam© into use

in Hebrew about the sixth century B.C,^ As to

it would be correct to assume it to be, as many scholars

do, a plural of . Most scholars agree that be¬

longs to the whole Semitic world and signifies "power"

"strength" or "might.

However, they vary in their derivations: some derive

it frombix or Vk meaning 'strength1; others from

5?N 'ram', the strongest in the fold; or from nbtf or

the 'oak', the strongest among the trees.3

1. See G. Klttel, Theologisches Woerter-buch zum Heuen
Testament, Vol, lit, p. fcJj?, f.

2. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. lj.1, f.; S. Mandelkern, Veterls
Testamentl Concordantiae, p. 85; G. Klttel, Theologlsches
Woerterbuch zum tieuen'Te stament, Vol. Ill, p. 82, f. See"
also A. B. Davidson, The Theology of the Old Testament,
p. 39, ff.; Th. C. Vriezen, An Outline of Old Testament
Theology, p. 196, f.; E. JacoS*,"Theology of the bid 'Testa
raent, pp. l|.3, ff.; L, Koehler, old Tes^tnenb"Weology
(translated by A. S. Todd}, p. 21^.2.

3. An addition to the meaning "strength" "power" or "might".
There are a number of hypotheses, each conveying a dif¬
ferent meaning or even derivation, such as "be In front"
"to experience dread" "a flowing river" "to tie" "to
shine" "bright" "refuge". For more details see the above
listed sources.
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Whatever its proper derivation may have been, the

meaning "strength" "power" or "might" should be considered

the most proper, and particularly so in the Deutoronomic

message. That is, the true Deuteronomic conception of

DTfrK may be seen in the following two phrases:
rnKDm rmoa yum npTn T>n mn1 t*»i

D'nsam mrocn Vni
"And Yahveh brought us out of Egypt with a mighty hand and

with an outstretched arm, and with great terror and with

signs and with wonders."-*- Yahveh is thus the omnipotent

God who has proven to be almighty during the Exodus event.

The second phrase implicitly states the same:

(O'TXQD) onay rf»HD "l"TS"n "And he redeerzed you out of

the house of bond-men."2 Only Yahveh could do it for He is

the source of all power, hence the Redeemer (in a physical

sense) of Israel. In the same chapter3 and for the same

reason, the Deutoronomist contrasts the omnipotent Yahveh

who is the God with "other gods"l|. (simple plural), which

were only "the work of men's hands, wood and stone, which

1. Dt. kgi; (5:15); 7:19: (11:2); 26:8.
p. Dt. 7:8; 9:26; 13:6; 2^:18.
3. Dt. U:28.
j, . Every OTlvN designating Yahveh or the true God is

followed by a singular adjective,verb, etc.
in ij.:7 refers to heathen gods.
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neither see nor hear, nor eat nor smell." In other words,

the gods usually called by the Deuteronomist "other gods"

are powerless, and have no reality.

Thus the Deuteronomist invested the word DTf?K with

a new meaning perhaps hitherto unknown to the average Israel¬

ite. A3 outlined in the beginning of this chapter, Israel

as a whole was either polytheistic or syncretistic in its

worship. Some, no doubt, had a henotheistie conception of

Yahveh, i.e., worshipping Yahveh but believing in the reality

of the gods of the neighbouring peoples. Thus, the Deuter¬

onomist comes with a very strict warning and a clear concep¬

tion of Yahveh: He is the God. You must neither worship

him with pagan means, nor divide your loyalty between Him

and other gods. In so doing, Israel breaks the covenant.

Only by undivided loyalty to Yahveh and a recognition of

His sole existence as the God, is the Israelite worthy of

being a member of this chosen community. Even the mere

belief in the reality of other gods meant forfeiting Isra¬

eli covenantal obligation. The Deuteronomic preacher,

therefore, warns Israel to take heed lest they forget the

personal-®- experiences they had at Horeb, "For you saw no

1. The covenant Is timeless and is binding both generations
in the past, present and future, Cf, Dt. 26:16-18J
29:9-li|.
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similitude on the day that Yahveh spoke unto you at Horeb

out of the midst of the fire."1 The true God Yahveh has

no material form, and any of the god3 of the other nations

which resemble likenesses of male or female, of beast or

fowl are man-made idols, powerless dummies and detested

things

In like manner, the terms T* and ms in their re¬

spective phrases quoted above receive new connotation. T*
is a primitive biliteral word meaning hand.3 It is one of

the anthropomorphisms of which the Deuteronomist makes

frequent use in his message.^- One of its many metaphors

is power. But in the phrase Hj7Tn T»H D111UD mrP naiPXTn

as referring to Yahveh, it is always to be understood as

His omnipotenceThe verb n"7L' means to ransom a person

or animal from death, and it is often used in connection

with Hebrew ritual,® It is also used figuratively in rep¬

resenting deliverance from any trouble, danger, etc. But

here H7D has been invested with a new meaning by the

Deuteronoraist, i.e. Yahveh "reclaiming" his inheritance

1. Dt. Ij.tl2»
2. Dt. 29:16.
3. Compare Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 388.
1^. See the beginning of ch. IV for the functions of

anthropomorphisms in the Deuteronomic message.
5. Dt. 7:8; 9:26; 13:6; 2^:18.
6, See S, R. Driver, Deuteronomy, I.C.C,, p. 101.
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and "revindicating" his chosen and peculiarly-treasured

people, bringing them from Egyptian slavery to freedom and

nationhood in order that it might be His holy nation.

This idea of reclaiming Israel seems to have originated

with Hosea and Micah who use HIS in this very sense.

(Hosea 7:13» and Micah bslj..) It was no doubt later adopt¬

ed by Jeremiah (31:10) from the Deuteronomist who uses it

often. Otherwise, it is never used in the sense of re¬

claiming Israel; like the other phrases, it is character¬

istically Deuteronomic.

Summarizing what the first three phrases convey to us

of his concept of Yahveh, we state the following. Yahveh

is the only God who proves His existence by revealing His

omnipotence during the Exodus event and by being Israel's

Redeemer in reclaiming her as His own possession and in

making her a holy nation unto Him.

Because of that, Israel must worship Him alone, for

other gods have no real existence. In order to worship

Him properly Israel must not make any similitude, for He

is an invisible, moral (ri^iteous) reality, and they must
free themselves from worshipping natural powers as Yahveh.^
To the Deuteronomist, this conception of Yahveh was no ab¬

stract or metaphysical idea, nor did he derive it from

1. Dt. i}.:19.
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philosophical speculations, but from the experiences of

Negative Assertions and Limitations

To evaluate the Deuteronomist*s conception of God it

is not sufficient to state only its positive content. It

is nearly as important to evaluate its negative side and

such limitations as may be found in the Deuteronoxnic mes¬

sage.

First, there may be those who claim the Septuagint as

an authoritative source for investigation, and their first

observation would be that the "classical formula" ton mn1

ClTf?D) my T»x CprfrNH is not to be found in the

(that the Lord thy God, he is God, and there Is none else

beside Him.) It is true that there Is a great difference

has the definite article. In the former, Yahveh Is

claimed to be a particularistic God, while the Hebrew ex¬

pression makes Yahveh universal. Besides, the Septuagint,

following the usual custom of substituting i(t/ for

Yahveh, has created an altogether new phrase and loses

1, G, E. Wright makes a similar general statement in say¬
ing, "that Israelite monotheism was not derived from
philosophical speculation concerning the on© and the
many but from a knowledge of God's power, expressed in
powerful acts." The Old Testament Against Its Environ¬
ment, p. 39. """

God's power expressed in historical events,*•

Greek version

in the expression o
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all its emphasis upon the oneness of Yahveh arid claims

Him to be a particularistic God as those of other nations.

A question then arises; which of these two phrases is cor¬

rect? The problem is of even wider scope, for it involves

the query; which of the two versions is more authentic?

Present-day scholarship considers the ^assoretlc Text

as the most trustworthy, as has already been stated in the

first chapter. In addition, attention is called to the

fact that all other ancient versions have the identical

phrase contained in the Massoretle Text. And, as M. Noth

well observes, translation regardless of its age remains

a translation and a source of inescapable mistakes.^ Al¬

though the phrase in Dt, 7:9 unlike in Dt. i}.:35, 39* has

-pri?K following mn1 , the force of the oneness of

Yahveh Is still preserved in the latter part of tide phrase

1, "Fuer alle Textarbeit am Alten Testament ist der Aus-
gangspunkt grundsaetzlich stets und ueberall der ueber-
lieferte massoretische Text} denn er ist der geradlinlg
weiterueberlieferte Text des Kanons in seiner Grund-
sprache, Alle Uebersetzungen, auch wenn sie sehr alt
slnd, stellen doch nur Abzweigungen dar, und jeder
Uebersetzungsvorgang 1st cine grosae Fehlerquelle, da
koine Uebersetzung - von alien Missverstaendnissen und
Fehlern des Uebersetzers noch ganz abgesehen - das
Original mechanisch genau wiedergeben kann." (M. Noth,
Die Welt Des Alten Testaments, p. 286.)
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,dtiVKH Kin

Above all other evidence, the Shema in 6?U is a def¬

inite confirmation of the correctness of the Massoretie

phrase, and should be considered as the only authentic

witness to the Deuteronoraist' s monotheistic belief.

But this is not the only difficulty. There are other

difficulties which may seem to repudiate the monotheistic

belief, or the universality of Yahveh which we ascribe to

the Deuteronomist, The Deuteronomist limits Yahveh to

Israel alone, a teaching found on practically ©very page

of his message. The election and covenant theology fully

confirms it* The covenantal obligations are binding upon

Israel only# By confining Yahveh to Israel alone, the

Deuteronomic preacher leaves other nations implicitly to

other gods. In fact, this is even confirmed in Deut, J4.s 19;

29s25 where he clearly states that Yahveh has "assignedn

other gods to other nations for worship. If the Deuter¬

onomist thus believes that Yahveh is only Israel's God,

any claim that the Deuteronomic conception of Yahveh Is

monotheistic would be incongruous.

Moreover, another characteristic phrase makes it even

more difficult to consider the Deuteronomic conception of

Yahveh as monotheistic# By the phrase □W 1DW (TDu/V) 01©'?
the Deuteronomist seems to localize and confine the worship
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of Yahveh in the same manner as the polytheistic gods were

confined to communities or small nations, where a change

of one's abode involved a change of cult.^- How shall one

interpret the common elements in the ritual institution

to be found both in Deuteronomy and the surrounding

heathenism? Did the Deuteronomie preacher have a definite

purpose in mind in localizing the worship of Yahveh, or

was it necessitated by special circumstances?

To answer these questions let us first study the

Deuteronoraic phrase Qff IDff ("{Off*?) Olff1? . The terra Off

a primitive biliteral word, has no known etymology.^ Sim¬

ilar to most biliteral Hebrew words, it is a part of the

vocabulary of all Semitic languages conveying the same

meaning: "name," Its secondary meaning is "reputation,"

usually with the addition of an adjective. But In this

phrase, as in all characteristic phrases listed in chap¬

ter II, the Deuteronomist gives the terra a completely new

connotation. G. F. Oehler calls It "Divine glory"^ or

as a means by "which God gives his people a direct ex¬

it The Religion of the Semites, p. 35> f»i 7$> ff. and
passim. See aTso M. Jastrow, Jr., Die Religion Baby¬
lonians und Assyriens, vol• I, p,

2. Compare Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 1027.
3. Theology of the Old Testament, Revised, with intro-

duction by George E.~Day, p. 125.
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perlenee of Himself.""'- 0. Grether,^ 0. Procksch,^ Th. C.

Vriezen,^- and E, Jacob5 seem to agree that 0U conveys

to us the hypostatic Being of Yahveh. Th© Deuteronomis t

spiritualizes th© hitherto known conception of God's rev¬

elation through visible means such as "fire" "angel" and

replaces them by DO? .h However, it would b© contrary to

the teaching of th© whole of Deuteronomy to think that

the Deuteronomist confines th© Presence of Yahveh to the

Temple alone. Rather, as stated by E. Jacob,

"The theology of Deuteronomy is in the line of the
preaehing of the prophets, who admitted a particu¬
lar association of Yahveh with the Temple, not in
the sense of th© deity's dwelling-place but in that
of God's particular property. However, Deuteronomy
makes a concession to popular religion since it re¬
tains the view of the Temple as a dwelling-place,
but spiritualizes it through the concept of the
name *"7

While Jacob's statement would seem correct as to the

Deuteronomist's conception of Q© it does seam erroneous

to think that "Deuteronomy makes a concession to popular

religion." Only when one takes into consideration the

1. Theology of the Old Testament, Revised, with intro¬
duction oy George S, Day," p."''125.

2. Name und Wort Goties ira Alten Testament, p. 179.
3. "So woKnt©" der Name im Temple als die Geistige Gegen-

wart Jahves." Theologie des Alten Testaments, p. 453.
Ij.. An Outline of old Testament Theology, p. .

5. feeoiogy ofth~ld Testament, p. §2, ff.
6. Compare 0. Proksch, Theologie des Alten Testaments, p.

14-50, ff.
7. Theology of the Old Testament, p. 83.
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religious state of Israol in the time of the Deuteronomic

preacher, can one fully appreciate the real causa and in¬

tent in limiting sacrifices to certain places where Yah-

veh's Presence is granted. This brings us to the long-

discussed question of "centralization of worship" which

has long been used as a determining criterion by biblical

critics of the Graf-We 1Ihaua©n school. A, C, Welch and

T, Oestreicher haw endeavored to point out, on the basis

of independent theories, the ©rroneousness of the passages

12:1-28 by that school, Welch points out, and rightly so,

that the phrase "pQDW (12alip) does not convey the

idea that a single sanctuary is commanded. ■** The Deuter-

onoraist*3 main emphasis is not on cult unity but on cult

purity, "What it orders is that Israelis sacra are to be

reserved rigidly for the services of the national God."^
In addition to the correct observation by Welch, it could

be added for clarification that the word ~rnK in a con¬

struct phrase has no numerical value, but forms a genitive

partitive equal to the English "some" "someone" "somebody."3
It should therefore be clear that the phrase -pEQW 7riKH

1, The Code of Deuteronomy, p, k8, f.
W STtT,-?. 51.

3, Compare S. Mandelkern, Veterls Testament! Concordantiae,
p. 27, who cites among others, »oliquis», 'quidam'. For
examples, see Dt. 15:7J 28:5.

/
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Is by no means a criterion for determining that the Deu-

teronomist intended to introduce the worship of a single

sanctuary for, even when it may be used In a sens© as a

numeral, It does not confine it to one and only one place:

VTJW -Trm 15:7; 23:17. T. Oestrelcher, who takes the

same position independently,^ further refutes the supposi¬

tion of those who support centralization of worship: that

the slaughter of animals Intended for food was freed from

ritual because of centralization. He calls attention to

the fact that such ritual-free slaughtering was practised

by Israel throughout its history.^
The question that should be asked is not centraliza¬

tion or localization, but rather, how many legitimate

sanctuaries did Israel have after Hezekiah's reform? There

Is only on© possible solution to this question. It is to

determine the need according to territory and population.

Along with these two, the political and economic factors

should be considered. In other words, what were the cir¬

cumstances? Were they such as would require more than one

sanctuary in order to meet the needs of the people, or

would one sanctuary have been sufficient to dispatch the

necessary sacrifices?

1. Das Deuteronomisch© Grundgesetz, p. 103, f.
2. ogr cit., P. 1097T.-
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The Northern Kingdom no longer existed, having been

abolished and its population exiled by the Assyrians. Its

capital, Samaria, fell after three years of siege on Janu¬

ary 722, and its inhabitants were carried off to Assyria

and Media, The ruined and depopulated towns were captured

by Sargon who repopulated them with more loyal people from

Babylonia, 2-
Although still in existence, Judah was but a vassal

state. This tiny country, which barely escaped the fate

of its northern sister state, was no larger in territory

than the average county of today. Furthermore, it repre¬

sented a very pitiful state. Apart from Jerusalem, the

few remaining towns were half ruined, others levelled to

the ground, its population decimated by the cruel invader

and impoverished by pillage and spoil. H. H. Rowley ap¬

praises the economic state of the surviving "little king¬

dom of Judah": "Many of her towns and villages had been

occupied and plundered, a vast indemnity had been exacted

from Jerusalem, and numbers of the citizens of Judah had

been transferred to Fhilistin© rule. The prosperity of

1. 2 Kings, ch, XVIII, Cyrus H. Gordon, Introduction to
Old Testament Times, p. 221}.J Compare extra-bibHcaT
accounts of siege and capture of Samaria: I. Winton
Thomas, Documents from Old Testament Times, p. $Q, ff.
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the recent years had gone, and only In the course of many

years could the land recover from its disaster. This

is especially confirmed by Sennacherib's own account,^
It should be clear from the biblical and non-biblical

accounts that Israel needed no more than one sanctuary to

meet the requirements of her cultic ordinances. If one

sanctuary was sufficient, there was no better sanctuary

than the Temple In Jerusalem. The Deuteronomist, a pro¬

phetic preacher under the influence of the eighth century

prophets (here particularly, Isaiah) had no need of point¬

ing out the place or naming it; It was too obvious. For

Isaiah's doctrines of the Inviolability of Jerusalem

greatly influenced his immediate generation.^ The Temple

had been the scene of his Inauguration as a prophet of

Yahveh, and the miraculous deliverance of Jerusalem from

the hands of the Assyrians may have convinced the prophet

that Jerusalem was the city chosen of Yahveh and the Temple

His dwelling place,

1, Record and Revelation, H, Wheeler Robinson, Editor, p.
I7B7T.

2, D. Winton Thomas, Editor, Documents from the Old Testa¬
ment Times, p. 66, f, Compare same with 2"'kings chs.
OTTirrar.

3, See supra, p, k2, f.
k. Compare Is. 2;3; 751QS 18:7; 2^:23; and ®sp©cially

29:1 on which C. J. Bredenkarap comments: "Wenn ferner
Jerusalem 29:1 genannt wird» so duerfte die
Deutung: 'Herd Gottes' noch eben so haltbar sein als die:
'Loewe Gottes', Darin aber hat Jesaia Jerusalem angesehen
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W© have thus attempted to interpret correctly the

Deuteronomic phrases DW low (TDW1?) □ . The Deu¬

teronomic preacher, under prophetic influence and through

a call for pure worship recommends only places where purity

of worship can be controlled. It may be true, as von Had

insists, that the Deuteronomist did not lay any particular

emphasis on Jerusalem as the sanctuary1 or that he shows no

interest in the place of sanctuary (Kultort) as such; still

the then prevailing circumstances made Jerusalem a must.

For there the worship "could be minutely regulated by royal

decree.The most important and ruling factor, however,

should be QU? law DlwV mrp ~irn,» "TOK i.e., a sanctuary

associated only with Yahveh and where His indwelling Pres¬

ence is both a confirmation of the same and a revelation of.

His glory in a spiritual sense.

The above discussion conveys to us clearly the two

als den grossen centralen Opferherd Israels, und Gottes
Wohnung in Zion 1st mit diesem Opferherd verbunden, wie das
Menschen Wohnung mit seinem Herd." (Gesetz und Propheten,
p. 98). Compare W. Robertson Smith, The Prophets of Israel,
p. 206: "It is the teaching of Isaiah that forms tEe" start-
ing place of Deuteronomy...." See also 0. Procksch, Jesaia
I (commentary) p. 139, where he makes the following comment:
'Tie ^Isaialy has, therefore, become the father of the Deu¬
teronomic uieology which claims the Temple on Zion as the
only Divine abode in the royal Israel and the place of rev¬
elation. "
1. Gerhard von Rad, Das Gottesvolk im Deuteronomium, p. 89.
2. D. C. Simpson, Pentateuchal CrTtlc'lsm, p. 163»
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opposite motives for confining worship to a certain terri¬

tory or clan -- that of the poly the is t and that of the

Dauteronomlst. The polytbslst confined the worship of a

certain god to a place because, in accordance with the then

generally accepted belief, the gods were assigned juris¬

diction over a definite territory or clan where the heathen

believed their power was exercised. The Deuteronomist,

however, had but one motive: purity of worship. Such lim¬

itation warranted moral loyalty to Yahveh on the part of

Israel, even if it were a forced one.

There still remains our vital question unanswered:

If Yahveh is conceived by the Deuteronomist to be the only

God, why does he confine Him to Israel, leaving all other

nations to worship pagan gods? It is quite acceptable that

the Deuteronomist makes a distinction between natural and

revealed religion. Not that this was based on a phi lotsopt¬

ical distinction between natural and revealed theology. It

was based upon practical observation. He recognizes the

faith to be a historical one based on Yahveh's revelation

in history. At the same tine he recognizes the need of all

mankind or, as S. R, Driver puts it, "the yearning of man¬

kind after a power higher than themselves,"-*- and so have

taken to worship the forces and phenomena of nature. He

1. Deuteronomy, I .C.G., p. 71.
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therefore believes that Yahveh "assigned"^" them to other

nations for worship In the hope that in due time they will

take cognizance of the true God, Yahveh. This would be

one possible inte rpre tat ion. The other possibility would

be to recognize the fact that Israel's election eo ipso

necessitated the confinement of Yahveh to her alone. As

stated in verses 9:1}., 5, the nations outside Israel were

full of wickedness and evil and Israel was to be used

first, as a channel of God's punishment upon themj and

secondly as a witness to the true God, Yahveh.

In conclusion, we come back to our original task of

classifying or evaluating the faith of the Mosaic teachings

of the Deuteronomist about Yahveh. If we agree with W, P.

Albright,2 H» H. Rowley,^ Th. C. Vrlezen,^ and S. Jacob^
that the religion of Moses was monotheistic in a limited

sense, we ought to acknowledge the Deuteronomist's concep¬

tion of Yahveh as monotheistic.^ However, it is a limited

1. Dt. ips 19; 29:2$J-y
2. Prora the Stone Age to Christianity, p. 271, f.
3. Filth""oF Israel, pp. 7l, fthose una der Mono the israus,

ZAW, 69, Band, 1957, pp. 1-21.
k. An Outline of Old Testament Theology, p. 179.
5. fSbology oFThi-^rTiiTi^-ni, p. S, ff.
6. It may also 5e~~of Interest to note that 0. Procksch

sees already in Elijah "The first absolute monotheist"
as demonstrated especially in the contest on Carmel.
Theologle des Alten Testaments, p. lip. See also B. W,
Anderson, Understanding the bid Testament, pp. 206-209.
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monotheism for it was confined to Israel alone, and it

would be well to terni it, as A. C. Welch does, "Yahvism."1
We may then conclude that the Deuteronoaiat#s concep¬

tion of Yahveh was not henotheism (monolatry). Although,

assigning other gods to be worshipped by all other nations

outside Israel, he did not, as h© states, believe them to

be real. His belief is a national monotheism, Yahvism.

It was a national monotheism for two important reasons;

first, Yahveh was the God of Israel. Over one hundred and

twenty times we find the phrase mn1 (Yahveh,

your God), although In the singular, it refers to Israel

as a corporate personality.2 Second, it was a national

monotheism because Yahvism included both religion and pa¬

triotism, both having their source in Yahveh, the Sover¬

eign of Israel, unto whom they were bound by a covenant

which was "more than a fixed, limited agreement."3 Through

the cpvenant, "Yahveh unites himself with Israel Into a

political, theo-political unity.This was not only time

about the covenant at Sinai to which M. Buber refers, but

1. The Code of Deuteronomy, p. 202.
2. ft. Wheeler Robinson, The Cross In the Old Testament, p.

75, ff.J H. H. Rowley, Sditor, TCeT>Td' 'fe s tamehi and
Modern Study, p. xxix, 203, 307.

3. Martin Buber, Moses, p. 115.
k. Ibid.
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it is a predominant teaching of the prophets, "Hosea

had pointed out that warlike effort and political combi¬

nations could not help Israel, which must seek its deliv¬

erance in repentance and reliance on Jehovah's sovereign¬

ty, ""*■ And Isaiah insists that "Jehovah is not simply the

Holy One in an abstract sense; He is the Holy Being who

reigns over Israel."^ Yahveh, the covenant, and the land^
are integral elements of the Deuteronomist's religion and,

the foundations of the Deuteronomic theology, a theology

which has its retrospect in the patriarchal covenant and

which has come down well into the era of Judaism. Yahvism

is a unique monotheism, only once possible in the history

of revelation, as the stepping stone for a universal mono¬

theism,^-

1. W, Robertson Smith, The Prophets of Israel, p. 209.
2. Op, cit. Compare pp. 205, ff. wiW particular' reference

£o pp. 209 and 22?.
3. How significant a role "the land" plays in the Deuter¬

onomic theology can be shown in the fact that it is to
be found on practically every page of the Deuteronomic
message. Dt. 1:3 (twice), 21; 3118* 20, 28; 1+:1, 5,
Ik; 5:28, 30; 6:1, 10, Id, 23? 7:1; 8:1, 7-10; 9:l+-6;
10:11; 11:8, 10, 12, 31; 12:1; 15:1+, 7; 16:20; 17:11+;
18:9; 19:8; 11+; 23:21; 25:19; 26:1, 3, 9; 27:2, 3;
28:8; 31:7* 21, 23. The Deuteronoraist uses the term

n&TK less frequently: i+jl+0; 5:16; 7:13; 11:9* 21;
25:15; 26:15; 28:11; 30:21; 31:13, 20; 32:1^7.

1+. "Sin Gott, der so handeln konnte, wo er wolite, der
jedes beliebige Volk fuer sich erwaehlen knnnte, neben
dem andere Oqetter nichts taugten, ein solcher Gott war
kein Stamraesoder Volksgott, und er war bestimmt nicht
nur einer unter vielen Goettern.... Das Alter des
Monotheismus darf also von der Zeit des Mose an datiert
werden, wenn man nur anerkennt, dass es sich fuor jene
Zeit nur urn den Keira des Monotheismus handelt, als ein
neuer Antrieb von unsehaetzbarer Bedeutung fuer die
Welt in die Religion hineinkam." (H. K. Rowley, Mose
und der Monotheismus, ZAW, 69, Band, 1957* pp. 20, 2l.)



CHAPTER IV

ELECTION AND THE COVENANT

Anthropomorphisms and Their Functions

Before we turn to discuss the characteristic phrases

propounding the Deuteronomic theology of election and the

covenant, it seems necessary to explain the terminology

used by the Deuteronomlst in describing the disposition

of the Godhead towards a people. The Deuteronomic preacher

makes full use of the anthropomorphic mode of biblical

speech which expresses idioms dealing with the human race

by using the language of human elections and covenants.

Anthropomorphisms, as already mentioned In the pre¬

vious chapter, are to be found on nearly every page of the

Deuteronomic message. ^ The author of Deuteronomy makes

his message more appealing by using anthropomorphisms, i.e.

ascribing to Yahveh the attributes and physical features

of man. This serves several purposes.

First, it is illustrative, making the message easily

understood by all, similar to the manner in which Christ

used parables In teaching the multitudes.

Secondly, there Is a much deeper meaning In the use
imii n an i ail m* n—■■ 11 ii ■■ i ii in,.

■

1, Compare Ludwlg Boohler, Old Testament Theology, p. 22,
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of anthropomorphisms. "Their intention," as L. Koehler

states, "is not in the least to reduce God to a rank

similar to that of man. To describe God in terms of

human characteristics is not to humanize Him."1 It has

often been a stumbling block to the Bible student who

may have rather underestimated the Deuteronomist's true

conception of Yahveh, The Deuteronomist represents Yah-

veh as a person, for to him Yahveh was no abstract Idea,

but rather a personal and living God,^ One who has mani¬

fested Himself in the Exodus event, at Horeb, and One who

defends Israel before its enemies and gives Israel "power

to gather wealth. "3 it is therefore most expedient for

the Deuteronomist to use anthropomorphisms to Illustrate

this personal God, Yahveh, to his audience. As H. H.

Rowley observes i "It is characteristic of the thought of

the Old Testament that man may understand and do the will

of God, may have fellowship with God and walk in His way."

In order to have fellowship with Yahveh, Israel is "to
walk in His ways"} "to listen to His voice," and not to

1. Ludwig Koehler, Old Testament Theology, p. 22, ff,
2. Dt. $:23 "a living God" an adjective he

uses often in referring to Israel, Dt. Iptl+j i^lO; 5:3;
12:1; 31:13.

3. Dt. 8:18.
l|.. The Faith of Israel, p. 79.
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do "that which is evil in th© eyes of Yahveh..,.to pro¬

voke his anger," for Israel is to be a holy nation unto

Yahveh, "a people of His inheritance." These Character¬

istic Deuteronomic Phrases which are discussed at length

later are cited here only for demonstration.

By using anthropomorphisms, he brings such a fellow¬

ship with a holy God nearer to the people. It bridges

the vast gulf which separates Yahveh from Israel, bring¬

ing Him within reach of fellowship. These, briefly, are

the functions of the anthropomorphisms used by the Deu-

teronomist in his theology of election and covenant.

Unlike human elections and covenants, Yahveh's cov¬

enant with Israel was not based on quantity or quality.

"Not because you are more in number than all the nations

did Yahveh desire you and make choice of you, for you

are the fewest of all nations, but on account of Yahveh's

love for you and because he keeps the oath which he has

sworn to your fathers,... And thou shalt know that not

far thy righteousness Yahveh thy God gives thee this good

land to possess it, for thou art a stiff-necked people,"1
In the election of and in the covenant with Israel there

was but one supreme purpose, that of divine grace.

1. Dt. 7:7, 8; 9:6
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■Eh©re for©, such phrases as Dyim "ira'n -prux nx nnx "»D

n"»T2 UDy ms i3*»nVx mrr» ; Dirnnx ar© to b© understood

as illustrating the character of Yahveh rather than His

actions, as they would be comprehended in terras of human

actions. For example, EV*~Q is neither a covenant nor

an agreement as we understand from a human standpoint.

There is a lack of equality among th© parties Yahveh and

Israel, Some have tried to explain (and thereby minimise)

this disparity by comparing it with an agreement between a

conqueror and a defeated peopleothers, to a contract

between a large company and a single employee. Such com¬

parisons are analogies, perhaps making the biblical term

more easily understood, but in reality they are fallacious.

In the first instance, Yahveh who has chosen Israel out of

love to her and her patriarchs, in no way takes the atti¬

tude of her conqueror. In the second instance, whether it

be a conqueror or a large company, both parties are human

beings which is not the case in Yahveh's covenant with

Israel.

In addition, there are other elements which disqual¬

ify n"5~G to be understood as "covenant", i.e, an agree¬

ment between two human parties, for th© initiative is

1, Compare H. Wheeler Robinson, The Religious Ideas of
the Qld Testament, p, 167. " ""
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taken wholly and solely by Yahveh. Israel's choice was

actually no free choice, for she was already a debtor to

Yahveh. Furthermore, the covenant on the part of Israel

meant obedience to God, but It does not require or even

imply Yahveh's obedience to Israel.3- The fulfilment of

Yahveh's promises does not mean obedience. And finally,

while any human contract or agreement has its limitation

in time and may be dissolved any timo the parties find It

expedient to do so, Yahveh's covenant with Israel is

practically irrevocable.2 Israel's disobedience does not

dissolve the covenant for, regardless of Israel's behav¬

iour, the acts of Yahveh in regard to Israel's election

and covenant remain unchangeable even by Israel's condi¬

tional rejection.8
From these and similar elements of disparity among

the covenantal parties, one may conclude that the Deuter-

onomlst uses anthropomorphisms. As stated above, there

was no other way of expressing the dealings of the Godhead

Yahveh with His people Israel. This Is particularly true

1. Compare H. H. Rowley, The Faith of Israel, p. 60.
2. Cf, Th, C. VTiezen, An 'Outline oUT'Ola Testament Theology,

p. lij.2. As already 3Tseussed in chapter ii, the covenant,
although theoretically revocable, was practically irre¬
vocable. It could be restored through renewed obedience.
It may be worth noting here that other Deuteronomic lit¬
erature (Jud. 2:1) and the Psalmist (105:8, 10; 111:5, 9)
uses the phrase 0*7137 rt"»~Q (an everlasting covenant) in
describing both the patriarchal and Israel's covenant
with God.

3. "Israel was never rejected absolutely" says Th. C. Vriezen,
(lb.)
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of the Deuteronomic preacher who wanted to bring his

message home to his people# He could not have used ab¬

stract ideas effectively, but a language which his fellow

men could understand and obey. Besides, as indicated a~

bove, Yahvah is a personal and living God to the Deuter-

onoraist.

Historical Review of Election

Historically and logically, the election preceded

the covenant. As to when the consciousness of the elec¬

tion and covenant originated in the Hebrew mind (both as

a nation and individually), opinions vary greatly.1
Wellh&usen and Stade assert that the idea of election

took place and developed during and under the influence

of the prophets.^ K. Galling, denying any historical

value to Genesls3 considers the beginning of the conscious¬

ness of the election in the mind of the people to have been

concurrent with the Exodus event. In his opinion, and

rightly so, Israel's "belief in election is a philosophy

of history, or better, a theology of history, I.e., she

1. Compare Th. C. Vriezen, Die Erwaehlung Israels nach
dem Alton Testament, p. 2^, ff,

2. Compare J. Vlellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of
Ancient Israel, p. lj-13, f.; R. KraeFzschmar, DigBuhdesvorste 1 lung im Alten Testament, p. 1; P. 'S.
Koenlg, The Religious History of Israel, p. lf>0.

3. Die Erwahlingstrad11lonen Israels, p. fefy.
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hears the word of God in history,Galling shares
2

Hempel's view. Galling, however, does recognize a sec¬

ond tradition which goes back to the patriarchs. He holds

this to be later than the Exodus tradition, both being

then combined by the Deuteronomist, G, von Rad follows

Calling's viewpoint that for the first time we find a

complete theology of election in Deuteronomy,^ In fact,

many scholars more or less favor Calling's thesis of tra¬

ditions being combined into one or, as H. 'Wheeler Robin¬

son understands it, a gradual development,^- Kraetzschraar,
in his valuable work, has given an objective account of

the progressive development of the idea of election in the

Old Testament, He holds that rT'in in a historical sense

(which would Include the patriarchal covenant) "was coined

at first during the seventh century,H. H. Rowley

places the idea of election-consciousness at the time of

the Exodus:

"Yet again, in the complex of events connected with
the Exodus it is clearly brought out that God is an
electing God. This was firmly held throughout the
Old Testament, and indeed the thought of him as an

■3-* Erwahllngatradltionen Israels, p, 61;.
2, "bass das' Alien Testament" kein Wort fuer 'Geschichte'

hat — ebensowenig fuer 'Natur ' —, erschwert den Eln-
blick in die Sachlage. Sicher 1st, dass in Sinne des
Alten Testament von Geschichte nie anders gesprochen
werden darf als so, dass das goettliche Handeln als der
entscheidende Faktor sichtbar wird, 'Geschichte ist
hier stets Gottesmanifestation im Raum und der Zeit."
J. Hempel, Gott und Mensch im Alten Testament, p. 86.

3. Das Gottesvolk im DeuteronomTum, p, 27, f,
];. Compare Religious Itleas of th"e"*~0ld Testament, p, 185* ff*
5. R. Kraetzschmar, Die BuncTesvorsfcellung im Alten Testa-

ment, p, lij.5» ~ ~
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electing God is vital to the teaching of both
Testaments, though it has fallen into the back¬
ground in much modern thought. God chose Israel
for himself, and sent Moses to bring her out of
Egypt in his nam©. He did not choose her because
she was strong or cultured or good; but precisely
because she was weak and helpless and downtrodden.
Only so could he reveal those elements of his
character which he purposed to reveal, and which
we have seen to belong to the very texture of the
revelation. There was thus nothing arbitrary in
his election. It was the revelation of his char¬
acter . "3-

The present writer finds Vriezen's statement as correctj

"Dar Glaubenssatz der Erwaehlung Israels steht in
elnem organischen Zusammenhang rait der Gesamtheit
der israelitischen Glaubensvorstellungen, und ge-
hoert als Abschluss, als Suraraa, zu der inneren
geistigen Entwicklung, aus welcher @r hervorge-
gangen 1st, Also 1st er, wenn auch ein neuer Ge-
sichtspunkt, doch nicht etwas voellig Neues, denn
er rausste auf Grund der prophetischen Kritik an
den israelitischen religioesen und voelkischen
Vorstellungen aufkommen. Und gerade well er so
gaenzlich als ein lebendiges Element aus den tief-
sten Inneren Voraussetzungen der israelitischen
Religion herausgewachsen 1st, 1st er auch nicht
verloren gegangen, Er war wie jeder einraal fast
gepraegte Glaubenssatz wieder inneren Umdeutungen
ausgesetzt (sodass er aus einera aktiven Begriffe
der Erwaehlung Gottes zu einem passiven der Er-
waehltheit des Volkes wurde), aber er hat iramar
einen aigenen gesieherten Platz Innegehabt."2

Indeed, Israel's idea of election is an integral part

of her whole faith. With the development of her faith the

idea of election has taken on a new form and wider horizons.

1, The Faith of Israel, p. 67.
2. Th. C. Vriezen, Die Erwaehlung Israels nach dem Alten

Testament, p. 30.
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He therefore rightly goes back to the patriarchal ©lection

and call of Abraham without analyzing, as Galling did,

which of these traditions was the earlier and which the

later. The development of a religious idea which has gone

throu^c the same stages as its nation both politically and

religiously (election involved both) becomes too complica¬

ted to determine the exact dates of these various stages

of development.

However, H, H. Rowley is correct in calling attention

to the Exodus as the most decisive event in bringing the

idea of election to the consciousness of Israel as a whole.

The religious and ethnic origin of the Hebrew nation is to

be found in Egypt. Each passing epoch: the redemption

from Egypt, the Sinaltic covenant, the possession of the

land, the monarchy, the spirit of the prophetic age, even

its periods of crisis and exiles deepened and widened the
V

concept of being a people elected by Yahveh their God,

Also "The subordination of the covenant to history explains

the variations that the notion of the covenant has under¬

gone in the course of the ages.""*-

1. E. Jacob, Ifceology of the Old Testament, p. 21i|.
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The Reason and Purpose of Israel's Bleotion

The reason for choosing Israel la clearly stated in

the Deuteronomic messageyrftN mrp -pHN ">0 ; T»rnK nN DDK "»3

Much has been written about the love of God for Israel and

her patriarchs but, as A, B. Davidson has well stated:

"This love of Jehovah to Israel is entirely inex¬
plicable.... Jehovah's love is free, and we cannot
explain it. We can see, indeed, why He should love
sohb one people, and enter into relations of re¬
demption with them, and deposit His grace and truth
among theraj but we cannot see why one and not another.
It helps us, however, somewhat if we perceive that
His choice of one was only temporary, and for the pur¬
pose of extending His grace unto all."d
Herbert Breit compares the love of Yahveh with that of

Christ as an explanation.2 Indeed, Norman H. Snaith, after

a lengthy discussion on "The Election-Love of God," gives

the reason for God's unmerited love to Israel in the words

of Charles Wesley's hymn, "He hath loved, He hath loved us,

because He would love."3 Any attempt to speculate upon a

reason would be erroneous, except as A. B. Davidson ex¬

plains, "It helps us, however, somewhat if we perceive that

His choice of our- nation was only temporary, and for the

purpose of extending His grace unto all."h

1. The Theology of the Old Testament, p. 170, f.
2. Die Pred'lgt 'iDea oeuteronomlsten, p. 35.
3. The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, pp. 131-137.
i|. The Theology of fche 01cf~Testamenb, p. 1?1.
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®ils brings us to the second part of our proposition,

i.e., to the purpose of Israel's election. All agree that,

from the viewpoint of Christian theology, Yahveh's purpose

in choosing Israel was to use her for a universal blessing.*1-
As E. Jacobs observes: "God loves his people in order to

achieve his aim with them, that is to say the establish-

rent of his kingship over the world." This great privi¬

lege of being chosen of God involved great responsibilities.

Israel was to be a holy nation that she might be a witness

of God's revelation to her. Israel was to be a channel to

disseminate the faith of Yahveh to the whole of mankind.

Indeed, we have perhaps assumed too much, for the Deuter-

onomist nowhere states that Israel was chosen to be a

blessing to mankind, or that Israel should be a witness to

other nations. It would seem rather to be contradicted by

such particularism as preached by the Deuteronomist and

mingled with hatred against any Idolatrous nation with whom

Israel must have nothing to do except to exterminate them.

Keil & Delitsch, in interpreting Dt. 7:1, ff. states that

the Israelites were "exhorted to be aware of false toler¬

ance. "3 Verses 7:2, f. state clearly Israel's mission,

1. G. Ernest Wrif^it, The Old Testament Against Its Environ¬
ment, p. 51. """

2. theology of the Old Testament, p. 111.
ii—i■»«" «wWn i him jji wi "B———*Knar

3. Deuteronomy, at ch. 7:1, ff.
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and It seems completely contradictory to the above state¬

ment of Israel's being a blessing to all nations, It

pictures rather the ideal Israel as the terror and envy

of other nations. In spite of all this, the message of

the book has a universal meaning beyond its own concep¬

tion, The answer is to be found in W. Robertson Smith's

succint statement:

"The Hebrew ideal of a divine kingship that must
one day draw all men to do it homage offered
better things than these, not in virtue of any
feature that it possessed in common with the
Semitic religions as a whole, but solely through
the unique conception of Jehovah as a God whose
love for His people was conditioned by a law of
absolute righteousness. In other nations indi¬
vidual thinkers arose to lofty conceptions of a
supreme deity, but in Israel, and in Israel
alone, these conceptions were Incorporated in the
accepted worship of a national god. And so of
all the gods of the nations Jehovah alone was
fitted to become the God of the whole earth,

The Significance of the Election and the Covenant

The Covenant is the most central and fundamental

teaching of the Old Testament,2 a fact generally agreed

upon by most scholars. We find, however, those who con¬

sider the covenant rather a hindrance to Israel's spirit¬

ual development. For example, Kraetzschmar, consistent

1. The Religion of the Semites, p, 81,
2. bompare H. H,"Rowley, The Unity of the Bible, p. 112,
ff.
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with his theory, considers the covenant idea to be a "re¬

lapse" and sees in it "a compromise between the prophetic

ideals and the povfer of comprehension of the masses

Others may consider the covenant to be the result of God»s

irrational and arbitrary love,c yet R. Galling, aware of

the misconceptions that both the election and covenant

may have brought with them, considers that both election

and covenant elevated the Israelitic religion above all

the nature religions of the earth, making it a historical

religion, one which has its counterparts in historical e-

vants,3 Another very significant aspect is that the cov¬

enant points to the fact that Israel knew that Yahveh ex¬

isted before she did, and perhaps considered Yahveh to be

eternally existent. This fact further elevated Yahveh

above any other gods of the East. The polytheists be¬

lieved that the gods could not exist without a people and

that their whole existence depended upon the people or

clan which worshipped them; hence the belief that for

their own sake these gods were compelled to save their

worshippers in time of war, Norman H. Snaith has suc¬

cinctly stated some points of significance about the

1. R, Kraetzsehmar, Die Bundesvorstellung im Alten Testa¬
ment, p. H{.6. ™

2. Norman H, Snaith, Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testa¬
ment, p. 138.

3. gee"K. Galling, Die Erwaehlungstradi11onen Israels, p.
92; Th. C. Vriezen, An Outline of Old Testampnt"^ffi"eol-
ogy, p. il+o. ~ """ "" ~~
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covenants

"Out of these first distinctive ideas of the Cov¬
enant between Jehovah and Israel, four points of
importance arise. Firstly, Jehovah existed before
Israel. Secondly, if He once existed without them,
He could do it again. Thirdly, if He chose them,
He could also reject them. Fourthly, He was dif¬
ferent from other gods in the demands He mad© upon
His people as their part in the Covenant. ,Thes©
four points are of the utmost importance•

The Terminology of Election and Covenant

In our preliminaries it has already been said that

in some cases the languegs used would be anthropomorphic.

On the other hand, these anthropomorphisms also appear

along with many concepts which purport to spiritualize

Israel, such as "*11 or ErtTp D3? * Ve
follow a logical sequence in our discussion of the Deu-

teronomic terminology or phraseology.

A. B. Davidson observes that "it is difficult to say

whether this choice follows God's love or is contempora¬

neous with it, or is but another way of expressing it."2
For oui' present purpose we will consider love to be the

cause and the election the effect. W, H. Snaith dis¬

tinguishes between election-love and covenant-love
3

"ton • Some derive from (father) which

1. The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, p. 108.
2. The Theology of the Old Testament, p. 17lT
3. The Distinctive Ideas of the ^ld Testament, pp. 9i|.-ll;2.
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would express fatherly love toward children. Others de¬

rive it from 3iT» (to give),-'- which may convey a sense

of giving (out of love) both in a physical and spiritual

way. Snaith suggests a root which conveys the idea "burn,

kindle, be set on fire,"^ Perhaps the derivation from

UN (father) is most plausible. First, it conveys a

primitive idea of parental love. Secondly, it would seem

fitting into the Beuteronomist's conception of Divine love

as a fatherly love. Two analogies used by the Deuteronomist

may confirm such an assumption. Yahveh carried Israel

through the wilderness as a father would carry a little

child in his arms, or as a man disciplines his child, so

Yahveh thy God disciplines thee.3 Also the statement,

"You are children unto Yahveh, your God" (Hj.jl), makes the

Deuteronomic conception of God's love to be that of a

father's

As in all the characteristic phrases, the Deuterono¬

mist has a high concept of divine love. It is a love far

the sake of love. It is a pure, spiritual, unconditional,

unmerited Divine love, with no motive whatsoever, and this

is the primary reason for God's election of Israel, Be-

1. Compare S. Mandelkexui, Veteris Testamentl Concordantiae,
P. 17.

2. The Distinctive Ideals of the Old Testament, p. 131.
3. I5TT 1:31 J bs5; also compare X. Koelilor, Old" Testament

Theology, p. 2^0.
I4.. Compare also H. Br©it, Die Predigt des Deuteronomisten,

pp. 1J+5-1+7 •
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cause of that love both to Israel aril its patriarchs,

Yahveh chose their descendants, nar©ly Israel.

jDrrnriK oym -irn*n T»mx nK nnk "»d
ynffi: im nyawn riN i-oram conn mrv> rant© "»o

The Deuteronomist gives another (secondary) reason,

namely, the patriarchal covenant to which Yahveh was

bound by an oath. The term used here is nyn© . Both

Gesenlus and Mandelkern seem to be of the same opinion

as to the etymology of (y?©) nyilW .2 seven was con¬

sidered a sacred number. Whether basing it on an incident

of Genesis 21:22 ff. (Mandelkern) or, as Gesenius thinks,

the oath was seven times repeated, or one bound himself by

seven things. Originally, nysfl? may have been used in

connection with covenant-making only, but later it was

commonly used to express the making of an oath or a sol¬

emn promise. It is not quite certain whether all cove¬

nants were made in the presence of a seven-animal sacri¬

fice. In the actual covenant between Yahveh and Abraham,

described in Genesis chapter XV, Yahveh commands Abraham

to prepare a sacrifice of three animals (although requeat-

ed, the birds were not sacrificed). Nontheless, we may

assume our original view as the possible etymological

interpretation, nyiw takes on a new meaning with the

1. Dt. 4:37J 7:6, 7j 10:15} 14:2.
2. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 989} Voter is Testament! Con¬

cordantiae, p. 1144•
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Deuteronoraist in the phrase DDTO^ KTu/3 1SK ny^OT

or its equivalent DH1? ynctt 1£K -prQK n"*~D HK

In this particular phrase, nyn© (or ysw ) means cove-
— T

nant or covenantal oath, (or the making of that, respec¬

tively) the very origin of Israel's covenant with God.

In Yahveh's covenant with Abraham lies the genesis of

Israel's covenant with Yahveh, Abraham being the person-
p

if!catIon of Israel.

The next term is iro (to elect). Yahveh, because

of love toward the patriarchs and their posterity (pri¬

mary cause) and, because of the covenant concluded with

them (secondary cause), elected Israel. The term li"Q

appears 32 times and conveys the meaning "to choose" "to

select" or "elect." IfQ may be used both in connection

with sacred and secular things, but in Deuteronomy all
3but two signify divine choice. Rabbinical etymologies

derive 1FQ from IFO (examine, test, try). Others sug¬

gest a mutation of the last radical from 1-TQ to "VfQ

It Is true that, as J. Jocz observes, Israel's elac-

1. Dt. U:31j 7:8; 8:13.
2. Compare B. W, Anderson, Understandlng the Old Teata-

ment, p. lj.20. *
3. Dt. 30:19; 23s 17 refer to human choice; Dt. ip:375 7:7;

10:15 and ll\.:2 refer to the election of Israel. The
remaining refer to the divine choice of priesthood,
sanctuary or king.

I}.. See J. Fuerat, Concordance, under inn.
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tion brought upon her trials and persecutions j-®- but this

la hardly an etymological explanation. There may be,

though, some connection between "1HQ and "jra . "To se¬

lect" or "elect" is usually connected with "examination"
as a preceding act, and it may well be that one is a de¬

rivative of the other.

However, we must remember that the divine choice of

Israel was not based on any such examination but solely

on divine grace. Let us then examine what that inn in¬

volved on the part of Israel.

1. It means distinction, Israel, by being elected

of Tahveh, is a great nation V"I"U '"U • The word >

originated from 11 (or "U ) meaning "the back, the cen¬

ter (main part of body)."2 The suffix signifies a

plurality, therefore here a grouping of bodies, a communi¬

ty or nation. In biblical Hebrew it is applied mostly to

non-Isrselitic nations. The Deuteronomist, by adding the

adjective *?TU , has made it to be a title of distinction,

and when it appears in singular form it always refers to

Israel alone ard to no other nations. In addition to this

specific lexical meaning, the Deuteronomist spiritualises

1. Compare Jakob Jocz, A Theology of Election, p. I4.6, ff.
2, Cf. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 15TT} G. H. Dalman, Araraae-

1schneuhebraeisches Woerterbuch, p. 69J; L. Mandelkern,
Veterla Teatamentl Cohcordanilae, p. 255*
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the phrase amd makes it convey a distinct theological

idea: that a people has becoroa a great nation through an

act of divine grace, i.e., election. Her greatness is not

to be understood numerically laut spiritually. Her election

sealed by the covenant brought her into relationship with

a holy God. Israel's ideal was to be worthy of her calling

and her elevated state above all other nations on the earth

by obedience to His voice.

2. It meant separation. That Israel was set apart

from all other nations is fully confirmed in the phrase

WT"Tp Dy . It may be correct to state that oy (people)
1

ox1 Iginated from the proposition oy (with). There may be

two reasons why biblical Hebrew uses oy and not "*12, when

speaking of the Hebrew people as a "holy nation." First, the

Hebrew people considered themselves related to each other by

common descent and heritage. Secondly, they had a strong
P

sens© of corporate personality. The adjective itfllp

which is used six times as an epithet is derived

1. Compare Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 766.
2. "God revealed Himself to Israel in a certain series of

events which were interpreted to Israel by Moses....
The fact that the Hebrews had a strong sense of cor¬
porate personality made it easier for them to regard
history as the supreme revelation of God, since, when
God chose Israel in Egypt and dealt with it at Sinai,
he was in effect dealing with the whole of Israel in
all its succeeding generations." H. H. Rowley, Editor,
The Old Testament arid Modern Study, Ch. XI, pp. 333,

—— -
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from the verb ETTp meaning "to set apart for a particular

use." It conveys to us the idea of separation.1 The

root STTp is most probably a Canaanit© one which the

Hebrews had taken over with a number of other words per¬

taining to the cult.^ Its etymological root Is, no doubt,

*Tp "separated", "cut off."3 Israel has been separated

from all other nations, to serve Yshveh. Her being holy

is not something of her own merit. Israel Is a holy na¬

tion because the election and covenant made It possible

for Yahveh's Presence to dwell in her midst. And that is

the main reason why Israel is holy, not because of any-

inherent hoi ins s s of her own.^ It expresses a sense of

belonging. Israel is Yahveh's inheritance or peculiarly-

treasured people.

3. Israel is nVru Dy ami if?}0 oy . Israel

belongs to Yahveh not in a natural sense, but as subject

to Yahveh, her Sovereign.

rf?na means "possession" "property" "inheritance",

as Yahveh's possession or subject. Being the property of

Yahveh implies undivided loyalty In worship, in keeping

His laws, and in doing His will. She Is obliged to obey,

for disobedience may bring severe consequences upon her

1. See Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 871•
2. G. Kittel, Theologlsches Woerterbuch zum Neuen Testa¬

ment, vol. I, p. oh.
3. i^IcT*
l|.. Op. cit., p. 91.
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since, being the property of Yahveh, He has the right to

do as He sees just. These obligations, moreover, are not

one-sided. Yahveh as her Sovereign will protect her from

her enemies and bless every undertaking.

It seems as if the Deuteronoraist may have wanted to

exclude any idea of a master-slave relationship which the

word nVllJ might convey. He therefore uses nbn3 Qy In¬

terchangeably with another phrase lf?10 oy . The word

nblO is derived from the verbVlO meaning "to acquire

with a desire,"^ such as the acquisition of a treasure,

precious jewels, or a dear friend.*5 This is confirmed by

the passage in Deuteronomy 7:6-8 where, in connection with

the word nVlD , the words irQ, (to elect) pc?nf (to

desire, to crave for) and DHK (to love) are used. nVio
is a noun meaning "treasure,"3 but here It is used as a

construct phrase with rf?lo Dy t the two together form¬

ing one idea: 'a people specially treasured (or prized) by

Yahveh.'This would clarify the relationship between

Yahveh and Israel as not being that of master-slave, but

rather a relationship marked by love and esteem. For, as

Th. C, Vriezen observes: "The Hebrew word berith (Covenant)

1. Cf. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 688; S. Mandelkern,
Veteris Testamentl Concordantiae, p. 790.

2. Compare S. ft. Driver, Deuteronomy, I.C.C., p. 100.
3. I Chr. 29:3; Feci. 2:8.
Ij.. S. R. Driver, Deuteronomy, I ,C,C., p. 100.
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means something like 'bond of communion'; a covenant means

as it were a circle enclosing both partners, not so much a

'limitation' (Buber) as a being brought together into an

intimate relationship.

This brings us to the final phrase 13ny niD UPlfPK mrp

rP"D concluding the covenant between Yahveh and Israel.

Some derive the etymology of n*"U from the Assyrian BAKU

or Hebrew H"D (to bind, to fetter).^ S. Mandelkern de¬

rives n*» Ti from iTD (meal) j however, he interprets it

as "to cut."3 The phrase rP~Q HID makes our first et¬

ymological root rather to contradict its meaning. If ac¬

cepted, it would then mean "to cut the bond" instead of "to

unite in a bond." S. R. Driver has a valuable note on Dt.

4:13,^ where he calls attention to the cutting of an animal

as an Integral part of the covenant ceremony. In the cov¬

enant between Yahveh and Abraham two elements are mentioned:

a sacrifice and a solemn promise.^ The sacrificial ritual

Involved the cutting of the animal into two pieces. The

1. An Outline of Old Testament Theology, p. lij.1.
2. Oxford Hebrew lexicon, p. l3bj H. Kraetzschmar, Die

Bundesvoratellung ira Alton Testament, p. 2I4J4., ff.
3. Ceteris Testamenti~Sbhcordantiae, p. 23I+. Also compare

Kitto I, Theologiaches Woerterbuch zum Neuen Testament,
Vol. 11, p. 121.

ij., Deuteronomy, I .C.C., p. 67.
5. Gen. 15:9, 10, 13-16.
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words used In connection with that ritual are "inn (to cut
■—T

into two pieces) and "inn (a piece of a whole parted into

two)."'" The ritual of cutting the sacrificial animal into

two parts was to symbolize the unity of both partners or

agreemsnt in some particular action or engagement. The

exchange of "inn for n"D is a common occurrence in Hebrew
p

and affords no difficultles. There is no absolute proof

that this etymology is the only correct one, but it would

seem a plausible solution for explaining the phrase* niD

IfD "to cut a covenant" since the original covenant con¬

sisted, among other things, of cutting the animal into two

parts,^ perhaps an analysis of the use of rv»T3 by the

Deuteronoraist will throw some light on its etymology.

1. I4.s 13» with the use of the verb, ("T13) fin "to

1. Gen, 15:10. Compare also Jer, 3^:18*
2. The exchange of radicals is very common in the Hebrew

language without changing the meaning of the word with
the exception of a few verbs which receive a related
connotation. ( in Ps. 136:13# Is. 9:19| Til Ps.
31:23; TC1D Ex. 29:39, k0, UlJ ^3 Dt. l^rU; n^DU?
Dt. 8:J+; 10:18; nofrtf Dt. 2U:13; 29:4; yy"! Ex. 15:6;
Jud. 10:8;T~iy Dt. 1:29# 7:21.) It is worth noticing
that the derivative nouns are formed like IfO from
the verbs with exchanged radicals: "j

3. See Oesterley & Robinson for the meaning of the ritual;
Hebrew Religion, p. 156, ff. Also R. Kraetzschmar, Die
Bundesvor'stellung im Alten Testament, p. I4.I, f.
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te 11."

2. l{.:23, 31* with the use of the verb, row "to

forget,"

3, 5L2, 3J 29:13, contain the technical phrase n~D

n'-U explained above as the only proper expression for

"making a covenant,"

U., 7:9, 12; 29:8, with the use of the verb m© "to

keep,"

5. 8:18, with the use of the verb (Dip) D'pn "to
fulfil."

6, 9:9, 12, 15, as a part of a construct phrase

n"*mn rnrf? "the tablets of the covenant."

7. 10:8} 31:9, 25, 2t>, as a part of a construct phrase,

mrp n'm piN "the ark of the covenant," or "the ark

of the covenant of Yahveh,"

8, 17:2, with the use of the verb, my "to

transgress."

9, 28:69} 29:8, as a part of a construct phrase

n*mn "the words (commandments) of the covenant."

10. 29:11, with the use of the verb, -3 my "to

enter."1

1, Both 17:2 and 29:11 have the verb my . However, the
first is the usual word for transgressing or violating,
while the second forms a phrase with rPmn iny which
is prefixed with the preposition.....3 . This, too,
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11. 29s20, as a part of a construct phrase,

n"*"Dn "the curses (imprecations) of the covenant."-1-
12. 29s21}., with the use of the verb, HTy "to

forsake

13. 31:16, 20, with the use of the verb (112) isn

"to break."

The above analysis shows that the characteristic

phrase n"»"Q mo is used nine times. The use of mD

is especially absent when rP 12 takes on the connotation

of "decalogue" "law" -- where the use of the verb ms

with n"»~D is justified. However, when the Deuteronomie

message refers to the performance of the covenant it uses

the characteristic phrase rP"Q DID which, to some

extent, may indicate n**"in as being derived from (mil) inn

The Meaning of the Covenant

There are three covenants, or actually three stages

of the same covenant. The Deuteronomist refers first to

is a technical phrase, taking its origin from the original
ritual, where the covenanting party passed "Dy through
the pieces of the animal. (Gen. 15:17).
1. J. Hempel (Biblia Hebraica) reads it rPinn which

would be more in conformity with the singular rDirDn.
On the other hand, the SM., LXX, Syr., Vg., Tg., Ar.
have a plural verb. (S. Davidson, The Hebrew Text, Dt.)
Luther's translation has a singular verb, probably re-
ferring to n"»"D.
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a covenant between Yahveh and Abrahara (who personifies

Israel). Abrahara is not always mentioned by name, but

by (OD-) "prOK • The second mention is the Horeb (Si¬

nai) covenant through the mediation of Moses. The third

is a renewal of the second.It is obvious that the cov¬

enant with Abrahara must have meant something altogether

different from what it meant to Israel facing the power

of God at Horeb. Though In both cases we have fire and

smoke symbolic of the presence of Yahveh,^ to Abraham it

meant prosperity, and he could hardly have understood

thereby all the implications of the Sinai covenant.3
There are great differences between the two. In the pa¬

triarchal covenant, Yahveh makes a covenant with an in¬

dividual; at Sinai with a people,^- God's covenant with

Israel meant a revelation of Himself. For the covenantal

obligations required of the Israelites were such as to

imitate Yahveh.

First, the God of Israel is a holy God. Israel,

therefore, in order to retain her epithets CHlp Qy^TTl
received by entering the covenant relation with Yahveh,

must pursue holiness. Holiness demands purity. Therefore,

1. The Deuteronomist purports this to have taken place in
Moab but consistent with our thesis we may assume the
covenant to be permanent and renewed with each generation.

2. Gen. 15:17; Dt. 5:5, 22.
3. Compare L. Koehler, Old Testament Theology, p. 61+ •
l|.. Compare 0£. cit., p. 65,
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Israel as a corporate unity and individuality must be

purified from any foreign elements and influences in every

area of life. First of all, there mu3t be purity of wor¬

ship, followed by moral purity within the life of the

community and the family.

Secondly, Yahveh is a God of justice. Hence, Israel

must comply with such laws as are just in the eyes of

Yahveh and Him alone.

Thirdly, Israel is to reciprocate Yahveh's love

towards her and express her gratitude to God by maintain¬

ing an attitude of awe and reverence towards Him.
7-

Fourthly, Yahveh is a God of faithfulness. He there¬

fore requires of Israel an undivided loyalty in all her

activities, whether they be on a national level, or in¬

dividually

Whan Israel proves that she has accomplished all

these, then, and only then, her covenant with Yahveh will

have become a reality. That reality would aim at the

ideal theocracy which the Deuteronomic teachings purport

to establish. In response to Israel's undivided loyalty,

Yahveh was to be her Sovereign and Law-giver, her Judge,

her Champion and Protector. Israel's triumphs over her

1. Herbert Breit, Die fredigt des peuteronoml3ten, p. 137*
ff. Breit takes a similar position in listing what the
covenant involved, and so finds its true meaning.
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enemies were His for He won them for her. Israel's pros¬

perity and wellbeing was Yahveh's gift, for Israel's dwell

ing places and their labors are blessed by Yahveh's Pres¬

ence in her midst. However, this ideal state of Yahveh's

Kingship upon earth, was but a dream which has come true

only in part. Biblical history confirms it. Therefore,

ideal theocracy, or Yahveh's Kingship on earth may be

looked upon more as a hope than a reality. The covenant

only brought renewed hope to Israel within its various

epochs of political and religious reconstruction. It was

that hope that nourished Israel particularly in periods of

crisis, during national calamities and exiles. Her hope

was unfailing, that the same Yahveh Who redeemed her from

Egypt and established her as a nation will once again re¬

deem her as the same favorite and chosen people. Even in

her being rejected she has clung to Yahveh'3 promise and

assurance that He will not fail her, for "he will keep the

covenant and mercy-love ( Ton ). That assurance and her

never-ceasing hope lies In the word ion •

The word "TOn, as well observed by N, Glueck,-*- Is at

times identical with the words n,»"'D and nyaw , and there

fore are brought together in the characteristic phrase

Df3 Wort Heaed, p. 38, ff. Compare also N. H. Snaith,
The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, p. 99, ff.
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1
Tonm n"ID© . Like n"»~Q , ion la an integral

part of Israel1s history, for only through Yahveh's "Ton

does she exist. Moreover, her very election is based on

this ton and not on Israel*s inherent greatness or no¬

bility.

Etymologically, according to Gesenlus and Norman H.

Snalth,^ the meaning of ion is derived from an Arabic

root conveying the connotation, "ardent desire*. E.

Jacobs thinks that its primitive meaning was 'strength*.^-
The present writer, however, believes that "Ton may have

originated from 01H * to have compassion* which was a bi¬

lateral word (on ). It would be descriptive of Yahveh's

love as a compassionate or mercy-love. Which of these

etymological derivations may be correct is difficult to

say, although the suggestion 'strength' seems to be the

least possible.

To find the true meaning of ion , it would be well

to draw upon some of the concluding statements of N.

Glueck, particularly those which fit into the Deuteronomic

teaching.

1, Only those who stand in an ethical and religious

1. Dt. 7:(8), 9, 12.
2. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 338.
3. Op. olt., p. 95. ff.
4 • Theplop:,- of the Old Tea tament. p. 103 •
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relationship with Yahveh may await and are recipients of

His ion.

2. Yahveh's ion corresponds to the requirements

of faithfulness and justice and as such are included in it.

3. Yahveh's "Ton stand close in its connotation to

• compassion'.

I}.. Yahveh's ion , although it may not be identified

with 'grace' or 'mercy' (Gnade), rests upon the foundations

of His grace and roercy.^
The above definitions show clearly where Israel's

strength and hope lies. It lies In Yahveh's ion , of

which the nearest equivalent would be 'mercy-love', or as

N. H, Snaith terms it, 'the covenant-love'.^ This ion

has been Israel's stronghold throughout the ages, and of

which E, Jacobs writes: "In the midst of the changes in¬

herent in a revelation of God in history chesed represents

the permanent element which allot^s Yahveh to be always

faithful to himself. It Is to this chesed that every

member of the covenant can appeal when he wishes to see

the covenant maintained and confirmed,"3

It may be said in conclusion that the same ion

•covenant love', characterizes any covenant spoken of in

Das Wort He3ed, p. 66, f.
2, The Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament, p. 9h> ff.
3. Theology of the" Old Testament, p. lOf?,
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the Old Testament, a fact observed by J, Federstyi who
states: "The basis of all Israelite ethos is the common

feeling, love, and according to the nature of the compact

it must, in its innermost essence, be a family feeling.

Thus ion has its application both to God and to

men. In Deuteronomy ion appears only In connection with

Yahveh2, but its references to i»n may be found in the

prophetic literature,2 when ion appears in reference to

men it takes on a partly new connotation which is fcfell

formulated by G. Ernest Wright:

"In Old Testament usage, however, this word /laeaod/"
does not refer primarily to God's love or grace
for man but rather to the behaviour which the cov¬
enant relationship or blood relationship requires,
ho member of the community can do as "he pleases.
He must be loyal to his covenant obligationsj that
is, he must exercise heaed, Involving obedience to
the Divine commandments which are the laws of the
community, a proper reverence (fear) for God, and
justice and kindness towards his fellow-men."h

1. Israel, Its Life and Culture, vol. I, p. 309.
2. fit. 5:lorT:9rT2;
3. Hosea 6:1}., 6; Jar. 2:2. The latter refers to the wilder¬

ness experience and therefore is self-explanatory as to
the connotation of ion when applied to men.

h. The Challenge of Israel's Faith, p. 90, f. Inasmuch as
the above definition is correct as referring to men,
the term "Ton is, in Deuteronomy, primarily a character-
revealing word of Yahveh, It Is worth noticing that A«
R. Johnson suggests 'devotion' as the equivalent for
ion . Cf. H. H. Rowley (Editor), Studies in Old

Teataraent Prophecy, p. 151 •
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There Is yet one more term which appears frequently

in Deuteronomy (HTn) DT»n , When (nTn) D"Pn is to

be found in reference to the covenant and appears in its

immediate context, it is of special significance. The

Deuteronomist uses this term to emphasize the validity of

the covenant, as a perpetual agreement between Yahveh and

each generation, it adds an existential element to the

validity of the covenant. Every Israelite must not think

of the covenant as a great historical event which had once

taken place in the life of his nation, but rather as an

ever-recurrent contemporaneousness of that which has once

taken place. Every generation becomes united with the

first generation which stood at Sinai and with all those

that have followed.

"Yahveh our God made a covenant with us in Horeb.
Not with our fathers (only) did YahveKT make this
covenant but with us, we who are here, all of us
alive this day," ...."You are standing this day,
all of you, before Yahveh your God: your heads of
your tribes, your elders and your officers, all
the men of Israel. Your little ones, your wives,
and thy stranger who is In the midst of thy camp,
from the hewer of thy wood unto the drawer of thy
water: That thou shouldest enter into the covenant
of Yahveh thy God, and into his oath of denuncia¬
tion, which Yahveh thy God maketh with thee this
day. in order to constitute (avow) thee unto him¬
self for a people, and that he might be unto thee
a God, as he hath spoken unto thee, and as he hath
sworn unto thy fathers, to Abraham, to Isaac and to
Jacob, And not with you alone do 1 make this cov¬
enant and this oath; But with him that is standing
here with us this day before Yahveh our God, and
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"with him who is not hero with us this day,"1
H. H, Rowley's st&ternsnfc is well fitting as a commentary

on the above biblical quotation?

"Nowhere is it supposed that each generation should
decide de novo whether it desired the bond to con¬
tinue , "TTather was it taught that on every genera¬
tion rested the moral obligation to renew the Cov¬
enant in its own life, since each generation in- 2
herited a blessing which imposed its claim upon it."

The adverbial form of (nTn)OT>n (today, this day)
is derived from the word 0*P (day). It is also often

used to signify 'periods* or 'years *.3 The word Q*P is

common to all Semitic languages, and its etymology is

not known, As a simple adverb (HTn) 0*1 Tt means 'today'

as it is commonly used in any language. However when it

appears in the immediate context with the covenant (with

the possible inclusion of ) it takes on a new connota¬

tion: 'the ever-present moment'. The Deuteronomist in¬

vested the phrase (nin) o*Pn with a new, dynamic mean¬

ing, an ever-recurrent contemporaneousness, an ever-

present experience in the life of every Israelite,

This meaning is made evident from the contents of

the Deuteronomic message itself. Even if one were to

take literally the historical setting of Deuteronomy, the

I. Dt. 5:3, kl 29:9-114-.
2. The Faith of Israel, p. 69, f.
3. Cf7 Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p, 398, ff,
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preacher could not have addressed his audience as having

been at Sinai (or Horeb) and having experienced God's

self-revelation there. The Deuteronomist himself states

clearly that the generation which actually had that ex¬

perience had died in the wilderness.^- The generation,

then, which he would be addressing would not be one born

in the wilderness. It is thus made clear that (nTn)D"pn

Is not to be understood literally, but rather as a spir¬

itual and personal experience of the Individual Israelite,

as If he himself were present at the making of the origi¬

nal covenant at Sinai. The covenant was to be a contem¬

poraneous event with every generation which she was to

cherish and esteem through submission and obedience to

the will of Yahveh.

1. With the exception of the leaders of Joshua and Caleb.
See Dt. 1*3U» ff.J 2:li|, ff.



CHAPTER V

YAHVEH'S SOVEREIGNTY OVER ISRAEL

Yahveh the Sovereign of the Land

It would seem correct to state that Old Testament

scholars have overlooked one very vital aspect of Old

Testament theology — "the lard". Palestine* as a bib-

lical landj has been extensively studied and written

upon In the sphere of geography and history as compan¬

ion studies to the Old Testament. The purpose of these

studies has been confined to elucidation of the text and

historical events. They have also served as a handmaid

for biblical criticism. Very few scholars have called

attention to the fact that it is in itself a vital element

of Old Testament theology.-*- It may be mainly due to the

fact that our modern way of thinking places this aspect in

the purely political sphere. Such a view is mistaton, not

only because there is no such distinction between the po¬

litical and the religious in the Old Testament; but also

1, G. v. Rad mentions this aspect only in passing. Das
Gotfcesvolk im Deuteronomium, see particularly pp. b,
53*". Herbert Breit* although devoting more space to it
in his work, Die Predict des Deuteronomisten, has not
sufficiently emphasized it as a major element of the
Deuteronoraic theology. See pp. 153» 183» ff«
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because, as well observed by G. F, Oehler, "the whole

theocracy is purely earthly, blessing and curse are

confined to life on earth,

In the fir3t instance, the God of Israel is not only

Sovereign of the religious life of the nation, i.e. of

the cult, but also Ruler and Administrator in what we to¬

day would call the sphere of politics. In the second in¬

stance, "the land" is an integral part of the covenant

between Yahvah and Israel. The covenant relation makes

Israel to be Yahveh's inheritance nVn: 2 and, by

the enactment of the same covenant, "the land" is Israel's

inheritance.3 Yahveh, Israel, and the land form a coven-

antal triangle, and that covenant is incomplete without

the participation of all three. While Yahveh and Israel

are active partners of that covenant, the land takes on

a passive role in the hands of both Yahveh and Israel.

Palestine, as H. Rreit observes,^- is not just another

land among many others. First of all, it is a promised

1. The Theology of the Old Testament, p. 195. Co rapare
also G. v. Ra3~~who statesi "Jahwes Segen 1st irdisch
aber nicht we It11eh." Das Gottesvolk im Deuteronomium,
p, ij.1, f.

2. Dt. 4:20; 7:6; 9:26, 29; 14:2; (26:18, 19).
3. Dt. 4:21, 31; 12:9, 10; 25:4; 19:14; 15:19. Also with

the use of the verb 7nu , 1:38; 3:28; 19:3.
4. Die Predlgt des Deuteronoalsten, p. 183.
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land, which the Deuteronoraist expresses in his character¬

istic phrase (DD ,13-) "prON1? 72V2 7m X1KT] .1 Thus th@

election and the covenant are inseparable from the land.

The patriarchal covenant includes the land; so does the

covenant at Sinai and at Mosb,

Secondly, as Israel is elevated by her covenant re¬

lationship above all other nations, the land, too, is

qualitatively superior to any other land. It is "the

good land" mion Y"INn riK ,2 It is a land flowing

with milk and honey,3 ©371 :ftn rQT Y7N This superla¬

tive state of the land is, of course, conditional, as

the possession of the land itself is conditional. This

land is Israels inheritance only when Israel, fulfiling

her covenantal obligations is Yahveh's inheritance. Like¬

wise, only when the covenant between Yaiiveh and Israel

becomes a reality, the land will be a source of manifold

blessings. If, however, Israel breaks that covenant re¬

lationship, then "the heavens that are over thy head

shall be copper, and the earth that is under thee shall

be iron. And Yahveh will give as the rain of the land

powder and dust, from heaven shall it corae down upon

1. Dt. 1:8; 6:10, 23; 7:13; 8:1; 11:9, 21.
2. Dt. 1:25, 35; 3:25; 1*:21, 11; 6:18; 8:7, 10; 9:6; 11:17.
3. Dt. 6:3; 11:9; 26:9, 15; 27:3.
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thee, until thou be destroyed. In that sense Yahveh

is the Sovereign of the land, for It is completely at

His disposal even when once given to Israel as her In¬

heritance. For Yahveh gives the land to Israel undeser¬

vedly, only in realization of His promise and as a eove-

nantal love-gift, Vlhen the covenant is broken the land

is withdrawn from their possession, through Israel's ex-
2

ile or their untimely death. Israel cannot boast that

she has conquered the land by her own power. Her vic¬

tories are won by Yahveh. The same Yahveh who is Israel's

Deliverer from Egypt is also the Warrior;^ He makes the

Inheritance of the land possible by His almighty power.

Thirdly, the land, like Israel, has been set apart

(not in a political sense, although In our modern view

this cannot be excluded) for purely religious purposes.

Because of Israel's heathen environment, she is to serve

Yahveh in the land.5 ^j1Q ^Xessings which are to come

1. Dt. 28:23, 21}.. Compare also 11:16, 17.
2. Dt. 4:25, ff; 11:16, 17; 28:15, ff.
3. A title ascribed to Yahveh In the poetical literature

of the O.T. (Ex. 15:3; Ps. :Q). Isaiah, in his pro¬
phecy of the coming destruction of Babylon, describes
Yahveh "mustering a battle arrav" (13:1}.), This title
is to be found directly in Dt. 4:34*

4. Dt. 1:30, 38; 3:22, 28; 7:17, ff; 9:5; 11:23; 12:10,
29; 19:3; 20;k, 13.

5. Dt. 4:14; 5:28; 6:1; 12:1; 19:14; 20:16.
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upon Israel as a reward for her obedience and loyalty to

Yahveh are confined to the land."*" In fact, the whole

realization of Israel's covenantal life is to take place

only in the land.^ The whole teaching of the Deutaronomlc

theocracy with Yahveh as its Sovereign is inconceivable

without the land.'

/, '

This Deuteronomist*s teaching about "the land" is

conveyed in his characteristic terms and phrases which

he Invests with a new lexical and theological meaning.

The term (sometimes also HDIK ) is used

by the Deuteronomist in forming two distinct and signi¬

ficant phrases. The first is "prQK1? y:i\Z73 im Y"^ HK

(DD- ,13-) "the land which he swore unto thy (our,

their) fathers. The usual meaning of Y"1^ Is "earth"

"land" or "country", and may include any land or country.

In the above phrase, however, and in any other phrase

with the use of verbs 1H3 , Vn3 , and OTP , it becomes

a Deuteronoraic term and is lexically limited to Palestine

only. Theologically, the above-quoted phrase conveys to

us the fact that this land is a "promised land" which

1. Dt. £:30; 12:10; lS:i;j 25:19; 28:1-13 with
particular reference to v. 8; 29:26; 30:16.

2. Compare G. v. Rad, Das Gotteavolk im Deuterorioraium, p.
I4.3; Herbert Breit, Die* Prodigt des Deuterohcmisten, p.
iQk.

3» Dt. 1:8; 6:10, 23; 7:13; 8:1; 11:9, 21.
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Yahveh has assigned to Israel as an inheritance before

her national existence and concurrently with her election.

This land has, therefore, been separated from other lands

fox* this specific purpose. Although the Deuteronomist

does not attach the epithet "holy" ( ©lip ) as he does to

Israel, he states it indirectly on various occasions.

For example, Israel is not to defile { NftQ )■*" the land,

and must also ban, detest, and destroy anything that might

remain after the defeated heathen people.2 Israel must

make every effort to "eradicate the evil from her midst.

Israel's realization of being a "holy people" and a "great

nation" is possible only in the land which was set apart

for that purpose.

The land has no specific geographic boundaries as

ttuch^- and the Deuteronomist often speaks of extensions

and additions.^ The only mark of Israel's possession is

her abode there, The boundaries, consequently, are where

no Israelite lives. These unstable boundaries are at

the same time the boundaries of Yahveh's sovereignty over

1. Dt. 21:23; 2Uslt-.
2. Dt. 7:2, ff.; 7:2k, ff.; 20:12, ff.
3. Dt. 13:6; 17:7, 12; 19:19; 21:21; 22:21, 2i*; 2Us7.
ij.. The geographical outline found in Dt, 3i:l-3 Is not

considered here as this research is confined to Deu¬
teronomy I - XXX.

5. Dt. 12:20; 19:8; 20:10, ff.
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Israel.

'She second phrase contains another term in addition

to f"IK . This terra is nVni Its usual connotation

is "property" or "(family) inheritance." However, in the

phrase nVru "f? iru mrr» im yiKn the term nVru

has been lexically limited to mean "a common inheritance

of all Israel.Thus, the inheritance is a secondary

factor, a material expression of the primary factor of

unity: Yahveh's covanantal relationship with her, making

Israel a brotherhood under Yahveh.

Theologically, nVru is not to be construed as an

inheritance in the common sense of the word, but as a

result of the election and covenant it is an undeserved

gift of love.^ And like the covenant, the nVnn is

ever-restorable/<• For the idea is not confined to the

three historical covenants mentioned In Deuteronomy but

is an ever-recurrent contemporaneousness with every

1. Dt. U:21; I5ihi 19:10; 21:23; Slpsip; 25:19; 26:1.
2. Compare 6. v. Had, Das Gottesvolk im Deuteronomiura, p.

U3. ~~ ~
3. See Herbert Brelt, Die Predigt des Deuteronomisten, p.

183, f.
Lj., This statement should not be corapared with the present

purely political st? te of Israel nor is it a result of
what it conveys. For further clarification, see Th.
0. Vriezen's noteworthy explanation. (Die Brwaehlung
Israel's nach dem Alten Testament, p. 112,~?fT5 CTT
also F. Brelt, op. ci_fc., "p." 11*^7"f.
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generation, flK or nhru which is an integral part of

the covenant relationship is, therefore, as ever-restorable

possession. With the Deuteronomist there is no distinction

between history and the pie sent. Both the past and the

present are a manifestation of Yahveh's love toward Israel,1

Yahveh the Sovereign of the Individual Israelite

A few explanatory statements regarding the limita¬

tions of the present chapter and a contrast between the

Deuteronomis t's specific view and our modern view about

the spheres of legislature may prove helpful.

It should be stated at the outset that no specific

laws proclaiming Yahveh's sovereignty over Israel are

considered here, it is not intended, within the limits

of the present work, either to dwell upon or to enumerate
2

laws contained in Deuteronomy. The present research is

confined to such characteristic phrases which proclaim

Yahveh's sovereignty, some of which actually supersede

the requirements of the laws themselves.

1. See Herbert Breit, Die Predigt des Deuteronomisten, p.
135, f. 5 H, H. Rowley, The Faith of""Israel, p. (597 f •»
Th. C. Vriezen, Ari Outline of Old Testament Theology,
p. li+2. "*

2. Such classifications may be found in the following
works: S, R. Driver, An Introduction to the Literature
of the Old Testament, p. 73, f .J Deu^er onomy, I, C ,C,,
p. iv, f.; A. C. Welch, The Code of Deuteronomy, p.
2I4, ff.j G. T. Manley, The BocIT"of~tHe Law, p. 65,
ff., as well as others referred to throughout this work.
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Secondly, to the Deuteronomlst there is no distinction

between sacred and secular, religious and civil in legis¬

lation. All laws are divine laws.1 Therefore such phrases

as nN-T*4? T»D-rn jmoyVT mtf? -pnVx mn' pn nyavn

,mn"» »3"»yn "W»rn mon rpwyi , inx (ronx1?)

may refer both to sacred and secular, or to the religious

and civil life of Israel. This is well stated by H.

Schultz:

"Hence this people does not stand to its legal
constitution in the same relation as do modern
peoples Everything is of a piece, from the
most trifling cominandment regarding outward
cleanliness up to the fundamental thoughts of
the moral law. Civic virtue is indissolubly
linked to piety, Whoever violates the great
fundamental principles of law and order, dis¬
honours the national God as grievously as he ?
who directly attacks His rights and sanctuaries."

In like manner, a distinction between personal and

national religious life would seem artificial. Because

the individual Israelite, as explained later, is an in¬

divisible unit of the whole nation, responsible for both

the religious and material welfare of his fellow men, he

is called riX , "a brother*, "3 not a citizen. In the

1. Compare A. C. Welch, The Code of Deuteronomy, p. 87, f.J
0. Procksch, Theologie aes Alten Testaments, p. 232.

2. Old Testament Theology, Vol. I, p. I38,
3» Cf. G. v. Had, Das Gottesvolk 1m Deuteronomlurn, pp. 9,

l|3. Compare also H, Breit, Die "Predlgt des "Deuterouo-
miaten, p. 185* ff.
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first place, it Is a natural brotherhood, claiming the

same patriarchs as their progenitors. Secondly, it is

a brotherhood in a spiritual sense because of the cove¬

nant relationahip to one and the same Yehveh. Thirdly,

it is a confined brotherhood possessing a common inher¬

itance, the land. While there is no distinction between

personal and national religion, there are, however, some

phrases which have a definite personal appeal. Hence

our present division into two: Yahveh's sovereignty

over the individual Israelite and over the whole nation.

It is purely a matter Of system and convenience and not
a Deutaronomic idea.

There are four characteristic phrases which seem to

have a personal appeal. They represent four consecutive
steps which every individual Israelite is to take in or¬

der to fulfil the covenantal obligations. Only when he

has complied with these requirements does he become wor¬

thy to be one of Yahveh's chosen people, a member of a

'great nation' VlTX "Ml and of a 'holy people'

nip- ny .

The fundamental motivation of all obedience is ex¬

pressed in the personal appeal phrased as follows :

liND *pm Vrm -pnV Vsn -pnVK mrp nx nnnxi

1, Dt, 6:5i 10:12; 11:13; 13:lU; 30:6.
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The Deuteronoraist, in the above phrase, makes clear that

Yahveh's Sovereignty over Israel on the individual level

is not a master-slave relationahipj rather, the first

requisite is 'love,' The individual Israelite is "to

love Yahveh with all his heart, soul and might." On© is

an Israelite only when he is one inwardly, which means

the whole man: his entire personality, physical strength,

desires, and aspirations—all are claimed for allegiance

to Yahveh, Israel is to love Yahveh as her Sovereign

because He proved to be her Redeemer who liberated her

from Egyptian slavery, her Champion and Protector against

all the nations whose land He has promised as her Inheri¬

tance, In loving Yahveh, Israel is reciprocating Yahveh's

love toward her.

The terra HHK 'to love' has already been discussed

in Chapter III, Both Yahveh's love to Isr£<el and her

love to Him are always to be understood as spiritual.

There is, however, a difference between the love of God

toward Israel and that of Israel toward Him, The first

is an unmerited love and the latter a rightly deserved

one.

As a result of that love, the individual Israelite

is in npnf?i idk (ranift) hkvV vdvq nnV? "to walk in

His ways, to fear (reverence) Him and to cling to Hira."^

1, Dt. 8:6; 10:12; 11:22; 19:9; 30:16.
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Here love and obedience are united as the greatest force

in Israel's life,, This is not obedience for its own sake,

but rather a natural result of Israel's love for Yahvah.

Both "f?n and "pi as they are used in the above

phrase are characteristic of the Deuteronoraic message.

The usual connotation of "V?i1 is 'to go* 'to walk', but

when it appears as a construct phrase TOTO roV?

it means to follow in obedience, fulfiling the covenants!

obligations.
1

Of particular interest is "pi. Whenever this con¬

struct phrase appears (sometimes also in singular with

verbs 110 or HIS c) it has a moral application, and is

to be understood as the total of divine laws to which

Israel is to remain obedient.^ One eould compare it with

the New Testament^ o9r>s "pi is to the Deuteronomist
"the way of Yahveh" as yj is to the evangelist "the

way of Christ," each according to his period of revela¬

tion.

The terra "111 is derived from the verb "pi 'to

1. Compare A. Kuenen, The Origin and Composition of the
Hoxatauch, p. Ill; . DriveryDeuteronomy, XTcTffT,
pp. Ixxxi, 108.

2. Dt. 11:28j 13:6.
3. Compare S. Mandelkern, Veteris Tes taTienti Concordant 1-

ae, who among others lists: £)eum colendl~ratio; prae-
capta, leges.

Ip• Acts 19:9, 23; 2l±:22.
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tread upon1 'to walk.'"*- Both the noun and the verb
p

have many derivative or figurative meanings. Out of the

forty-seven times that "pi appears in Deuteronomy, only

thirteen^ have a moral application,

The next step the individual Israelite is to take

is expressed in the phrase TDtf? "prfrK mm 5lj72 nyawi

mwVl In this phrase both the verb yaw arri

the noun 5lj? receive new connotations. The usual mean¬

ing of 7QV is 'to hear' 'to listen,' Here it means

'to obey,' The term *71? , 'voice' 'sound' takes on a

new meaning, 'command.' The phrase should therefore read:

"And thou shalt obey the command of Yahveh thy God to keep

and to do it," Like "CI 'to speak,' when it has in its

immediate context one of the divine names or one of the

verbs m* , ynVJ , TrtZ7 , it conveys God's command,^ It

1. J, Puerst's Concordance under *p"T and in its etymo¬
logical section on p, I2I4.I; Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p,
202; S, Mandelkern, Veteris Testamenti Concordantiae,
p. 301.

2. Ibid.
3. 5£7~5:30; 8:6j 9:12, 16; 10:12j 11:22, 28; 13:6; 19:9;

26:17i 28:9; 30:16; (31:29). The particular phraseo¬
logy considered her© appears only five times. See
Footnote 1, p. 129. The characteristic Deuteronoraic
phrase "PDTQ OD1?1? appears seven times; the meaning
of the remaining six is easily determined on the basis
of the verbs "Ho and rns found in their immediate
context,

1|. Dt. 13:3, 19; 15*5; 26:11}., 17; 27:10; 28:1, 2, 15, kS.
5. Compare 0, Grether, Name und Wort Gottes ira Alten

Testament, p. 58, f.
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means that when Yahveh spea&s, it is the command of the

Sovereign.

Although the preceding and the present phrase call

for obedience, both in thought and action, the latter

seems to have a special appea'l. "PDTn BD1?1? is a call

for obedience to written divine laws, whileVlpa nyDBH

HTTP in addition to the written laws, calls for obedience

in matters where the "voice of Yahveh" would be the only

guide as to what step the individual should take. The

case of a false prophet may be cited**- where this phrase

appears. It is not always easy to determine, even with

the instruction in the text, whether or not the prophet

is a false one. In such cases the person should rely on

God's guidance, "the voice of Yahveh." It characterizes
p

an earnest seeker after Yahveh#

The final phrase which seems to have a personal

appeal is ("pnfrx) mrr» •»:•»?:! *w»n (-t mon) n'roi 3
Every Israelite is "to do that which is good and right

in the eyes of Yahveh." The individual who loves Yahveh

with all the fibres of his being and walks in His ways

1. Dt. 13:2, ff.
2. Compare Keil and Delitzsch, Deuteronomy, at ch. IV,

v. 30.
3. Dt, 6:18; 12:25, 28; 13:19; 21:9. This phrase occurs

also in Kings and Chronicles, but without the combina¬
tion of ir»m mon.
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will have a sensitive conscience to distinguish between

good and evil in the light of Yahveh1 s teaching. Both

010 and W have a relative value, but when they are

combined in the above phrase with (VnVN) mrp 'ipyo

they represent positive teaching. Only what is "good
and right in the eyes of Yahveh" should be considered as

such; all other things are of an opposite quality.

Hie term 210 is both a verb and an adjective. It

is a primitive, originally biliteral (still preserved in

Araraic, Syriac and palrayrene languages"'-) Semitic word

meaning 'good1 or 'pleasing.1 IV* is an adjective de-
T -r

rived from the verb W meaning 1 to be straight1 'to
'—r

be right.1 Hence "Itf"1 means one whose acts are right in

a moral sense. Both adjectives 010 and "IE?"' are used

here in an ethical sense. The individual Israelite is

"to do that which is both pleasing and right in the eyes

of Yahveh."

These four phrases proclaim a personal religion.

Without listing any specific laws, it not only includes

them but supersedes them because of the motivation and

the requirement of a religion that proceeds from the heart.

1. Cf. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 373J H. Dalraan,
Aramiseh-Neuhebrae1sche s Woerterbuch, p. 156.
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Yahveh the Sovereign of Israel

While the Deuteronomic addresses have a personal

appeal3" the preacher is aware of addressing an assembly,

His purpose, then, is twofold. First, he appeals to the

individual within that assembly to yield to Yahveh in

undivided loyalty. Secondly, he calls attention to the

fact that the individual cannot fulfil his coven&ntal

obligations until he sees to it that the community In

which he lives is a God-fearing and obedient one like

himself. Every Israelite is "a brother"^ to every other,

and therefore as much responsible to Yahveh for the acts

of others as for his own. The conduct of his community

is relegated to his constant care and watchfulness.

The hortatory characteristic phrases addressed to

the assembly take on a mere legal form. All Israel^ is

both to keep and teach others "the commandment(s), the

statutes and the judgements" which Yahveh commands them,

4(dd-) -pnVN nin1 rm im D"»os^m D*»pnn (n) rmon riK

1. Compare S. R. Driver, Deuteronomy, I.C.C., p. xxxiii, f.
2. Dt. 1:16, M; 3:18, 20;' 10:9; 15:2, 3, 7, 9, 11, 12; 17:

15, 20; 13:2, 15, 18; 19:18, 19; 20:8; 22:1, 2, 3, ip; 23:
20, 21; 2i|.:7, Iki 25:2, 11; 2Q:$k. Cf. also H. Breit,
Die Predigt des Deuteronomisten, p. 185, f •

3. A characteristic phrase often used by the Deuteronoraist:
1:1; 5:1; 11:6; 13:12; 18:6; 21:21; 21:9; 29:1.

U. Dt. U:^0; 5:31; 6:1; 7:11; 8:11; 10:13; 28:15, U5; 30:16.
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The Deuteronoraist distinguishes between three kinds of

divine laws. The first mxa is derived from the verb

mx 'to give charge' 'to command' or 'to order,'

therefore, means ' commandraent' in a general sense and may

include all the laws contained in Deuteronomy. As L.

Koehler states: "All that God commands or forbids can be

called mxo It may be synonymous with DDBD in the

sense that Yahveh is Israel's only Judge,^ and the Q2W

(human judge) is His representative which is the true con¬

ception of theocracy. The same raay be said of CPpn »

' statutes , •

However, they are distinguished in the Dauteronomic

phraseology. The rabbinical interpreters distinguish be¬

tween D"»pn and D">02M0 claiming that the first have no

explanation for their decree, while in the latter the

reason is either stated or understood in itselfWhile

this may be true to a certain extent, the terminology has

an explanation of a more intrinsic nature.

pn or npn is a stationary, permanent and unchange¬

able law, and therefore correctly rendered "statute."

1. Old Testament Theology, p. 203.
2. See Di. 1:17, Compare also G. Kittel, Theologlsches

Woerterbuch zum Neuen Testament, vol. Ill, p. 920, f.J
H. Breit, op. cit., p. 17&/f.

3. M. Mairaoni3es, Moreh Nebuehira, III, 26; Rashi, Lev. 18:
i+. See also J. Relder, Deuteronomy, at ips 1.
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Etymologieally, It Is derived from ppn ^ meaning 'to

cut In (stone)', 'to Inscribe' or 'to engrave ♦» They are

therefore called CPpn i.e., "fixed by being engraven

...., or inscribed on some durable surface. Cpn are

also established institutions or hallowed conventions,3
referring mostly to cult and ritual, but may also include

civil enactment If 3ueh are made fixed and permanent.^-
DDEO is derived from the verb QDS? , and hence DSffiD ^

T

means a pronouncement or verdict of a divinely appointed

person ODW . These 0"»DE)ffiO or ' judgements' some of

which have already been codified, are both in the spheres

of cult and ritual as well as the purely civil. These

are tte valid explanations for the Deuteronomic distinction

of the laws , ^
In the light of history and archaeology, not all the

laws are of Israelitic origin, Israel has adopted many

from its Canaanite neighbours. According to A. Alt,^ the

1. S. R, Driver, Deuteronomy, I.C.C., p. 62; Oxford Hebrew
Lexicon, p.

2. S. R, Driver, Ibid. Cf also L, Koehler, op, cit., p.
203, f.

3. A. Kuenen, The Origin and Composition of the Hexateuch,
p. 1*78.

Ij., Compare Keil and Delitsch, Deuteronomy, at ch. IV, v. 1.
5. The noun is formed according 'to the" well known rule of

T»n"aoKn.
6. Cf. L. Koehler, Old Testament Theology, p. 203, ff•
7. Kleine Schriften zur Geschichte des Volkes Israel, p.

29S, If'
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form of the law is a factor in determining whether it is

Israelitic or not. Alt distinguishes two forms in which

the biblical laws are phrased; the casuistic and the apo-

dictic. The casuistic are such laws as form a conditional

phrase with the conjunction or ■»;) .2 An analysis

of the casuistic laws found in Deuteronomy shows that

most of them pertain to what we today would call civil

legislature. It may be correct to state that, with a

few exceptions, the casuistic form of lavj corresponds

with Q"*DEi®Q or, 'judgements,' in Deuteronomy.

The apodictic laws are those which are stated clearly

end concisely. They appear in the 'thou-style' followed

by a negative command with either or . The

Decalogue^ is the best example of apodictic law. Also,

the curses in Deuteronomy 27:15-26 represent the biblical

form of apodictic law.** According to A. Alt, the casu-

istic form of law is characteristic of all Canaanite na¬

tions from whom the Hebrews have taken over both the laws

and their form. However, the apodictic form of laws Is

exclusively of Hebrew origin,^

1. Dt. 20:11, 12; 21:11;; 22:2, 20, 25; 2l;:l, 12; 25:2, 7,
2. Dt. 12:20, 21; 13*2, 7, 13; 11**7, 3; 15:7, 12, 16; 17:

2, Q; 19:16; 20:10; 21:1, 10, 15, 18; 22:6, 8, 13, 22,
23, 28; 23:11, 22 , 25 , 26; 2l*:l, 5, 7, 10, 20, 21.

3. Dt. 5:7, ff.
1;. A, Alt, Kleine Schrlften zur Geschlchte des Volkes

Israel, Band, I, p. 302.
5. Op, cit, p. 323.
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Returning to the characteristic phrases, the phrase

which seems to follow logically would be ^ -non ft"?

Vnqu-T pDn "Thou shalt not turn aside from...,
neither to the right nor to the left."1 Once Israel has

learned the laws (the commandments, statutes, and judge¬

ments) she must abide by them. They must be made her rule

of life. The verb -j^O is here used in a moral sense.

The original meaning of tiq is 'to turn aside'; sometimes

also 'to enter in' in the sense that the traveller turns

aside from the road he has pursued to enter a house,

shelter, etc.2 Here it is confined to one lexical and

theological meaning, i.e., to depart from Yahveh's way;

to apostatize. It is the opposite of yQ© • Apart
from its frequent use in its original meaning, ap¬

pears thirteen times-3 in connection with God's commandments.

As already mentioned, the responsibility of the people

is not only to obey personally, but every Israelite is to

safeguard obedience to the law in his community. This Is

expressed in the phrase (VtOPQ) "pljTD yin mym "And
thou shalt eradicate the evil from your midst" (from Is¬

rael's midst). Although this phrase appears mostly in

1. Dt. 17:11, 20; 281lit..
2. Compare Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 693.
3. Dt. 1|:9; 5:29; 9:12, 16; 11:16, 28; 13:6; 17:11, 17,

20; 19:16; 28:11+; (31:29).
1+. Dt. 13:6; 17:7, 12; 19:19; 21:21; 22:21, 21+; 21+:7.
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connection with Idolatry or apostasy, it includes any and

all "evil." This phrase shows that Israel's faith must be

one of solidarity and must not lack in public testimony,

iy3 _s the fi-tel form of "iyn , 'to burn' 'to consume,'
— ~"r i
The Pi'el fcrra usually expresses the Intensive action;

evil must be utterly destroyed, leaving no traces of it.

There Is a twofold purpose in that command.

In the first instance it is the punishment the apos¬

tate deserves and must be enacted upon him. Secondly,
eta ,

this action of the part of Yahveh's faithful would teach

a lesson to the whole community. It is the Deuteronomist's

desire that Israel should obey and serve Him out of love,

but knowing human nature, he has another motive, "fear."

This kind of punishment characterized by extreme

severity Is in accordance with the whole cove nan tal plan.

Sin, whether committed by the Individual, cocmiunity or

the whole nation, breaks the covenant relationship with

Yahveh. However, when the requirement ,1s fulfilled as

expressed in the phrase "pipD yin m73l

I.e., utter destruction and eradication of evil, whether

it be apostasy or crime, the covenant relationship is

restored.2 This kind of corporate responsibility is not

1. Compare A, B. Davidson, An Introduction to Hebrew
Grammar, p. 65.

2. Compare Dt. 13s7-19, with particular reference to
v. 18»
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limited to crime or evil committed publicly. The same

obligation reats upon the individual as well as upon the

community when any evil (of which there are traces of

evidence) has been committed secretly. A perfect example

is the ritual of removal of corporate guilt in the case

of the secretly committed murder.^ This ceremony does
P

not remove the guilt from the murderer, but only from

the community which has the responsibility of exterminat-

ing every evil and crime from their midst.

The eradication of evil from Israel's midst has (as

already mentioned above) two more reasons besides restor¬

ing the broken covenant relationship with Yahveh. First,

to mete out the deserved punishment upon those who commit

the evil and defile the land; secondly, it is to be a

public warning to the remainder to deter them from doing

the same. Thus the Deuteronoraist added another motive to

his primary motive of love -- fear. But it is only a

secondary motive and born out of necessity. The Deuter-

onomist expresses this motive of fear in the following

two phrases: (cpdti Vd) "pnfrx mrr» nx nxT»V icfrn ijtd1?;3
"in order that thou mayest fear Yahveh thy God (all thy

1. Dt. 21:1-9.
2. Dt. 27:21+.
3. Dt. 1+tlO; ll+:23; 17:19.
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ay kVi tihtm lyDs?* (oyn) Vine* Vdt '
"and all Israel shall listen and fear and shall not.,.."

From the above phrases it may be seen that the author of

Deuteronomy distinguishes between two kinds of fear. In

the first phrase where God is the object of fear, it

should be understood a3 awe and reverence. For to the

Deuteronomist fear of punishment as expressed in the

second phrase is purely material and physical, namely loss

of property or life or both. It could come imnsdiabely

after the discovery of the committed sin, or lator by

divine retribution when apostasy or crime was committed in
p

secret. This latter is characteristically Deuteronomic.

Like the reward so the punish irent in the theocracy under

Yahveh is confined to life on earth. Hence such a dis¬

tinction is logical; in the first place awe and reverence

is required, in the second fear of consequences.

However, this motive of fear although frequently

mentioned in Deuteronomy is only a forced one. The pri¬

mary and fundamental motive for obedience, and in the true
S

Deuteronomic senfee, is love. This is made most evident in

our final phrase discussed here.

1. Dt. 13:12; 17:13; 19:20.
2. See C, R. North, The Old Testament Interpre tat Ion of

History, p. 90, f.
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Israel's love toward Yahveh must be one of gratitude.

D**tX£> T*mn lay mail}1 "and thou shalt remember

that thou wast a bond-man in the land of Egypt." The Deu-

teronomlst, an Interpreter of Israel's history, saw in the

Exodus Event a realization of God's promise to the patri¬

archs, the results of which were the election and deliver¬

ance from slavery. It was to him both a revelation of

God's power as well as a manifestation of Yahveh's love to

Israel, To the Deuteronoraist, the Exodus Event was the

cradle of Israel's nationhood and the corners tone of his

faith. What Christ's resurrection was to Paul the Exodus

event was to the Deuteronomist.2

He therefore makes the Exodus Event his primary mo¬

tive In calling for obedience out of love and gratitude.

It was a twofold appeal as C. R. North well observes:

"Love toward Yahvah, and lovlngkindness toward rrjan, are to

be man's response to the love of Yahveh, who redeemed and

by that act 'chose' {7:6, ff.) Israel,"^
The Exodus Event Is employed in the Deuteronomlc

paranesis, first to urge the audience to obey Yahveh

1. Dt. 5:15; 15:15; 16:12} 21*: 18, 22.
2. Compare C. R. North, The Old Testament Interpretation

of His tory, p. ix, ** "'*" "
3. TKe Old ^e's tenant Interpre tat ion of His tory, p. 90.
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willingly and joyfully ^ prompted by the love towards Him.

Secondly, an appeal for a truly humanitarian spirit, in

which the Deuteronomic message is steeped, because of

Yahveh's loving merey in redeeming them from the Egyptian

slavery.

The Purpose of the Deute ronomic Theocracy

The life of Israel under the Mosaic law was a life

of restraint and obedience. The Deuteronomic preacher

under the influence of the eighth century prophets saw

both a deterioration of that covenant relationship as

well as a laxity of obedience and a misconception of the

nature of obedience. There was much conformity to out¬

ward ritual alongside immorality and injustice. In his

message, therefore, he makes every effort to bring about

and to maintain a true theocratic union (in the full sense

of the word) between Yahvoh and His people.

The Deuteronomist, in accomplishing his purpose, in¬

vested the Mosaic law with a true prophetic spirit. He

has not discovered a new truth nor expanded new laws (in

the main); but he accentuates the ethical character of

nDW is a characteristic Deuteronornie term. Compare
G. v. Had, Das Gottesvolk ia Deuteronomium, p. 9.
Biblical references are: 12":?, 12, lb; 14:22; 16:11,
14; 2ij,:17, 19, 21; 26:12, 13; 27:19.
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Yahveh's revelation and the need Of corresponding con¬

duct on the part of His people. His reaffirmation of the

Mosaic teaching takes on a new spiritual breath, so that

it practically seems to be a new revelation."^ The Deu-

teronomic preacher did not gain this ethical view through

a process of reflection on man's moral nature, but it

was planted within him by the prophetic teaching of his

age. Also a historian, he interprets Israel's history

as divine acts by which Yahveh reveals both His power

and Hi3 will. Because of that, history to him is not
o

something past. Historical events are characterized by

an ever-recurrent contemporaneousness. His relationship

with Yahveh, therefore, is a personal and intimate one,

for he (the Deuteronomist) is one of the redeemed in the

Exodus Event, he is one who stood at Sinai and has heard

Yahveh speaking amidst fire and thunder, one whom God

fed with manna in the wilderness.

He wants to share with his countrymen this view of

Yahveh's revelation and his personal relationship with

Yahveh. And this is the primary, if not the only, reason

1. Compare G. v. Had, Das Gottesvolk im Deuteronomiura,
p. 63.

2. Compare Herbert Brait, Die predigt des Deuteronomisten,
p. 135, f.
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why ho thought it necessary to place his message in a

definite historical setting -- namely, in the mouth of

Moses at the close of the wilderness wandering. He was

not re-creating the past or re-living past events. To

hira it was a reality, a personal experience, the present.

"Not with your fathers did the Lord mate this
covenant, but with us, we who are here all of
us alive this day. Pace to face did Yahveh
speak to you on the mount, out of the midst of
the fire."

"You are standing this day, all of you, before
Yahveh your God: your heads of your tribes,
your elders and your officers, all the men of
Israel. Your little ones, your wives, and
thy stranger who is in the midst of thy camp,
from the hewer of thy wood unto the drawer of
thy water: That thou shouldest enter into the
covenant of Yahveh thy God, and Into his oath
of denunciation, which Yahveh thy God maketh
with thee this day. In order to constitute
thee unto himself for a people and that he may
be unto thee a God, as he hath spoken unto
thee, and as he hath sworn unto thy fathers,
to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob. And not
with you alone do I make this covenant and this
oath: But with him that is standing here with
us this day before Yahveh our God, and with hira
that is not here with us this day."1

Although the above quotations represent two covenants:

the one at Sinai, the other at Moab, there is neither

distinction in time or persons. The only important date

is (run) D*pn , 'this day,' The only important

factor in regard to persons i<l3-)DD®?p , *all of you

1. Dt. 5:3, U| 29:9-1^.
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alive,' The Deuteronomist invested the phras4n?n)0"Pn

with a new, dynamic meaning. As mentioned in Chapter IV,

the simple meaning of (run) OT»n 'today' 'this day,'

was transformed to mean 'the ever-present moment,' in the

sense that it is an ever-recurrent experience. Israel's

Sovereign, Yahveh, is eternal; hence His events are ever-

alive. Every individual Israelite must feel himself re-

dee ©d from Egypt, and led by the same Redeemer to Sinai

to enter into an ever-renewable covenant with Him.1

Therefore, the phrase Q*"*"E££i Y"BO n,nn *GV "*D mSTI

"And thou shalt remember that thou wast a bond-men in the

land of Egypt," should not be considered past history but

present fact, a personal experience of every Israelite;

his appeal for obedience prompted by love and gratitude.

The Oeuteronomist is not so much concerned with the en¬

forcement of the law as with the spirit behind the yield¬

ing to Yahveh's command . To him true theocracy was not

mere legal obedience. One can only be a member of the

theocratic community when his heart delights in walking

humbly with God and in acts of lovingkindness towards

his fellow men. These are the things in which Israel's

1. Christian theologians claimed both Augustine and
Thomas Aquinas to have been existentialists. If this
be true, the Deuteronomist may have been one ©s well.
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Sovereign takes pleasure and brings Israel into a

personal relationship with Him as being His covenant*

people, chosen and elevated above any other nation,*
t

!♦ Compare H. H. Rowley, The Faith of Israel, p, 59.



CHAPTER VI

THE DEUTERONOMIC THEOLOGY OP HISTORY

Deuteronomic History

In a sense all Old Testament History Is Deutero¬

nomic; i.e., either a reconstruction of the annals avail¬

able or a revision of historical records by the Deutero¬

nomlc school. "A Deuteronomic version of Israel's his¬

tory from the Conquest to the Exile Is contained in Joshua,

Judges, Samuel and Kings, the 'Former Prophets' of the
1

Hebrew Canon."

It is not intended, however, within the limits of

the present work, either to dwell upon or to outline the

Deuteronomic history contained in such Old Testament books.

Neither is it our intention to analyze the historical nar¬

rative in detail as contained In Deuteronomy Itself.^ Our

main object is to discuss such characteristic Deuteronomic

phrases as are found in Deuteronomy only and which convey

to us the Deuteronomlst's conception and Interpretation

of history.

1. C. R. North, The Old Testament Interpretation of
History, p. 86, f.

2. 8uch outlines may be found In S, R. Driver's, Pouter -
I.C.C., p. 1, f.j C. R. North's, op. cii., p.
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In referring to such characteristic phrases, It is

indispensable to deal with such significant events as

the Deuteronomist selected. This selection of events is

not dictated so much by a mere historical value or in¬

terest (significant as they may be historically), as by

a sense of the important religious message they convey.

This selection of events by the Deuteronomist shows his

twofold purpose In presenting them to his assembly:

first, to emphasize the excluslveness of Yahveh's acts

to one and only one people, Israel; secondly, that these

events have been at the same time a self-revelation of

Almighty God.

Indeed, according to the Deuteronoraist, self-

revelation was chiefly embodied In His action and made

manifest in historical events. For that reason Deutero¬

nomy contains nothing of mere abstract teaching or formal

doctrine as to the nature of God and His attributes. The

character of God and His relation to Israel and to the

world as a vJhoie are to be Inferred from His action.

For that reason the Deuteronomist selected the ma¬

jor events in the history of Israel which he reproduces

in the Book of Deuteronomy: the Exodus Event, the wilder¬

ness experience, the Binai covenant, the (partial) con¬

quest of the land and the covenant at Moab. All these are
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great milestones in the history of Israel, but were not

selected because of their historical significance alone.

The Deuteronomist made these events the center of his

message mainly to convince his audience that all of these

events have taken place, "in order that he may fulfil the

covenant which he hath sworn to thy fathers,Q"»pn "jyo1?
*X*K3XC? 5T2W2 TB7K HK "And because Yahveh, the

God of Israel, Is a faithful God who keeps the covenant

and mercy-love," TQnm fT»T2n TD© .2 That Yahveh

revealed Himself to Israel through the events of history

to make known to man His nature and will is the one great

principle stated repeatedly and explicitly In Deuteronomy.

In the Deuteronomist's interpretation of history no event

is contingent, but all are acts of Yahveh wrought by His

providential hand in accordance with the design and real¬

ization of His purposeful plan.

The first phrase claims these events to be a real¬

ization of Yahveh's covenant with the patriarchs. The

term used here is the Hiph'il form of Dip » The verb

Olp means 'to stand up* 'to arise.' In its Hiph'il

form It means 'to cause to arise, or to stand,' It is

also sometimes Interpreted as 'to raise up' 'to set up.'

1. Dt. (Ips31); 3:18; 9:5.
2. Dt. 7:8, 9, 12.
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Hare it means 'to carry out' or 'to give effect' to the

covenant.In other words, it means a fulfilraant or a

realization of the covenant made with the patriarchs.

Whether it be Israel's existence (Ip:31)» her prosperity

and success (8:18), or the inheritance of the land, they

are all interpreted by the Deuteronoraist as a realization

of Yahveh's covenant with the patriarchs.

The second purpose of such an interpretation (His

self-revelation) is inherent in the same phrase. Only

a faithful God would accomplish all this for the sake of

keeping His promise given to the patriarchs. In addition

it is explicitly stated in the second phrase n*"Dn TDW

10nn*l * 0ne "who keeps the covenant and mercy-love,w
Both terms jp-Q and have been discussed at length
in the previous chapters, and we need not dwell upon them

here. The above quoted phrases state, in addition to

Yahveh's faithfulness claimed in the first phrase, that

He is also a God of roarcy and love. Yahveh's omnipotence

may be inferred from the same phrases^ also. He is the

source of all power and riches (18:18), and in 9:5 ref¬

erence is made that only through Yahveh's omnipotence

1, Cf. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 877.
2. The Deuteronomist also uses the word "JDK3 » 'faithful'

as an epithet for Yahveh, Dt. 7:9.
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ia the Inheritance of the land made possible.

The Deuteronomic interpretation of history has a

twofold purpose. The first is didactic, as pointed out

by S. R. Driver, who states:

"His references to it ^Historg/ have mostly a di¬
dactic aim: hence they are accompanied usually by
parenetic comments designed to bring home to the
Israelite reader the theocratic significance of
the history, and to arouse in him emotions of
becoming gratitude towards the divine Leader and
Benefactor of His nation."1

C. R. North states the same even more emphatically:

"Never have historians been more didactic, or ao con¬

cerned to point the moral to their contemporaries.

The second purpose is inherent in the first. Con¬

sistently with what was S3id in previous chapters and

more fully discussed in the Appendix, the Deuteronomic

message is one of assurance and comfort. The Israel of

the beginning of the seventh century B.C. (then only a

decimated Judah) had need of such assurance and comfort.

This assurance is fully expressed in the above quoted

phrase: "For Yahveh thy God is a merciful God, he will

not forsake thee nor destroy thee: and he will not for¬

get the covenant of thy fathers which he hath sworn unto

them. The same comfort-bringing message is contained

1# jPeuter-onomy, I.C.C., p. xvii.
2. "the Old Testament Interpretation of History, p. 92.

• I —— Ill — ■ II in ■■ i ■mm. Ill ■ 1 «*»n

3. dTTT 5731.
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in the phrases with the term om » 'to have mercy' 'to

have compassion.' "And he will have mercy upon thee....

as he hath sworn to thy fathers," "TOO . .."pmi

"prQKV . However, this assurance of Yahveh's mercy

and compassion may be brought into effect only throu^i

Israel's repentance and returning to Yahveh their God.

The term 31© used here^ is otherwise interpreted as 'to

turn about' or 'to return (to or from)* and is always

connected with space or distance. Here the Deuteronomist^
twrtT «r*4«y ufc*. pWtWv*#M^U'8

invested it witri' a spiritual meaning, i.e., 'to be con¬

verted.' If Israel turns from her unbelief to faith in

Yahveh, then He will have mercy upon her as He swore to

her patriarchs. The phrase l*?lp3 HTD©! I'nVK mn* 7? rO©l

"Then thou wilt return to Yahveh thy God and obey his

voice," is one of the most vital and characteristic

didactic phrases in Deuteronomy, at the same time bring¬

ing a message of assurance and comfort: that, although

her apostasy has brought Yahveh's punishment upon her,

she is still Yahveh's 'inheritance' and He is her God.

1. Dt. 13:18; 30:3.
2. Dt. U:30j 30:2, 8, 10. The etymology of DH7 is om

'womb', suggestive of mother's love or compassion,"-'-'
Others suggest 1*1 'delicate', 'tender', hence
(mutation of '3 to *0') 'to treat tenderly, with
compassion.' (Cf. Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 933.)
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Yahveh the Lord of His tor y

Some of the most important factors in the Deutero-

nomic history are the miraculous events which witness ex¬

plicitly to Yahveh as being an omnipotent God and the

Lord of history including the realm of nature , These

miraculous events are not merely a demonstration of Yah¬

veh *s omnipotence for its own sake, but their taking

place serves His definite purpose. The Exodus event may

serve as an example. In describing miracles occuring

during that event, the Deuteronomist uses the expression

QT1E/D1 ntriK "the signs and wonders."1 This ex¬

pression constitutes a part of the phrase discussed in

chapter III. The emphasis there was put on T* , "the

omnipotent hand of Yahveh" which has wrou^it these "signs

and wonders."

The divine purpose in bringing about these signs

and wonders was the liberation of Israel from Egyptian

slavery arid not to show the miracle per se. The same

may be said of the wilderness experience,^ where Yah-

veh's purpose was, as the Deuteronomist states:

"And thou shalt remeaher all the way which
Yahveh thy God hath led thee these forty
years, to make thee need him in time of af-

1. Dt. i+:31+; 6:22; 7:19; 11:3; 26:8; 29:2.
2. Dt. 2:7; 8:3, i+i 29:5, 6.
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"flictlon, to test you, In order that he may
know what is in thine heart, whether thou
wouldst obey his commandments or not. So he
made thee feel your1 need of him, he let thae
hunger and then fed thee with manna which
neither thou nor thy fathers had ever known;
in order that he might make thee to know
that man lives not only by bread (food) but
by evory thing that proeeadeth out of the
mouth of Yahveh thy God."l
Likewise the Sinai experience2, though a witness to

Yahveh's omnipotence, has as its one great purpose the

covenant. Thus every miracle presupposes a divine pur¬

pose behind it, Israel*s faith in the miracles of Yahveh

was born out of her experience in these major events nar¬

rated by the Deuteronomist, The Exodus event had genera¬

ted the faith which helped them to conquer the land. The

importance of that faith among the Israelites (as well as

today) Is excellently stated by H. H. Rowley:

"If miracle be defined as divine activity within
the world, a belief in its possibility would
seem to be fundamental to a belief in God. He
cannot be excluded from the world he has made,
or reduced to the position of a spectator of
the interplay of forces which he had once set in
motion. In the faith of Israel he was too real
and personal to be reduced to impotence in his
own world, or regarded as one who idly watched
while men worked out their own destiny, and this
faith is integral to any worth-while faith in
God,"3

1. Dt, 8:3, k*
2. Dt. k:32, 33; $tk, 5, 19, 20, 21.
3. The Paith of Israel, p, 58*
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It was that faith in Yahveh as the Lord of history which

instilled new hope when they faced defeat or calamities.

For as we shall see (in the following sub-chapter) the

Deuteronomist interpreted defeat and calamity as a result

of Israel's disloyalty to Yahveh and His covenant. All

that was needed to avert the situation was Israel's re¬

pentance and renewed obedience to Yahveh who in turn as

the Lord of history will change defeat into victory,

calamity Into prosperity, and misfortune into success.

There is another evidence that the Dauteronomist

conceived of Yahveh as the Lord of history. In Deutero¬

nomy 2:1-23, it is clearly stated that Yahveh has not

only given Israel the promised land as their inheritance,

but He has also given to other peoples their land as

their possession. He should therefore be acknowledged

in that sense as the Lord of history because His acts

are not limited to the affairs of Israel alone but in¬

clude other nations as we 11,^
It would perhaps be noteworthy to mention that the

Deuteronomlst makes a distinction between the inheritance

of Israel and that of other nations. Israel's promised

land is called rfaril while that of other nations Is

1. See Kail and Delitzsch, Deuteronomy, at 2:1-23.
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called ncTP In the present writer's opinion, this

distinction is not accidental, for the Deuteronomist never

uses the terra n®T> reference to Israel's lend.^ This

distinction may be due to the fact that the terra rfrru

forms an integral part of the covenant relationship. Also

as discussed previously and at the close of this chapter,

nfrrtt has definite spiritual connotation which could

only be used in connection with Israel's theocracy.

Furthermore, the Deuteronoraic theology of election

requires for its foundation a monotheistic conception of

God, a God who is not confined to any one particular ter¬

ritory or country. Therefore the covenant relation with

the patriarchs presupposes that Yahveh was with them

wherever they were; whether in Chaldea or in Egypt. Indeed

Moses' mission in Egypt and Yahveh's power demonstrated in

the liberation of Egypt proves beyond dispute that Yahveh

is the Lord of history,3
Finally, the Deuteronoraist speaks about the possibil¬

ity that Yahveh would extend Israel's territory to Include

1. Dt. 2:5, 9, 12, 19.
2. Dt. 3:20 refers to an Individual possession inwT*V

and not to the land, a common inheritance of all Israel-
1 te s,

3. Compare C. R. North, The Old Testament Interpre tation of
History, p. 26. ~ '* ™

k* t)t. 12:20, f.; 19:8, f,; 20:1, f.
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such parts as may have been the possession of other peo¬

ple and hence the domain of another god. Ordinarily, if

a man went outside his own country to live in another,

he had no option but to transfer allegiance to tie god in

whose territory he settled. But not so with the Israel¬

ite, for the jurisdiction of Yahveh extended to embrace

any provinces that the Israelite laay have conquered and

made their own. The Deuteronomist also speaks of exile

in case of Israel's apostasy, which presupposes the ex¬

istence of the Israelites in lands under the jurisdiction

of other gods. Yet it is there that they were to seek

Yahveh and to turn to Him in whole-hearted repentance-1-
upon which He will respond with forgiveness and make their

return to their homeland possible.

Thus Yahveh Is the Lord of history and the Lord of

the world, performing miraculous events through and

against the forces of nature, not confined to territory

or nation.

The Deuteronomic Theology of Moral Retribution

It is clear frora the Deuteronomic interpretation of

history that the peuter onomist considers Yahveh'a bless¬

ings upon Israel as immediate reward for her loyalty and

1. Dt. ip:30j 30:2, 8, 10.
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obedience. Throughout the book the author emphasizes the

central truth that Israel's vitality and wellbeing lies

in a united and exclusive loyalty to Yahvah as requested

by the covenant. Yahveh promises prosperity on condition

of obedience to His revealed will.

In like manner, the Deuteronomist considers physical

end natural calamities^ as immediate punishment of God
p

for sins committed. They are also conceived by the Deu-

teronomist as being a disciplinary action designed to

bring Israel back into the way of Yahveh in order that

He mi^it reinstate her to a restored covenantal rela¬

tion.^
This Deuteronomic theology of retribution is express¬

ed in several characteristic phrases: "And Yahveh thy

God will bless thee in every work and all the (acquisition)

of thy hand.

Yahveh's blessings are all-inclusive and are related

to every work or enterprise in Israel's acquisition. And

as G. v . Had well pointed out, "Yahveh's blessing is

earthly but not worldly."^ It may sound paradoxical, but

one has to place himself in the life and time of Israel's

1. Such as famine, drought, mildew, locust, pestilence,
annihilation, and exile. For references see Footnote 2,

2. Dt. 8:19, 20; 9:19, ff.; 11:5, 6; 27:15-26; 28:15, ff.
3. Dt. Us31, f; 8:5; 30:2, ff.
U. Dt. 2:7; 1U:29; 15 J10; 16:15; 23:21; 21+jlO; 23:8, 12.
5. Da3 Gottesvolk irn Deuteronoraium, p. ip.
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theocracy to understand Its full meaning. Firstly, as

we know from Israel's history, she received these bless¬

ings undeservedly, for at no time was the nation as a

whole truly given to her Sovereign Yahveh in undivided

loyalty. Secondly, in a theocracy all blessings received

from Yahveh's hand (even the purely material) are of a

religious nature. In a theocracy nothing Is secular or

civil, but all is sacred and religious: its laws, its

peace and wars, the land of hie people and the home of

the individual, the fruit of the land and the product of

the craftsman, the very life itself -- all are God-given,

They are all closely interconneoted and supervised by

Yahveh, The tithes of the products of the land and of

cattle,1 the year of release^ or the Sabbatical year

which brou^t freedom to slaves and release from debts

is to witness that Yahveh Is both Owner of the land and

otter possessions. The term , therefore, although

confined to material blessings, has a religious applica¬

tion, The elements which make Y«J3 "p"a(>) "prfrK mrp

-JY» ftaxfij "pY* TOFD characteristically
Deuteronomlc are to be found in the phrase ~p«» and

-|T» rf?bD , "the work of thy hands or the acquisition

of thy hands," The term rf?ED in the sense used here,

1. Dt. (12:6, 1?); 1U:22-295 15:19-23.
2. Dt. 15:1-18.
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Is found nowhere else in the Old Testament, The use of

the term In Isaiah 7:25; llilij. has a different connota¬

tion, The term is derived from , 'to send,'

When In a construct phrase with Y» it means 'to stretch

out (forth),' rfrvS appears in Deuteronomy only in a

construct fox*m together with *p > a**d its meaning is

'enterprise' 'business' 'affair', or 'acquisition,'

Thus the proper inter*pretation of the phrase would be,

"And Yshveh thy God will bless all thy work and all thy

undertakings,"

The Deuteronomist lays even more emphasis on retri¬

bution as Yahveh's punishment for disloyalty and disobe¬

dience, As C, R. North observes, "the curses he enumer¬

ates In chapter 28 are in length and severity almost in

ratio of seven to one to the blessings...."*
As previously mentioned, the Deuteronomist's pri¬

mary motive for obedience is love. However, knowing the

history of his nation and the repeated apostasy of his

people in the past, he finds it necessary to picture

divine retribution in such horrifying eircuiastances in

order to generate a terrifying fear in the hearts of those

who would not serve Yahveh out of love. Also the character¬

istic phrases are most radical. When Israel "will do that

1. The Old Testament Interpretation of History, p. 92,
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which is evil in the eyes of Yahveh to provoke His anger""1-
P

(or "to transgress his covenant laws"*)

(irp-Q -d?1?) lo^yun1? -prfrK mrs* »a*y3 ym Qfpoyi

by doing that which is "an abomination to Yahveh"

(T»nVH) mn> royn "then all the curses will

come upon thee and overtake thee"^- (oVy ,KV* tin1*)

iy,.. ("p) "and he will send . ...^> upon thee,

until thou be destroyed.And he closes with the most

positive warning: "I testify against you that you will

surely perish,"' (f"TKH n&l riK) OT»n 022 "*nY*Fn

1 "I TJKn "OH *2.

We will now discuss these terms and their phrases

etyraologically to gain a better understanding of these

Deuteronomic warnings which occupy a very prominent place

in the Deuteronomic message.

The term FT is a general expression for 'sin.' y-j

is the opposite of 210 , and it means literally 'bad,'
A

both in a physical sense, i.e. bad fruit, bad blemish

1. See footnotes 1 and 2 on p. 159 for specific list and
references.

2. Dt, ij.:25; 9:18; 17:2. We may find this phrase in other
parts of Deuteronomic literature, but without the par¬
ticular combination of lO^FDHb or ln*"D "luF1?.

3. Dt. 7:25; 17:1; 13:12; 22:5.
ll* Dt. 28:15, i{5; 29:26.
5. See Footnote 1 above.
6. Dt. 28:20, 21*, 25, 61.
7. Dt. k:26; 8:19; 30:18.
8. Jer. 2U:2; Dt, 15:21; 17:1.
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and, in a moral sense, meaning 'evil,'-*- According to C.

Ryder Smith, "the adjective and its cognates occur

about eight hundred times ^Tn the 0. T^. They have
some thirty English translations,neL Ohis is no doubt

duo to the fact that both 'good1 and 'bad1 have a wide

range of meanings either in physical or moral sense.

The term y-j is derived from the verb yy-j ,3 «to
be evil' or 'to do evil,' The phrase y-|n on^wn

mrr» forms a contrast phrase of n>^i

mn» *;py2 The contrast brings out the full meaning of the

phrase. In both phrases the clause "in the eyes of Yah-

veh" constitutes the standard according to which the

Israelite is to decide whether he is doing 'good' or

'evil,'

The term nnyn rendered 'abomination,' like the

preceding phrase is followed by the divine name Yahveh,^
for the same reason explained above. It also makes the

phrase more emphatic. n^yn which appears twenty-one

times in Deuteronomy generally refers to idolatry or to

1. In Oeuteronomlc phrases it is used with the verb^my
or iyD * end forms a noun. Otherwise it is an adjective
or adverb.

2. The Bible Doctrine of Sin, p. 15.
3. The verb yyH Hal""two etymological roots. The one con¬

sidered here is of Hebrew origin; the second root meaning
'to break' 'to ruin' is of Aramic origin. Compare G.
H. Dalman, Aramae is ch-Neuhebrae is che a Woerterbuch, p,
337; Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 9h7» ff.

I}., Only in the phrases discussed here. Otherwise it ap¬
pears less often without
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idolatrous rituals or customs. 1 Its etymology is uncer¬

tain, The verb has no Kal form and in its Pi'el

form it means 'to abhor' 'to detest' and is © denomina-

tive verb. To the Deuteronomist, idolatry was the great¬

est of all crimesp hence It must be utterly detested.

He rightly looked upon it as the source of all evil,

S, Mandelkern^- suggests several etymologies for the

term nV?p • However, the most acceptable would be the
one common to all Semitic language3, namely y^p , which
originally meant 'to be light,' but later came to be used

as 'to take lightly' 'to despise' 'to dishonour.' The

Pi'el form of ^p means 'to curse' in the sense that it
makes one contemptible • Thus n^Vp 'a cu1*80' Is the
action taken against a contemptible man. When the Deu-

teronomist is using the term rf?*?p » he is referring to
the curses listed in chapters 2?:15, ff» 28:15, ff•

1. Both as a noun, Dt. 7:25, 26: 12:31; 13:15; 11+:3; 1?:
1, k; 18:9, 12 (twice); 20:18; 21:13; 22:5; 23:19; 2k:
k; 25:16; 27:15; (32:16); and as verb, Dt. 7:26 (twice);
23:8, 9. All but four refer to Idolatry. These four
are of an ethical nature, referring to the non-Israelite
people, 23:8, 9; to chastity, 21+ ; and to ritual (un¬
clean animals) 11^:3.

2. Compare Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 1073.
3. Cf, G. v. Had, Studies in Deuteronomy, p. 70; C. R.

Horth, Old Testament Inierpre tat ion of History, p. 91.
k* Veteris"freskamenfcl Concordantiae, p."To36. So too,

Cxforo Hebrew "Lexicon, p. 886.
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These curses are a pronounced judgement or condemns-

tion for sins committed, without specifying the time or

the person, except to define him by the particular sin

committed (mostly) secretly. It is therefore In a true

sense divine retribution. The fixed formula of ritual

imprecation commences with n-jis (cursed be), followed by
a statement of the transgress Ion for which it is pro¬

nounced, The curs© Is then confirmed by the responsive

1QK uttered by the assembly as an expression of assent.
In its contents , constitutes a commandment enforced

by a warning on one hand and a pronouncement of judgement

following in punishment on the other. Therefore the

phrase "then all the curses will come upon thee and ovar-
X

take thee," "pa'vm rfrKH nV?>pn T»7y Tfccn

conveys a grim warning that all the curses detailed in

chapter 27:1S, ff» and 28:15* ff. will be an actual punish¬

ment to the apostate, the criminal, and the disobedient.

The result of such a punishment is stated in the phrase

"I testify against you that you will surely perish,"

■p-ONii xtK *3 (t*wi ran nit) ovn ceq *n-r»yn
means 'to perish' 'to cease to exist' 'to die.'

The frequent use of the absolute infinitive or simple

duplication of noun, adjective and verb is to intensify

1. Dt. 28:15, 1*5; 29:26.
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or ascertain its action. In English the first verb of

the absolute infinitive would then take on the role of

an adverb 'surely1 or 'quickly.' J, Moffat uses, instead,

a stronger expression, 'to wipe out,' and has no substi¬
tute for the first verb. Such emphatic expressions are a

common occurrence in Deuteronomy.^- It is to lay stress

upon the action or to indicate its speadinoss. For ex¬

ample, in another instance, the Deuteronomist uses the
o

adverb (n) THO 'quickly''" whan the verb is not duplicated.

Of particular interest is the Aramic ending of the

second verb "J"J-QKfi ♦ These Aramic endings are particular¬

ly frequent in Deuteronomy and appear fifty-six times.3
They are, however, not to be considered an archaism but

rather a poetical ending to a phrase or verse which adds

beauty to the Deuteronomic oratory.^
It would seem proper to raise here the question as

to whether the Deuteronomist, in using the verb TVaS (to

do) in connection with both terms FT and HQyn , meant

that there is no sin except in act or whether he considers

'evil intention' to be a sin in thought, G. Ryder Smith

is inclined to think that there is such a thing in the

1. Please see closing pages of chapter VII for examples.
2. Dt. 11:17s 28:20."
3. Gf. S. R. Driver, Deuteronomy, I.C.C., p. 18, f. and

106, f.
k» Ibid.
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Old Testament as "inward sin.""'* In the present writer's

opinion, the Deuteronanist definitely considers 'evil in¬

tention' as sin. It would be sufficient tore fer to the

Tenth Commandment where »coveteousness' requires no physi¬

cal action, but is nonetheless, a cardinal sin. It is

also clearly evident from the following verse: "That

thither might flee the manslayer, who should kill his

neighbour unawares, when he had not been an enemy to him

in times past; and that he should flee unto one of these
2

cities and live." The above verse needs no comment. It

Is more than clear that with the Deuterono0iist, who empha¬

sizes motives rather than deeds, evil intention is 'sin.'

To indicate such a sin in thought, the Deuteronoraist uses

the word (the heart)^ or py (the eye as the seats
of both evil and good. Psychologically speaking, to the

Hebrew, the heart and the eye were the centers of functions

both of good and evil. Hence the Importance of the curses

and the divine retribution they teach, for 'sin in thought'

may never have been discovered by those who were to see to

it that "evil is eradicated from Israel's midst."

In concluding our discussion on the Deuteronomic the-

1. The Bible Doctrine of Sin, pp. 32, ff.
2. Dt. Cf. also op. cit., p. 3k*
3. Dt. k'*9i 8:2j 10:16;"tl:r5T 15:7, 10j 30:1^, 17.
li. Dt. 13:9; 15:9, 18; 16:19; 19:13.
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ology of divine retribution it would be well to state that

the fundamental idea remains essential to faith in a liv¬

ing God. This has been well stated by H. Schultz;

"In what unbelief regards as chance, faith sees
as an act of God. (Ex. xxi.13; Prov. xvi.33).
This conviction is most directly expressed in
the doctrine of retribution. The everlasting
moral will of God makes its influence on human
destiny felt in this way -- that every act of
opposition to It brings its own punishment,
every voluntary act In harmony with it its own
encouragement and reward."!

Even today, from a Christian standpoint, the Deuter-

onomic theology of retribution is true, but differs in

time of enactment. The blessings and punishments of God

are no less real to us today than they were to the Deu-

teronomist, in spite of Its confinement to one people

Israel and to life on earth. The difference ha3 been

pointed out by A. B, Davidsons

"Now the difference between our way of thinking
and that prevalent for long at least in Israel,
doe3 not lie in any difference as to the belief
in retribution. It lies here. We may relegate
this retribution to a future world; Israel be¬
lieved that it prevailed fully now and was seen
in this world."'-'

v,

Israel's Yahveh, the Lord of History has through Jesus

Christ become the Lord of universal history to include the

human race as a whole, in this, and In the future world.

1. Old Testament Theology, vol. II, p. 198,
l!Pheology"of"THe' 6ld Te3tament, p. 1+09.
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Eschatology, in the definition of H. Gressmann, means

"a science of the last things { iT'inK , to< tar^b(7"< ,

de novissimis). Under this name are to be understood all

views collectively concerning the end, whether of the in¬

dividual, or of the whole world.This as a general

statement may be said to be true. However, a more speci¬

fic, well-phrased explanation, one which fits the entire

3cope of Deuteronomic theology of history is that of A.

B. Davidson:

"God was the real Maker of history ....God is the
author of the event3, and His mind, His will, or
His purpose is in them. Hence when so broad a
view as that of human life or history as a whole
is taken, it is, so to speak, secondary. It is
the reflection of the view taken of God, of His
being, and as an inference from His being, of His
purpose, and of what the issue will be when He
realizes His purpose, or as we might say, when He
realizes Himself in the history of mankind.

The Deuteronomic theocracy has as its purpose Yah-

veh's realization in the history of mankind, in the sense

that it hoped to see Yahveh's kingdom upon earth even when

primarily limited to Israel, It proved to be only a hope,

but that hope was never relinquished in the minds of

Israel's prophets and God-fearing leaders. For the Deu-

1. Per Ursprung der israelltlsch-juediachen Eschatologle,
p. 1 *

Theology of the Old Testament, p. 1+01 •
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teronoraist, even In the eschatology of doom,l saw the

survival of a remnant ,nQ , (U:27) QyD

(28:62) whom Yahveh will recall from their captivity

(">uU?) (l)niaw aiw (28:14.1; 30:3) and will gather them to¬
gether from the midst of all the nations where He had

scattered them. He will then multiply them and bless

them with such prosperity as wjll supercede even that of

their predecessors. (30:3-5).

In spite of the use of the prophetic terminology of

eschatology, end in spite of their close resoinblance in

the eschatological stages of the Deuteronomic eschatology,

doom, gathering of the remnant, restoration, and renewed

blessing,^ it is not an eschatology in the proper sense,

i.e. referring to the last things of the Messianic age.

All these phrases are to be understood as referring to

relative times in the history of Israel only.3 particu¬

larly the concluding statement of renewed blessing dis¬

closes and affirms that his conception of eschatology did

not go beyond an ideally perfect theocracy on earth. It

1. Gressmann distinguishes between the eschatology of
doom and the eschatology of salvation, but sees a
connective link between them, Op. cit. pp. 8, 193,
ff. The Deuteronomic view resemoles it but in a
limited sense as explained later in our discussion.

2. Compare L. Koehler, Old Testament Theology, p. 235.
3. Cf, S. R. Driver, Deuteronomy, I .C.C. p. 7lj.; J.

Reider, Deuteronomy, p. 56.
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Is true that the Deuteronomic preacher sets forth a

theology of the remnant, taught very distinctly by Amos,

Hosea, and more particularly by Isaiah.^ It may also be

correct to assume that the Deuteronomist was endeavoring

to explain events contemporary with himself: the national

disaster of both the Northern Kingdom and Judah. He might

have been addressing a frightened and bewildered audience,

the actual remnant, eseapeea from Israel and from the de¬

vastated cities of Judah along with the Jerusalemites whose

last stronghold was in great danger. If this assumption

is correct,r then the Deuteronoraic teaching of the remnant

is of great importance and conveys three leading thoughts:

1, The author endeavours to exalt the omnipotence of

Yahveh and His faithfulness, transferring the entire cause

of the national disaster to Israel Itself, interpreting it

as divine retribution for Israel's apostasy, immorality and

injustice,

2, That Yahveh's punishment 'was of a disciplinary na¬

ture and that His intent was not to destroy them utterly.

Divine punishment was intended to compel thera to turn to

1, Amos 3*12; 5*2, f»» Boeea 9*11# 12, 16; Isaiah 6:11, ff.;
17*5# f.» 2lj.:13, 17# ff. Cf, also H. Gresamann, Per
Orsprung der israelitisch-juedischen Sschatolo.ie, pp.
229, ff.

2, Compare H, Wheeler Robinson, Editor, Record and Revela¬
tion, p. 6i|., ff.
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Him arid to obey His voice nKiSfl ' to walk in His
ways v;)-n;2 » and do bh&t which is good and
right in the eyea of Yahveh, as evidenced in the Deutero-

nomic characteristic phrases.

3. To instil hope and to bring comfort to a frightened

remnant which was doubting whether Yahveh was still their

God,'*' The Dauteronoraic preacher therefore assures them

that the election is irrevocable and the covenant ever-

restorable, Moreover, he assures thorn that Yahveh's com¬

passion for Israel has not abated because Yahveh is both a

God of compassion and One who keeps His covenant and mercy-

love sworn to her patriarchs. This again is expressed In

his characteristic phrases discussed at length In the

previous chapters.

Vftien one visualizes the deplorable state of Israel

during the Deuteronoraic age, religiously, politically and

morally, one is able to understand the Deuteronomist1s

theolo y of the remnant and his eachatological teaching

relevant to his own tiros.

Are there any contents In Deuteronomy which convey an

©schatological message in the true sense, I.e., referring

to the Messianic age, to Christ? An objective answer

would be that Deuteronomy does not reveal any prophecies

1. Compare G. v. Red, Studies in Deuteronomy, p. 70.
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directly related to Christ. Nonetheless, Deuteronomy

convoys an eschatological message in the sense that Israel

was not to be an end In Itself but the means to an end.

For Israel is yahveh's holy people only insofar* as she

fulfils a divine mission in the history of revelation."1'
For even the Isaianic teaching of the remnant is not to

be understood as a continuation of a race and its culture,

but rather a perpetuation of God's activities in the
p

world.

She is to be a living witness of God's love,

of His election, , and the covenant, rv*T2 » and
His inheritance if?n3 • °** these are terras which

convey an eschatological message in the sense that they
3

are all fulfiled in Christ, particularly, Israel is

Yahveh's inheritance for her main object was to per¬

petuate tho divine -qi as revealing His will, whether In

creation, command, or divine law,^- until it was fulfiled

in Jesus Christ, the living -q»j , The Old Testament
found its fullest realization in the New Testament ^o y oc,

1. Cf. Norman W. Porteous, Volk und Gottesvolk im Alten
Testament, p. 162, in the fheblogi'sche AufsaeTze, Karl
Barth 50. Geburtstag, Muenchen, 1^3b.
22.* P* 161*

3. Sorapare Das Gotteavolk im Deuteronomlum, p, 61} Studies
in Deuteronomy, p. 73.

. CF. 0• Grether, Name und Wort Gottes im Alten Testament,
p. 181. ~ —- -
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Jesus, the Christ. Likewise the Deuteronomic q2? , Yah-

veh's glorious Presence confined to Israel's sanctuaries,1
was fulfiled in Christ as the fullest expression of Yah-

veh's Being, and whose glorious Presence was no longer

confined but filled the whole earth. These are the inter¬

connections between the Deuteronomic message and the New

Testaroent Kerygma. Those whose theological views tend to

separate the Old and the New Testaments as having no unity

are missing the heart of the Old Testament messa^.^
Such a unity of the Old and New Testaments is not

based on allegorical Interpretation of Scripture, but on

one of the major bases, i.e. on that of the Deuteronomic

interpretation of history. Jesus Christ is the crowning

event of all events recorded in the Deutex^onomic litera¬

ture. This eschatological vision and expectation of

Yahveh's culminating event in history, although charac¬

teristically Hebrew3, if not Deuteronomic, became the

universal event of mankind.

"The theologian must take the view seriously, that
In Jesus Christ, the Old Covenant oarae to an end,
and a New Covenant was founded, by which God
created a community open to both Jew and Gentile,
i.e. a Universal Church. But the Old Covenant—

1. 0. Grether, Name und Wort Gottes Im Alton Testament,
p. 182.

2. P. Tlllich, Systematic 'Theology, I, p. llj.2, f.
3. Th. C. Vrlesen, An Outline of Old Testament Theology,

p. 369.
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"and in this paradoxical formula lies the crux
of the matter — was actually, i.e. according to
the understanding and the will of God, also a u-
niversal Church,"!

It was natural for the early Church that it should

turn to the Deuteronomic passage "I'nNJD

mrp "ft OV"* ^ as a witness and a pre¬

diction of the coming of Jesus the Messiah.-^ This in¬

terpretation is only correct, if it is accepted that this

promise was fulfiled many times in Israel's prophets, but

that its greatest and fullest manifestation was realized

In Jesus Christ.

This promise should not be considered an exclusive

and direct Messianic reference, but like many other in¬

direct references and together with them form a cumula¬

tive testimony of the Old Testament to Jesus Christ.^-

1. Norman W, Porteous, Volk und Gottesvolk irn Alten
Testament, (Theologische Aufsaetze, Karl*TT&rth zum 50.
6eburtatag, Muenchen, 1936), p. 162.

2. Dt. 16:15.
3. Acts 3:22; 7:37.
i|. Compare Keil and Delltzsch, Deuteronomy, at 18:15» S.

R• Driver, Deuteronomy, I.C.C., p. 227, ff.



CHAPTER VII

THE INTERCONNECTIONS OP TEEMS AND PHRASES

The Nature and Function of the Textual Interconnectlons

The various aspects of the interconnections discussed

in this chapter belong virtually to the field of exegesis

or, more correctly, to harmeneuties. Althou^a the method

used here is a general ore, i.e, may be applied to other

parts of the Old Testament literature (particularly the

textual interconnections), the relationship between the

terms and phrases Is, like the terms and phrases them¬

selves, characteristically Deuteronomic,

The word 'Interconnection' as used here may be de¬

fined as an interdependent relationship between two or

more terms and phrases, V«hen applied to terms within a

specific and immediate context, it functions to bring out

clarity of meaning or expression. Such an interconnection

confines the meaning of a certain terra to a single connota¬

tion,1 Applied to a number of terras and phrases, the in¬

terconnections link them together and bring out the en¬

tirety of the message the Deuteronomic preacher purports

to convey to his audience.

1, Examples are given later in the course of the dis¬
cussion.
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It has been shown In the previous chapters that the

Deuteronomist has invested a number of terms with a new,
i • g£» ■ l» mk-« VUW

hitherto unkn©wa~meaning. These specific connotations

have been made clear by the use of Interconnections with

other words found in the text, hence they are named tex¬

tual. The textual Interconnections include both the in¬

terrelation of a specific terra within a single phrase or

an interrelation between a number of terras and their re¬

spective phrases which form the quintessence of the Deuter-

onomic message. Through the instrumentality of these In¬

terconnections we have formed internal evidence to support

our claim that both the terras and their phrases, as well

as the message they convey, are characteristically Deuter-

onouiic. These interconnections form the internal evidence

in the sense that they prove that the terms found In Deu¬

teronomy assume a connotation utterly different from i-

dentical terras found within another context; for example,

the term in the phrase qs? -joo (*ps/7) Qlvfo "to
make his name to dwell there." The primary meaning of

is •name'"*" or, when used*figuratively, it means 'reputa-
2

tion.' But here in this particular phrase the Deuter-

onoraist confined QU? to mean 'the glorious Presence of

Yahveh.'^ The same may be said of the term r> . The

1. Dt. 5:11; 6:13; 7:21+; 9:11+; 10:8, 20; 12:3; 18:5* 7,
19, 20; 18:22; 21:5; 25:6, 7, 10; 28:10, 53; 29:19.

2. Dt. 22:11+, 19; 26:19.
3. Dt. 12:5, 11, 21; 11+J23, 2]+; 16:6, 11; 26:2.
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term means 'hand.' One of Its many metaphorical uses

is 'power.But when -p appears in the phrase
rmo;j yim nprn T»a T*n>K mrp it; is &iways to be

O
understood as 'Yshveh's omnipotence.' Another example
r

is (n)oriK which, while still retaining the meaning 'love',
was not a 'love' as commonly understood by human beings.

arm in the phrase ,-prftm mm -prm ,-pmK hk orm

DOrm mm nnnKD ^ conveys to us the meaning of a

spiritual, unconditional, unmerited and divine love of

Yahveh towards Israel. While the first tivo connotations

of and of «p are a result of the interconnections

within a single phrase, the immediate context in which it

is found, the term ^;ik needed a wider range of inter¬
connections with other terras such as y^w * iro » f?>"Q

and «f?n2 in order to arrive at the above-stated conno¬

tation. Without the instruraentallty of these intercon¬

nections it would have been impossible to establish its

true and correct meaning. Thus these terras interconnected

with their respective phrases help us to establish and de¬

fine Yahveh's love upon which both tide election and the

covenant are based. Together they form one of the major

1. Cf, Oxford Hebrew Lexicon, p. 389, f.
2. Dt. 5:15; 6:21; 7:8; 9:26; 26:8.
3. Dt. Ips37; 7:8; 10:15; 23:6.
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elements of the Deuteronomic theology. The sams Is true

of other terms and phrases and their respective groups as

demonstrated In the previous chapters.

The textual interconnections also include an in¬

terrelation between groups of terms and phrases ex¬

pressing a single and major element of the Deuteronomic

theology. For the Deuteronomiat's teaching about divine

love, election and the covenant is but a part of his

message, it is the foundation upon which the author

bases his conception of Yahvsh as the faithful and omni¬

potent God of Israel, the Sovereign of Israel, and the

Lord of history.

These major Deuteronomic thoughts may be said to

follow a logical sequence where the love and the faith¬

fulness (to the patriarchal ) °** Yahveh is the

cause ard all other teachings are the results and effects

of these. This logical sequence is not to be understood

as an orderly, chapterwise sequence in Deuteronomy, but

rather is to be found in the message which these char¬

acteristic terms and their respective phrases convey to

us.

Thus it was the love and the faithfulness of Yahveh

which brought about the redemption { nils ) from Egypt

by His omnipotent hand ( t» }, the election ( ifQ ) of
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Israel and covenant ( n"»*n ) with her, to make her a

great and holy nation ( ^np Dy jVtu )•
Even the very laws and commandments { p>pnn (n)nison
D^QBtam ) to which Israel is subject have divine love

as their motivation. For only through obedience to her

Sovereign Yahveh is the covenant brought into effect by

whieh she is to be elevated to be Yahveh1s inheritance

( nVr<3 ) and a peculiarly treasured people ( if? 10 OF )

to Him, The Deuteronomis t interprets even Yahveh'a pun¬

ishment upon Israel as motivated by (fatherly) love,1
And even when Israel forsakes fcny ) or transgresses

( "Uy ) the covenant, Yahveh will remain faithful to His

mercy-love ( -fon ) towards Israel, waiting patiently until

she returns to Him in wholehearted repentance* (aiu )*

These are the functions of the textual interconnec¬

tions, On the one hand they bring out clarity of expres¬

sion; on the other, they bring to light the entirety of

the message. That the terms and phrases are character¬

istically Deuteronomic has been shown at length in the

previous chapters and need not be repeated here. That

the interconnections themselves are characteristically

Deuteronomic cannot be shown in the text itself, but in

1, Dt, the motive is, of course, always a disciplin¬
ary one to bring Israel back into the covenant re¬
lationship as also mentioned in Dt, l|.i30j 30:2, 8, 10.
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the raessage it conveys. This is the task of the histor¬

ical and theological interconnections discussed below,

The Mature and Functions of the Historical Xnterconnections

The textual interconnections arc but one proof that,

linguistically, these terras are characteristically Deuter-

onoraic, The Deuteronomist was also a historian or, per¬

haps more properly, an interpreter of history. He ideal¬

ises past events in order to enforce the historic lessons

they would teach. In so doing he has interconnected the

past with the present, making the past a living present,

The Deuteronomist, by the use of his characteristic term

(nTn)QVn » &as interconnected his entire message his¬
torically in threefold ways.

The first aspect is expressed in the Deuteronoraic

conception of history as the theatre of God's activity,

as well observed by G, E» Wrights MIn considering Bibli¬

cal faith, it seems to m© that the point is not with the

history of its evolving ideas but with history in another
1

sense. It Is history as the arena of God's activity,"

Yahveh is a God who acts In the life of the individual

and the nation. It means viewing history from a divine

rather than human standpoint. Hence these acts are ever-

God Who Acta, p. 38«
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present as is Yahveh who wrought them.

Secondly, the Deuteronoraist has depicted certain ira-

portaxit events such as the Exodus event, the desert ex¬

perience, the Sinai covenant, the (partial) conquest of

the land, and the covenant at Moab and made them the focus

of his message. It would seem that all these events are

retrospective since they all refer to the past, but the

Deuteronoraist refers to these events primarily to estab¬

lish the fact that the present event is but an extension

and a further realization of the same. For example, in

referring to the historical covenant between Yahveh and

the patriarchs, he does not speak of it as having once

taken place and then ceasing to exist. On the contrary,

his main thesis is "because he loved your fathers"1 and

"because of the covenant of your fathers which he swore
2 3

to them," "he chose their descendants after them."

These historical interconnections between the patriarchs

and the major historical events mentioned above are main¬

ly and exclusively used to establish the fact that they

are but a result, a realization and expansion of the pa¬

triarchal covenant which never ceased to exist*

These historical interconnections are the most

1. Dt. U:37i 7:8; 10»15.
2. Dt. l;:31j 7:8; 8:18.
3. Dt. ki37; 7:7, 8; 10:15*
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vital element in the Deuteronomic message and are well

distributed throughout the book of Deuteronomy•"*" They

constitute the foundation upon which the author has built

his entire message, his conception of Yahveh as the om¬

nipotent and faithful God, his theology of election and

the covenant, and his theology of the promised land.

The following verses are an example of the use of the

historical interconnections and a confirmation of the

above statement:

"Not because you are more in number than all the
nations, did Yahveh desire you and choose you;
for you are the fewest of all the nations; but
because of Yahveh's love for you and because he
would keep the oath which he has sworn unto
your fathers, has Yahvah brought you out with
a mighty hand and redeemed you out of the house
of bond-men, out of the land of Pharaoh, the
king of Egypt,"

"Not for thy righteousness, nor for the upright¬
ness of thy heart, dost thou go in to possess
their land; but for the wickedness of these na¬
tions does Yahveh thy God drive them out from
before thee, and in order that he may fulfil
the word which Yahveh has sworn unto your fa¬
thers, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob,

The historical interconnections are so distributed

1, In addition to the above listed, such historical inter¬
connections are to be found in Dt, i*:20, 3ki 6:23; ?:12;
8:18; 9:5; 29:12, Also with reference to the promised
land as a realization of the solemn promise given to
the patriarchs: Dt, 1:8, 21; 6:10, 18; 7sl3; 8:1> 10:11;
11:9, 21; 19:8; 26:3, 15; 28:11; 30:20.

2. Dt, 7:7, 8; 9:5.
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as to include the Deuteronomic legislation containing

the covenantal obligations on the part of Israel. These

interconnections in conjunction with the Deuteronoinic

laws constitute a vital part of the book, namely the

parenesi3, by which the preacher encourages and persuades

Israel to obey Yahveh out of love and gratitude.**"
Thirdly, these historical interconnections link

the historical events cited by the Deuteronomist with

the Israel of his own day. Consistent with the present

thesis, one can fully comprehend these interconnections

when he visualizes the period in which Deuteronomy was

written. Israel had been experiencing a serious politi¬

cal and economic situation combined with a religious re¬

construction. The Northern Kingdom no longer existed,

Judah itself feared her fall shortly. But Yahveh, the

Lord of history, wrought an act which made the Exodus

event relive in the memories of the people as a present

reality. That act took place in the year 701 B.C., when

Israel experienced again an 'Exodus,' a renewal of the

old in different circumstances, an event which is well

described by R* Kittels *

1. Dt. 5:6, 15? 6:12, 21; 9:12, 26; 10:19, ff.; 11:21; 13:
6; 13:11; 15:12-15; 16:1, f., 12; 21:8; 2i*:l8, 22; 26:
5-10aj 29:2k, f.
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"During the great straits to which the town and
the country of Judah were reduced by Sennacherib's
invasion of Judah in the year 701 B.C., Isaiah
placed all his hope on Zion, Jerusalem could not
fall (this was his watchword), for here Yahweh
himself had his dwelling-place. (Isa. xxxl. 8 f,;
of Geseh., 113, p. 562.) Isaiah was in the right.
Zion with its Temple as the dwelling-place of Yah¬
weh stood the test. Yahweh himself had acknowledg¬
ed them. Sennacherib's army had devastated the
land of Judah, had burned the towns and with them
the local sanctuaries on the high places, but the
Temple remained untouched."1

V

Israel, i.e. the decimated people of Jud&h including per¬

haps soma refugees from the Northern Kingdom, needed a

comforting and uplifting spirit, new hope and courage.

The author thus effectively interconnected these current

events with the past to inspire that sorely needed hope

and comfort.

The same may be said of the other events selected by

the Deuteronomist. While the delivered Jerusalem gives

proof that Yahveh is still acting in history on behalf of

Israel, it also proved implicitly that the covenant between

Him and Israel is still in effect. The term (HTn) Q"pn
o

often used with the enactment of the covenant makes it

to be an ever-present reality. The Sinai covenant and

the covenant at Moab are not only past but continue to

exist between Yahveh and His chosen people, Israel.

1. The Religion of Israel, p. 167.
2. dVT ri3Ai B7T8;
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Likewise the interconnections with the wilderness

experience and the partial conquest of the land were used

to bring the same effect * As the Deuteronomic preacher

may behold ther efugees from the Northern Kingdom and the

homeless from the devastated towns and villages of Judah,

he causes them to visualise the wilderness experience,

"when he gave thee manna to eat,., that he might make thee

to know that man lives not only by bread (food) but by

every thing that proceedeth out of the mouth of Yahveh thy

God," He also provided you miraculously with clothes

which "wore not away from off thee," All this was Yahveh's

discipline, "as a man disciplines his son,"'*' Their present

experience is but another discipline, and Israel must take

courage and have deep faith in Yahveh who still cares for

Israel and "will enlarge thy border," i.e, Yahveh will

once again intervene and fight for Israel^ that she may

regain the lost territories, for the land is His and He

gave it to her for an inheritance,^ provided that Israel

•obeys His voice' and 'walks in His ways,' The wilderness

experience should be viewed as one long experience of

divine faithfulness and care for Israel, His discipline

is not merely punitive; it is an expression of Fatherly

1. Dt. 8:3, ff.
2. Dt. 1:29-31; 3:21, 22; 7:17-21; 11:22-28; 20:1-1+; 29:1,
ff

3. Dt! 1+:21| 15:!*; 19:1; 21:23; 21+:i+; 25:19; 26:1.
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love. In It all the Deuteronomist was referring to the

deplorable political situation of his own time, the vio¬

lence and syncretistic worship, the injustice and immor¬

ality which gave rise to the prophetic message of the

eighth-century prophets.

These are the historical interconnections and their

function in Deuteronomy. They make past events a living

present; they make the covenant an ever-recurrent exper¬

ience; they bring comfort and encouragement on the one

hand, and are a call and persuasion to obedience on the

other.

The Theological Interconnections t Their Mature and Function

The meaning of history to the Deuteronomist is to be

found In its totality only through faith in God. These

events are seen and interpreted from the specific view¬

point of that faith.*'" Therefore, Deuteronomy does not

contain history proper, but a theology of history based

on faith In Yahveh.

^■hile the historical Interconnections reveal the in¬

terrelation between past events and the message conveyed,

the theological interconnections givo meaning to these

events by explaining why they took place. In explaining

1. Cf. Arthur Weiser, Glaube und Geschichte im Alton
Testament, pp. l$4, 2T7 See particularly p. 5X1
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these events the present writer neither rationalizes nor

allegorizes these events. It is a theology based solely

on conclusions derived from these events which are con¬

veyed in the Deuteronomic message. Deuteronomy lends

Itself to such an objective study, for the clarity of its

oratory raises no difficulties and its message is dis¬

tinct and unequivocal.

Yahveh, of his own free will, revealed Himself to

the patriarchs, to Moses and to all Israel. The patri¬

archal tradition, it would seem, was deeply rooted in the

histoiy of Israel, The author of Deuteronomy, therefore,

does not give an account of how and where Yahveh revealed

Himself to the patriarchs except to mention them collect¬

ively as (o;>. ,13- ) "priSS or sometimes individually by
their names.He refers repeatedly to their covenant with

Yahveh, the results of which arei

1. The liberation from Egyptian bondage;

2, The election of Israel as a holy and especially

treasured nation by Yahveh;

3« The Horeb (Sinai) covenant and the covenant at

Mbab j

l+. The (partial) conquest of the land.

The account of Yahveh»s revelation to Moses is a small

1. Dt. 1:8; 6:10; 9:5; 29:19; 30:20.
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on© as compared with other Pentateuchal books, but it is

given more details. Nonetheless the Deuteronomic preach¬

er makes him the mouthpiece of Yahveh. It may be due to

the fact that Deuteronomy, being a prophetic message,

prefers the proclamation of the code by Hoses, the national

prophet.'*' While this may be one reason, a more dominant

factor may be cited. The characteristic message of Deuter¬

onomy which, as mentioned in the previous chapter, in en¬

deavoring to make the past a living present, has, there¬

fore, made Moses the speaker.

The means by which Yahveh reveals Himself to Moses
p

are two: supernatural phenomena and His 'word,' the

divine command,3 Whenever Yahveh is the Speaker,

means 'to command,'^ It means that Yahveh reveals His

will to man through the instrumsntality of the prophet.

These theological interconnections which interrelate

Yahveh's command with the rest of the Deuteronomic message

form its foundation. They convey the thought that Yahveh

is a God of revelation and that He exists. The ontolog-

ical proof which has taken such a prominent place in both

1. Cf. 0. Procksch, Theologie des Alten Testament, p. 225.
2. Dt. l|:3Us 6:22; 7:195ll:3;~^:5T^:l, 2.
3. Cf, 0. Grether, Ham© und Wort Gottes im Alten Testa¬

ment, p. 120, ff,
l^. rrt7~l:6; 2:1; U:12, 15, 33J 5:U, 19, 23, 2bi 9:10; 10:^;

18:21. The phrase -fo -q-j ngjQ is an exception. It
appears in connection with the covenantal promise to the
patriarchs: Dt. 1:21; 6:3# 21; 9:3; 11:25; 12:20; 15:6;
19:8; 26:18, 19; 27:3; 29:12.
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theology and philosophy has no place in Deuteronomy,

For to the Deuteronomist the historical events are more

than a witness to His existence. In fact, it was not

the existence of God that he was seeking to prove but

rather His omnipotence and His faithfulness. For to the

Deuteronomist, God's acts as they took place in various

historical periods testify to His characteristics or attri¬

butes, The mighty acts of the Exodus event make it evident

to all who experienced it that He is an omnipotent God.

Likewise the same events testify that Yahveh is a God of

faithfulness in keeping His covenantal obligations promis¬

ed to the patriarchs which the Deuteronomist also states

explicitly in verses 10 and 7i9, On the other hand, one

rightly concludes that the same Yahveh who elected Israol

to be a holy nation must be a God of holiness

Yahveh is also a God of love, for out of love to the

patriarchs and to Israel H© elected her and chose her to

be His inheritance. Further confirmation may be found in

His command to love one's fellow man with particular ea-

2
phasis upon the love of the stranger, widow and orphan.

Also the fact that Yahveh is merciful even to the rebell¬

ious apostate^ makBs us conclude that Yahveh must be a God

1. Cf, Dt, 26:15 for a more specific expression.
2. Dt. 10:19; 11:11+; ll+t29; 23:3; 2i+:19, 20, 21; 26:11, 13.
3. Dt. 1+:31; 30:3.
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of mercy deserving the epithet otm • This is also con¬

firmed by His commanding Israel to have mercy upon the

poor and unfortunate, pleading their cause very explicit-
2

ly. Yahveh is also a God of justice which the Deuter-

onomist conveys to us fully in his teaching of divine

retribution discussed at length in the previous chapter.

Also the fact that He commands justice in the law courts

and honesty in commerce^ confirms that He is a God of

justice.

Some, no doubt, may question the correctness of such

conclusions, particularly in recognizing Yahveh as the

God of love, mercy, and justice. They may point to those

Deuteronoraic passages which command Israel to exterminate

the Canaanite peoples.^- They may also point to the Deu-

teronomic code which discriminates between Israelites and

non-lsraelites.^
To give an objective answer one must call attention

to the fact that if the Deuteronoraic code is to be studied

and judged only from the polemical standards of the twenti¬

eth century, then it is not easy to defend its ethics.

However, one who has a broad view of revelation will ramera-

1. Dt» Us31.
2. Dt. 15ill-15i 24:10-15. See also Footnote 2, p. 189.
3. Dt. 1:16; 16118-20; 24:17; 25:1, 15.
4. Dt. 7:1-4, 15, 16, 20-24; 9:3; 12:2, 3; 20:16-18.
5. Dt. 15:2-18} 23:20, 21.
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ber that he must be able to visualize the period of

Israel's moral education and the particular circumstances

under which it took place. The Deuteronornic code contains

needful adaptations and adjustments corresponding to the

stage of Israel's growth during unusual and transient

conditions, which have their proper place in the onward

moral progress toward a genuine theocracy.

One should surely take cognizance of the religious,

economic and political factors which were the causes of

such a legislature. The religious factors are clearly

stated by the author. Glose association with heathenism

would lead inevitably to heathen worship in Israel, and

the Deuteronoraie preacher, who has as his main aim the

blotting out of apostasy and syncretism, sees no possibil-
1

ity of a compromise. We also have a clearly stated rea¬

son In Deuteronomy 9sip on which W. S. Bruce's comment is

quite elucidating;

"The aame forbearing God who was moved by Abraham's
intercession to declare that He would spare degen¬
erate Sodom if ten rifiitecus men were found therein,
gave four centuries to the Canaanites to repent of
their evil deeds. But when, instead of repenting,
they were found to have become thoroughly and hope¬
lessly infamous, then It was clearly for the moral
Interests of the rest of mankind, that they should
be swept off the face of the earth."2

1, Of. H. Preserved Smith, The Religion of Israel, p, 189.
2, The Ithlcs of the Old Tes tament, p. 253",
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As to the discrimination between the Israelite and

the non-Israelite, it could be said that, on the whole,

it was not as drastic as the extermination. It only seems

inconsistent with the rest of the Deuteronomic ethics and

the humanitarian spirit in which it is steeped. It has,
■'M i

,

no doubt, the economic factor as its cause. The homeless-

nsss and poverty caused by the latest Syrian invasion made

the claim that 'charity begins at home' a necessity. The

political separatism is most probably rooted in the same

cause. The decimated and impoverished Judah had been

making every effort not to lose its national identity and

existence, not an easy task amongst peoples of the same

racial background and of the same language and culture.

These no doubt are the contributing factors which brought

the two moral difficulties into the Deuteronomic code.

On the other hand, the high ethical teachings, the

humanitarian spirit, and the Gospel spirit of love found

in DeuteronoitQr should not be overlooked because of these

two difficulties. It is because of its message as a whole

steeped in the teaching of the eighth-century prophets,

that the above conclusions as to the attributes of Yahveh,

as the God of revelation, faithfulness, holiness, love,

msrcy and justice are valid. These attributes of Yahveh

explain why these events took place, and most of all the
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covenantal relationahip between Yahveh and Israel which,

as G. v. Bad observes, is the main theme of Deuteronomy.^*
These theological interconnections link the acts of Yah¬

veh with His attributes and give full meaning to the
i

Deuteronoraic message and its requirements. This has been

observed by H. Preserved Smith, who states the following

in commenting on the roessage of Deuteronomy:

"Obedience to the law now laid down is motivated
not only by the greatness and power of Yahweh
but also by his moral character. His leading
attributes are justice and fidelity. He does
not regard faces nor take bribes; he secures
the rights of the orphan and the widow; he loves
the client, giving him bread and clothing (10:
17, f*) He keeps covenant and loving-kindness
with the in that love him and keep his command¬
ments, to a thousand generations, but repays them
that hate hira by destroying them. (7:10, f.) He
is merciful even to sinners if they repent.

The theological interconnections reveal to us the heart

and core of the Deuteronoraic message. In the first place,

such terms as ion ,om ,n"»-a ,ms , iru ,(n-)^nK
when Interconnected together reveal to us the fulness of

Yahveh's character, i.e. His attributes,

A God who seeks to enter into a covenant relation¬

ship n*»T3 with man is indeed a God of revelation. He

enters that covenant with Israel because He Is a God of

1. Das Gottesvolk ira Deuteronomium, p. 22, f,
2. THe feeliglon-ofTsrael. p. 1HB.
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love (n-)2HH • <Kie term implies that Yahveh is
a God of holiness ( gftip q$ ). The term j^TS gives proof
that He is a God of omnipotence fully manifested in the

redemption from Egypt. The term □m ( Dim ) states

clarly that He is a God of mercy. The unique term *jon

is of great importance. When applied to Yahveh, it has

a threefold meaning and describes Him as the God of mercy,

love and faithfulness.

In the second place, there is the counterpart of the

same terms in which they oblige Israel to imitate Yahveh,

"PDTQ rQ*?!? by entering into that covenant n'Tl

with Yahveh, As well observed by A, H. McNeile, "Ethics

and Monotheism are the obverse and reverse of theology."1
Israel is to love nriK Yahveh with all her heart,

soul and might. Since Yahveh chose her, she is to choose
P

ira the way of life O^TQ mrQI • Also, Israel is to

liberate ffisn her slaves in remembrance of Israel's own

redemption nis from Egypt, and remain philanthropically

minded when they are in her raids t.^- Like Yahveh, Israel

is to be merciful and to maintain a true humanitarian

spirit toward man and every living creature,^ Although

1. Deuteronomy: Its Place in Revelation, p, 17,
2. Dt. 30:19.
3. Dt. 15:12, 13, 13. It does not form a characteristic

term and its use here is only explanatory,
k» Dt, 5:1^.
5. A characteristic example may be found in Dt, 22:6,
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the word 7on appears in Deuteronomy only in connection

with Xahveh, it may also be applied to man as found in

the prophetic literature. When ion appeal's in reference

to man, it takes on a partly new connotation which has

been discussed in chapter IV.

We have limited the number of terras in the above

demonstration to avoid repetition. But the remaining

terms discussed in the present work have the same appli¬

cation and have the same theological interconnections.

All together they contain the major theological teaching

of the book of Deuteronomy.

The Interconnections between the Terms and

the pouteronomic Code

An explanatory note may be proper regarding the use

of the word 'Interconnections' in the following two sub¬

divisions. The textual, historical and theological in¬

terconnections, discussed above, are interconnections in

the proper sense of the word. However, the interconnec¬

tions between the characteristic terms and the Deutero-

1. Dt. 5:10; 7:9, 12.
2. Hosea 6:4# 6; Jer. 2:2. The latter refers to the wilder¬

ness experience and therefore is self-explanatory as to
the connotation of ion when applied to man. A, R.
Johnson suggests "devotion" as the equivalent for "?on .

Cf. H. H. Rowley, (Editor) Studies in Old Testament
Prophecy, p. 151. " "
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nomic code, as well as, the stylistic ones, are to be

understood more as influence and continuity respectively,

rather than actual interconnections. This is emphasized

here to clarify that its use in the two following sub¬

divisions is merely to keep in uniformity with the title

and contents of the present chapter.

The classification of chapters I - XXX of Deuteronomy

presents a very difficult problem. Having been placed in

the Old Testament canon as the fifth book of the Pentateuch,

or the 'Law', one first attempts to classify it as 'the

Book of the Law', so named since it was discovered during

Josiah's reign."*" But after a close study of the book one

is inclined to dispense with such a title for the laws

(including even some of the decalogue) are not codified

but interpreted and preached. It may therefore be con¬

sidered to be more an appeal for keeping the laws than a

formulation of the same. In addition, these laws are

interwoven with oratorical and hortatory material which

1. Scholars unanimously agree that the book found in the
temple during Josiah's reign was Deuteronomy even when
they disagree on Its contents. Cf. S« R, Driver,
Deuteronomy, p. xlv, f.j G, B. Gray, A Critical Intro-
duction to the Old Testament, pp. 31,~ff.; H. Wheeler
ftobinson, The Old' Testameht~(Its Making and Meaning),
p. 88, f.;in" ffTRowley, the ^£W^^tEi~OH"^s|a-
ment, p. 29, f.» R. H. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the
9laTestaraent, pp. 51, ff.j and many others.
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const Itutos over one-third of the book. Furthermore,

emphasis is laid more upon the consequences of obedience

to the law than upon the law itself.

Moreover, although the aspect of divine worship has

been given one of the most prominent places in Deuter¬

onomy (i.e., the so-called law of localization of worship),

we witness a complete omission of the ceremonial and rit¬

ual laws such as are contained in the books of Leviticus

and Numbers."1- All this would imply that Deuteronomy

should perhaps be considered fundamentally only as a

teaching of the requirements of Israelis covenant faith

and the preaching of the will of Yahveh amongst His own

whom He had chosen and redeemed.

A second possible attempt would be to classify it as

history, for Deuteronomy contains an extensive retrospect

going back to the patriarchs. Not only does it present a

review of Israel's history, but also introduces its leader,

Moses, in the third person. His sermons, which he ia

described as having delivered, very closely resemble the

manner in which the chroniclers and compilers of the

historical books of the Old Testament canon introduce

their personages and place their speeches in their mouths.

Also, in no other book of the Old Testament has the

1. Of. Max Loehr, A History of Religion in the Old Testa¬
ment, p. Ill, fo
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'Historical Credo' been given such prominence as in

Deuteronomy. Likewise historical narratives may be

found interspersed throughout the whole book.

However, to classify it solely as history would be

erroneous for the legislation it contains occupies an im¬

portant place In Deuteronomy, Besides, the author employs

the historical elements as reminiscences and not for the

sake of history. He uses them rather as his parenesis to

add force to his speeches and to compel the hearer to

obedience•

We, therefore, come to the conclusion that the book

of Deuteronomy i3 singularly unique within the franework

of biblical literature. It is unique in its contents be¬

cause its author is primarily a preacher and orator. It

Is for this reason that law and history, discourse and ex¬

hortation, dialogue and narrative and "pictorial imagery"**-
are interconnected. The forces that link and unify the

book of Deuteronomy in spite of its heterogeneous contents

and bind them into on© literary composition, are the

characteristic Deuteronoraic terras and their phrases

There is, however, a more important factor by which

1. G. T. Manley, The Book of the Law, p. 2l\., giving bib¬
lical references in support of "that term,

2, Cf. S. R, Driver, Deuteronomy, I.C.C., p. lxxxviij D.
C. Simpson, Pentateuchal Criticism, p. 113# ff»
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Deuteronomy and, particularly, the code takes on a dis¬

tinctive colouring, an ethical teaching, which unifies

every part of its message. It is the prophetic teaching

contained in these terms and phrases which spiritualize

the code, ranking it an ethical and moral one, H. Pre¬

served Smith, in commenting on how even the decalogue

underwent an ethical transformation in Deuteronomy,

makes the following statement:

"The idea of the decalogue as the basis of the cov¬
enant is as old as the Yahwlst. But the covenant
of the yahwist is a plain case of bargain with the
Divinity, Yahweh agrees to go with the people and
give them possession of Canaan if they will agree
to pay him the dues at the sanctuary! and the
commands of this earlier decalogue are concerned
with these dues —* the festivals, the firstlings,
and the first-fruits (Ex, 3b)• An enormous advance
is registered therefore by the Deuteronomist when
he makes the Decalogue entirely ethical, God now
commands nothing in the way of sacrifices, but he
enjoins the duti©3 which man owes his fellow man,
along with such reference as is due to God himself.
Even the desire of the heart is to be regulated in
accordance with the law of right (Deufc, 5sl*21)«
The supremacy of ethical above ritual requirements
is indicated further by making this Decalogue the
covenant proposed by Yahveh himself at Horeb and
accepted by the people with fear and trembling* In
thus distinguishing it, the author shows himself the
heir of the best prophetic tradition,"1

Deuteronomy, as observed by E, Jacob, was to be a "new

constitution,"2 The Deuteronomic age was the turning

1, 'fiie Religion of Israel, p, 18?»
2, Theology of tSe" old Testament, p, 215.
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point in Israel's religious development,3- The prophetic

revelation of the eighth-century prophets was to super¬

sede the old religion of Israel, in teaching Israel the

deeper values of God's revealed will, The Deuteronomic

school, although prophetic in substance, thought it

necessary, because of the conditions in which they lived,

to codify "a complete rule of life for the Israelite,"
But the prophetic message with its high ideals did not

find immediate and wide recognition and, when it was

finally accepted, it was stripped of much of its original

character.-5 Nonetheless, the value of Deuteronomy must

not be underestimated. First, it is a book which has put

the stamp upon subsequent generations "by which the re¬

ligion of the prophets was transformed gradually into

Judaism."^ Secondly, the New Testament witnesses to the

great influence of Deuteronomy upon Christ and His apos¬

tles.^5

The Stylistic Interconnections and Their Function

In closing it might be of significance to evaluate

1. Theology of the Old Testament, p. 214, f•
2. H. Preserved Smith, The Religion of Israel, p. 192. He

expresses the same opinion as S. R, Driver, Deuteronomy,
I.C.0., p. lxvi, f.

3. Cf. R. Kittel, The Religion of the People of Israel, p.
156. H. Wheeler hobinson, basing his observation upon S.
R. Driver and K. Marti, states; "Deuteronomy does much to
crystallize, and thereby partly strangles the free pro¬
phetic life, to which Israel so largely owed its exis¬
tence." The Century Bible, Deuteronomy, p, 44*

4. S. R. Driver, o£. cit. Ixv.
5. H, Wheeler Robinson, op. cit. p. 50, f.
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soris elements in the book of Deuteronomy from a purely

literary standpoint, particularly its style and vocabu¬

lary, It is of significance since Deuteronomy witnesses

to s new, highly developed literary school along with re -
-jmt ...p ti 1 ^
llgious, moral and ethical development. For this reason

it will be well to mention briefly some of the purely

literary features in addition to those discussed from a

theological viewpoint, R. G. Moulton classifies the book

of Deuteronomy as "spoken rhetoric,"^" "Read in any way,"

he states, "Deuteronomy reveals its rhetoric richness;

read at a single sitting, it is seen to be oratory arranged

to produce all the effect of Drama," There are two out¬

standing elements which produce these fine qualities

spoken of above; they are the synonyms and antonyms used

by the Deuteronomist in a masterly fashion. Both are,

no doubt, of great ©xegetical value in aiding to clarify

the meaning of certain terms and phrases. But presently

our main concern is their stylistic value. The Deuter¬

onomis t uses, among others, the following synonyms which

are a witness of great eloquence as a biblical orator:
. mo — rfrna ; pn — uzm ; rfrru — ytk

; nx> — no ; ?Ti — OBED ; pCT — DHR
tdu — "or ; mm — my ; mm -

1, The Literary Study of the Bible, 268.
clt . ,p/2S97^
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5 HUH — (y)yi
; TOE — rt*T2

; HOP! — nns?

; 1m — you?

. TO — npis

; nw -

110 -

Kon -

IDE

•*ia -

- to

- TO

- TO

nw

- OF

; mro -

; DU -

*,oy -

;01U -

; ?rs -

- 121

■ mrp

»a:"»

TO

- It,"'

Some of the above listed synonyms are used by the Deu-

teronomist in the following phrases:

; i"»n*ipn Vo riH ia©V — ? i^oiio no1?1?
; minn *to — ;n*xin *-DI

; too of — . nVru oy

}"»ioi Va riK iro — ; rnrr* rnxs rw toV
; IKTO lyzro oyn VDI — iy7TO Vuto Vol

; "f? F0W3 lEtO — ; -f? 101 It/KO
.nVro iV "jru — ; j tot hk t? jru

In addition to the above quoted, the Deuteronomist

uses (quite frequently) three or more synonyms in a single

verse.-1- These verses exhibit both oratorical beauty and a

great power of persuasion.

In every art the law of contrast (otherwise called
o

•the unity of contrast* ) is an element which adds great

force to artistic creation. In the Deuteronoraic prose

It adds a sense of poetical beauty. That unity of

1, Dt. 13s5» 9t *5i 20:3j 28:63 and passim.
2. Compare R. G. Moulton, The Literary Study of the Bible,

p. 95#
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contrast Is expressed in the Deuteronomic antonyms. In

addition to their exegetlcal value contained In the ©-

lucidation of each other's meaning by putting two terms

of opposite properties side by side, as a literary de¬

vice it makes the equality of the two very forcible In

their respective properties. For example:

; jn — DID } fcEJO — TtriD ; "1*** —

jFUH - p^Ti ; "QJ — (tf?K) nV?p - nDH
:yn — nr* ? tdu7 — no \ yen — pis
.7iy — pTi iHTOl ~ Tw"9 ;K3S? ~ 3HK
The Deuteronomist uses these antonyms very effect¬

ively in phrases like these:
nnKi noins nr»fc.i (25:1) ymn run lynnm p*»Ti;n m

(12:15 ,22; 15:22) IMrv* Yinom KEDn "U^DKn (21:15 HK132?
•mxi "pyD nnx titn (28:3) mo nm -p-m T»ya nnk *p*ia

(1:39? 30:15) yTI 21D DTH tyT» (28:16) nira HHK

(28:15) rmbpn 5d vVy i*cn (2:28) motin T>?y ici

There is another stylistic feature which the Deuteronomist

uses to obtain the same emphatic effect. Instead of using

synonyms or antonyms as demonstrated above, he uses the

same term twice in a different grammatical form. By re¬

doubling the noun or adjective (which has no inflection)

and the verb (either in its absolute infinitive or simple
v

reduplication) the author adds force to its expression.

The following are examples of some of the uses of double
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nouns, adjectives and verbs:

-.. (16:20) pis pis (28:43) HOD nm... rftm rftyz
(1b: 11) man tvm (2:7) im -p-ra (19:16) "ip$7
oam 3ii?n (4:26j 8:19; 12:2; 30:1©) l"»"DXn T2H

OTw (7:2; 20:1?) (QO) DTW Oliil (22:1; 24:13)
mm yzio (2:26) laxpm (22:7) rfrcn nb© (17:15)

(15:4) 1T3 (11:13} 15:5; 17:24; 28:1) (11- ,1-)
mm rov (4:9) W1 .,. TDwTi (6:17; 11:22) 1ITDsn las

(8:13) raT* . ,.n~sY» (7:26) "uaynn aym (8:19)
(13:16) ran ron (15:10) inn pru (9:25) '•iftDjnn ...VDinrn

'Che above listed are a characteristic feature of the

Hebrew language and have no equivalent in the Indo-iSuro-

pean languages. In Snglish the first verb would then take

on the role of an adverb 'surely' or 'quickly.' Some

translators like M. Luther and J, Moffatt use a stronger

expression and omit the first verb altogether.

Another feature, which although not characteristically

Deuteronomic, is used in Deuteronomy with pronounced fre¬

quency, Is the Aramlc ending of the verb (second and third

person plural) which appears in Deuteronomy fifty-six

times. It witnesses once more to the highly rhetorical

style of Deuteronomy. In addition to those already

quoted in connection with the doubling of the verb, It is

also found otherwise, "adapted to round off a sen-

1. Dt. 1:17 (twice), 18, 22, 29; U:6, 10, 11, 26, 28 and
throughout the book.
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tence"^" and so add poetical beauty to the discourse.

These are sorae of the stylistic interconnections

which have a twofold purpose. First, from a purely

literary standpoint, they aid in linking together the

Deuteronomlc discourses by forming a unity as a literary

composition of exquisite beauty. They also demonstrate

that next to the proclaiming of great divine truths,

Deuteronomy is itself a literary composition of great

value. Secondly, from the viewpoint of biblical criti¬

cism, their use throughout chapters I - XXX unites these

discourses into a single document, witnessing to the

same prophetic and literary school and age as its au¬

thor .

1. S, R. Driver, Deuteronomy, I.C.O., p. 19. It should be
noticed, however, that this is not always the case.
It is demonstrated in v. l|.:28 which has four verbs
with Aramic endings, and only the last rounds off the
sentence •
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DEUTERONOMY A BIBLICO-CRITICAL STUDY

Preface

The work of biblical criticism, in ascribing

possible authorship and data to particular books of the

Old Testament, Is Intellectually and religiously sub¬

jective* Intellectually it is relevant to the general

philosophical trends and accumulated research of a certain

epoch in the field of biblical literature, languages, and

archaeology* Religiously it is subject to the faith of

the person who critically analyses a book or books of the

Bible, And this is on© of the reasons why this final

chapter is not included in the present research. It is

intended to be more of a clarification of the position

of the present writer with regard to biblical criticism

and en explanation as to why he has undertaken it*

The general position of the biblical critics is

well summarized by C, H, Dodd:

"You will observe that none of the books of the Old
Testament {in it3 finished form) is of earlier date
than the eighth century B.C. Before that time there
existed traditions handed down by word of mouth, and
various documentary records of composition, which
were used by the later writers. But the books of
the Old Testament, as we know them, were composed
in the period starting with the great prophets Amos,
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"Hosea, Mlcah, and Isaiah, And it was the work of
those prophets which directly or indirectly de~ ^
termined the character of the Canon of Scripture."

These "various records of composition" are known to us as

the Graf-Wellhausen theory and marked J, E, D, P. "The

detection of those sources was the work of older scholars,

but it was generally held that P was the oldest of the

scarces until the Graf-Wellhausen school put them in the

order," given above. Although this school has many

followers, the dating; of these sources as well as the

identification of the first two, is still debatable, and

it seems as if it will remain a moot point. This is

briefly the documentary theory which was followed by a

•development hypothesis,' i.e. a gradual development of

Israel's distinctive ideas and institutions. References

will be made later to 'form criticism' and to the traditio-

historical method. But it is not our intention presently

to outline in detail either of these theories. Further

information may be found in the works listed below.3 in

1. 'Hie Bible Today, p. 33, f.
2. H. H. Rowley, Hie Growth of the Old Testarnsnt, p. 26.
3. Julius Wellhauaeh,'Prolegomena to the His tory of An¬

cient Israel; Die Composition des Hexateuc'hs una" cfir
h is tor is chen Buechor de s Alton 'te staments; A." iCuenen,
The Origin and Composition of the Hexatouch; S. R.
Driver, An Introduction to* the"TTterature "of the Old
Testament; T. K. Cheyne, Founders of Oia~~TQs'tament
Criticism; G. B. Gray, A CritlcaT Introduction to the
Old Testament; D. C. Simpson, pentatouchal"CrTtlcTism;
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addition to the works listed below, the book by Herbert

P. Hahn^ is highly recommended. Its clarity, conciseness,

all-inclusiveness and objective evaluation make it, to

the present writer's knowledge, the best among recent

works on this subject.

Although this final chapter is not a part of the re¬

search itself, references are given and quotations made

to substantiate statements and to show, as much as possi¬

ble, the correctness of the present writer's conviction

with regard to biblical criticism.

This chapter should be looked upon not as a plea for

tho abandonment of the critical study of the Old Testament,

but purports to redirect the prevailing general attitude on

the part of the Bible student of putting all emphasis on

the search for the so-called sources or documents. In¬

stead, the present writer hopes that the search for the

773- — — "
J, E. McPa^dbn, An Introduction to the Old Testament; V/.
0. E. Oestarly ancT T. H. Robinson, An Iniroduction to the
Books of the Old Testament; H. H. Rowley (Editor), TR'e
Old Testament and" hodern Study, (see particularly ch. Ill,
Pehtateuchal Criticism). ""Also by the same author, The
Growth of the Old Testament. R. H. Pfeiffer, Introduction
to the Old Testament. There are a few books by those who
are opposed to biblical criticism but most of these are
anything but convincing. However, James Orr's book, The
Problem of the Old Teatament, although a little out-
dated, has some noteworthy objections•
1. Old Testament in Modern Research, Muhlenberg Press,

Philadelphia, lWSfjT'
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'message' as defined later will offer a more satisfactory

method for 'biblical criticism.' We may prove to be on

more stable ground than the transitory and debatable theory

of the Graf-V/ellhausen school and their* followers.

The Sub jectiveness of Biblical Criticism

Very few are willing to concede that theology as a

whole end biblical criticism in particular, like any other

of our views and opinions, are the results of our subject¬

ivity. We are influenced by the age and its trends, by

our environment and its education whose influence is so

deeply rooted in our subconscious mind that it is utterly

impossible to be objective in the fullest sense of the

word. That this is true may be confirmed by the fact

that both the evangelical and the liberal adherents mat®

the same claim. To use two known representatives of both

theological camps, it would be well to point out the

statements made by Edward J. Young and Paul Tillich. Ed¬

ward J. Young states:

"Were Julius Wellhausen living today he would
doubtless modify his statements concerning
Genesis. In defense of Wellhausen it might
conceivably be said that he was simply a child
of his times, that he had to work with the
best information available to him."1

Paul Tillich makes a similar statement with regard to

•

_ . • • j

1. Carl P. H. Henry, (Editor), Contemporary Evangelical
Thought, p. 19.
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being "a child of his times,n but he calls it "situation."

"Yet the 'situation' cannot be excluded from theo¬
logical work. Luther was unprejudiced enough to
use his om nominalist learning and Melanchthon's
humanist education for the formulation of theo¬
logical doctrines. But he was not conscious
enough of the problem of the 'situation' to avoid
sliding into orthodox attitudes, thus preparing
the way for a period of Protestant orthodoxy.
Earth's greatness is that he corrects himself
again and again in the light of the 'situation'
and that he strenuously tries not to be his own
follower,"1

Although there is a difference in terminology, they both

mean the same. Even when each of them represents an ex¬

treme opposite theological school, their opinion vdth

regard to influence of age and environment is the same.

Another element in addition to the transitory in¬

fluence of the trends of a particular age is the factor

of faith, which may or may not suffer under such an in¬

fluence. To use an example, two statements by the same

two representatives would again be a helpful demonstra¬

tion.

"It is true," says E. J. Young, "that truth does
not change; it is true that there is an abiding
message in the Bible... .Truth does not change.
The purpose of Evangelical Old Testament scholar¬
ship is not at all to discover new things. If
men ask what contribution ean be made, the answer
is that the greatest possible contribution of a
Bible-believing scholarship is to expound the
Scriptures, to bring forth new light from them,
to illustrate them and to point out their trust¬
worthiness .

1. Systematic Theology, vol. I, p. 5.
2, Systematic Theology, p. 3.
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A similar statement with regard to the "truth" and the

"abiding message in the Bible" is to be found in Tillich's

work. He calls it the "truth of the Christian message" or

"the eternal truth." I do not mean to say that in both

cases they are to be understood as identical. They none¬

theless refer to the same "truth,"

"A theological system is supposed to satisfy two
basic needs: the statement of truth of the Christ¬
ian message and the interpretation of this truth
to every new generation. Theology moves back and
forth between two poles, the ebernal truth of its
foundation and the temporal situation in which the
eternal truth must be received.

The 'eternal and abiding truth' to which both seem to ad¬

here, even if not identical in nature and substance, is

no doubt based on or received in faith. We, therefore,

have two factors: the 'situation' and 'faith,' which

(whether we are aware of it or not) make us subjectively

disposed to the biblical literature which contains that

'eternal end abiding truth' which we accept as our a_

priori, To use Tillich's phraseology, every theologian

"enters the theological circle with a concrete commitment."

The present writer once more emphasizes the fact that

it is not his intention to show any unanimity on the part

of the two representatives of the two opposing theological

schools. It is nonetheless clear from the above state-

1. Systematic Theology, p. 10,
2. Op. oltr~p. "lb.
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merits that both the 'situation' and 'faith' factors are

the principles or the foundation upon which they base

their extreme opposite views* Their diversity, no doubt,

is to be found in the 'eternal truth' they both speak of,

and by what each comprehends this 'eternal truth' to be.

Another very good example of man's subjectivity in

the study of Old Testament literature is given in S,

Jacob's historical review of the various currents in the

Old Testament studies beginning with the Church fathers

to the present day.•*" This survey shows clearly how each

generation was moulded by the influence of the trends and

education of its particular age and gave full expression

to it in the single treatment of the Old Testament liter¬

ature. The present-day biblical criticism is not any

different in this respect, but is still a result of the

prevailing trends. The reasons why the Graf-Wellhausen
O

theory is 5:as cogent today as ever," is because we are

still under the influence of Darwin's evolutionlstlc

theory and the philosophy of Hegel, particularly those of

his materialistic disciples on the one hand and the human¬

ists on the other.

However, we have been witnessing a tremendous change,

Theology of the Old Testament, pp. 11-30.
2. B. H. Rowley, The 'Growth"of Hhe Old Testament, p. 28.
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prevailing trends which slowly but surely are ousting

the above mentioned views are existentialism1 and prag¬

matism (especially that of Henri Bergson), Both have

extended far beyond their philosophical circle and their

ideas are welcomed by many religious leaders and thinkers.

Although existentialism and pragmatism must not be

identified, one can observe an affinity with regard to

religion. To show that such an affinity exists in some

respects betvaeen them, we quote two statements, one by

Barth, the other by Bergson in which both express a simi¬

lar view of God. Karl Barth states:

"I said that God is He who, according to Holy
Scripture, exists, lives and acts, arad makes Him¬
self known. By this definition something funda¬
mentally different is taking place from what would
happen if I should try and set before you con¬
ceptually arranged ideas of the infinite, supreme
Being, In such a case I would be speculating.
But I am not inviting you to speculate. I main¬
tain that this is a radically wrong road which can
never lead to God, but a reality called so, only
in a false sense. God is He who is to be found in
the book of the Old and New Testaments, which
speaks of Him. And the Christian definition of
God consists simply in the statement, 'He is spoken
of there, so let us listen to what is said of Him
there.* He who is to be seen and heard there is
God."2

1. Particularly that of Karl Barth, who claims no more to
be an existentialist at present. However, his previous
views have made wide inroads into theological thought.

P. Dogmatics in Outline, p. 37.
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Henri Bergson«a statement, although it contains moro of

a philosophical phraseology, expresses none theless the

same idea, i.e. that God is He who communicates with

man. He says:

"Ho doubt you may construct the idea of an object
or of a being, as the geometrician does for a ge¬
ometrical figure; but experience alone will decide
whether it actually exists outside the idea thus
constructed. Now, you may assert that this is
just the question, and that the problem precisely
is to know whether a certain Being is not distinct¬
ive from all other beings in that He stands beyond
the reach of our experience, and yet is as real as
they are. Granted, for this once; although an as¬
sertion of this kind, with its attendant arguments,
appears to me to imply a fundamental illusion. But
then you must prove that the Being thus defined,
thus demonstrated, is indeed God. You may argue
that He is so by definition, and that one is at
liberty to confer any meaning one likes on words,
provided one defines them first. Granted again;
but if you attribute to a word a radically differ¬
ent meaning from that which it usually bears, it
will apply to a new object; it is therefore under¬
stood that you are speaking to us of something else.
This is precisely what occurs in most cases when the
philosopher speaks of God. So remote is this con¬
ception from the God most men have in mind that if,
by some miracle, and contrary to the opinion of the
philosophers, God as thus defined should step down
into the field of experience, none would recognise
Him. For religion, be it static or dynamic, re¬
gards Him, above all, as a Being who can hold com¬
munication with us: now this is just what the God
of Aristotle, adopted with a few modifications by
most of his successors, Is incapable of doing.

One easily observes that with both Barth and Bergson only

He is God who speaks to man, i.e. who reveals Himself in

1. The Two Sources of Morality and Religion, p• 2lj.l.
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human experiences.

Those who are acquainted with Barth's crisis the¬

ology and Bergson's philosophy according to which morality

and religion remain always in crisis, will know that the

above stater© nts are not isolated pronouncements but are

indeed characteristic of both representatives. And it

is this divine 'message' revealed to man when God speaks

to him that the present writer has made his foundation

upon which he bases his view of biblical criticism. The

only proper and correct way of studying biblical litera¬

ture critically is to look for this divine •message' in

which God speaks to man revealing His will.

The 'Message' in Which God Speaks to Man

The 'message' in which God speaks to man should be

the only norm in the critical study of biblical liter¬

ature, We will find easily distinguishable strata in

the Old Testament which, while preserving the wholeness

of the divine 'message,' reveals the difference first in

the way of communicating this message to man, and second¬

ly in the extent of the message itself. For example, the

divine 'message' spoken to the patriarchs was different

from that revealed to Moses. And yet different from both

was the 'message' God spoke to Amos, Hosea, Isaiah and
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Micah. God alao speaks differently to the Psalmist and

one can find God speaking in the wisdom literature in

spite of the fact that, when compared with the rest of Old

Testament literature, one is aware of its non-Israelitlc

contents, unconcealed by its modifications.

contrary to this critical study, the division of

the Old Testament literature by the Graf-Wellhausen school

into J, E, D, P completely destroys the message. It mates

the whole Bible to be a jig-saw puzzle, a cold geometrical

mosaic of various bricks bearing the nomenclature of which

it was supposed to have been built. It la beside our

point to enter here into a discussion proving that the

whole theory is based mostly on assumptions; to which even

some critical scholars raised much objection."'" Our sole

task is to point out that this documentary theory has

strangled and crippled the messags of God speaking to man.

1. Cf. H. H, Rowley, Editor, The Old Testament in Modern
Study, p. xxvii and pp. 56, ff.; M. ft. Pope,Hi in the
TJgarltlc Texts; see particularly pp. 6, 15, 25, ?T and
55, C, H. Gordon who says: "It is against the background
of Ugar it that we must evaluate the multiplicity of God*s
names: El, Eloah, Elohim, Yahweh, Yah, El-Shadday, Ado-
nay, etc. Per se, Elohim and Yahweh need not imply dual
authorship in a chapter of the Bible any more than Baal
and Had&d do in a Ugaritic myth." (Ugarltic Literature,
p. 6, f.). See also H. P. H&hn, Old Testament" In'Modern
Research, p. 15, ff.
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It became utterly lost amongst the J»s, S's and the like.

The fact that the documentary theory mutilated the message

is no new discovery. In addition to those listed below,

attention is called to this significant statement:

"Modern Literary Criticisra^with its long and com¬
plicated process of IH-, D41, D®, and R'3 by
whieh it endeavours to disclose the very minutest
details, has practically lost sight of the old
venerable kernel, namely the Mosaic BL/Buoh der
Lehre, a name he attaches to Deuteronomy/£,<L

Others although upholding the documentary In principle

point to the fact that the fragmentary hypothesis lead to

absurdities and disintegration of the theory.

In recent years there has been a sign of a reaction
against the absurdities of the position to which
this fragmentary hypothesis has led us. Dr. Edward
Robertson remarks: "When you can subdivide your
main documents Into two, three, four or more *hands!
the disintegration of the theory comes perilously
near. "

However our objective is here limited. We are presently

interested In the message which the documentary theory

mutilates and deforms. Many prominent scholars have

stated It clearly in the past century which the following

quotation confirms:

"The critical approach to the Old Testament had not
made the literature meaningful in any real sense
to the modern generation of readers, and the secu¬
larizing spirit of research into its background

1. Das Deuteronomium, p. 1+6, si i
2. P. V. Winnett, The Mosaic Tradition, p. vii.
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"had obscured the Old Testament's significance, not
merely as a part of the literary heritage of man¬
kind, but as an expression of religious aspiration.
Gunkal's new approach to the Old Testament was
meant to provide the means for re-emphasizing the
greatness of its literature and for pointing out
the religious values in it."-1-

While the present writer welcomes H. Gunkel's work and

his influence upon Old Testament scholarship, the proposed

treatment of the 'message' here does not correspond to the

method used by the school of 'Form Criticism' initiated by

H. Gunkel. His followers, particularly S. Mowinckel, have

been lost in debatable conjectures2 and so have lost sight

of the original intention of its founder. But even Gunkel

himself, in his approach to the study of the Old Testament

Scriptures, already implied a classification of the studied

material according to its historical value, such as myth,

legend, etc. Neither has the present approach anything in

common with the Scandinavian tradltio-historical school,

who in sorb respects are followers of H. Gunkel, i.e. in

the important part that oral tradition plays in their meth¬

ods of study of Old Testament Scriptures, If the method

of the Scandinavian school differs from that of the liter¬

ary cx-itics in general, their aim is the same, i.e. "namely

1. H. F. Hahn, Old Testament In Modern Research, p. 122.
2, 0£. ext., p. 13B, f.
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a correct and true placing of the separate Old Testament

texts,"-5- This again destroys the 'message' in spite of

their claim of reverence for tradition,^
It remains now to enlarge upon the thought expressed

i IpK' : ^ 3
previously about the 'message' which God spoke in various

epochs to man, Throughout the book of Genesis it is clear¬

ly stated that God has spoken to the patriarchs:

'And Yahveh said to Abram "After these things
the word of Yahveh came to Abrara in a vision, say¬
ing,,.,"; "And behold the word of Yahveh came unto
hira, saying,,.,"; "And Yahveh appeared to Abram and
said "And Yahveh appeared to hira (Isaac) the
same night, and said,..,"; "And behold Yahveh stood
above it, and said to Jacob ,,,,"3

In all these instances Yahveh appeared to each of the pa¬

triarchs and spoke to them, God came to man with a 'mes¬

sage.* It was rather an indirect, occasional communica¬

tion by raeans of visions, dreams, or through an inward

voiceand mostly at night. Hie content of the message

was a personal one, and in its farthest extent did not go

beyond the family circle of the patriarchs and their im¬

mediate descendants. As we know now from the rest of the

Old Testament literature, the message was indeed of a

much wider scope, but it would be conjecture to claim

1. Eduard Nielson, Oral Tradition, p. 63,
2. Ibid* . ■
3. nenT 12;1; 15:1, hi 17:1; 26:21*.; 28:13.
I*. Compare S. R. Driver, The Book of Genesis, W.C,, p. 11*1*.,
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that the patriarchs understood it in its fulness,3" Because

of the method of communicating tha message and the llraita-
<(0 <* <0.

tions otherwise, we will do well in calling the patriarchal

age during, which God's message was spoken to them in this
<»•%

particular way, as tradition. But this does not make it

void of historical value. Indeed, as Max Loehr observes,

the patriarchal narrative contains true history:

"The tradition," says Loehr, "from which we gain
our knowledge of the religion and worship of
pre-Mosaic Israel is to be principally found in
the book of Genesis ....The stories of the pa¬
triarchs are not only seen more and more true to
life, but they have preserved a number of data
reliable for both religious and secular history. n<-

It is not the task of the present approach to the 'message'

to investigate how much is tradition and how much history

and to classify them as such. This is left entirely to the

individual inquirer. We have spoten here about two factors

according to which our views and opinions are for sued: the

'situation' and 'faith.' The 'situation' involves also

the archaeological discoveries which are a part of that

'situation' in which we are living. Thus the situation

and faith of the individual inquirer are the determining

1, We are not here questioning the historicity of the patri¬
archal narrative. We are mainly interested in God's mes¬
sage behind the story as well stated by C. F. Kent (See
Origin and Pe rmanen t Value of the Old Testament, p. 26.)
See also ft. Wheeler Robinson, The Old Testament, Its
Making and Meaning, p. ij.1, f.

2. A' History of Religion in the Old Testament, p. 19, f •
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factors as to what is mere tradition end what is history.

Faith or religion is a personal experience and cannot be

handed down as mathematical formulae. Nonetheless, it

should be emphasized at this point that the investigation

as to what is tradition and what is history is secondary

to the message, namely that God spoke to men. This is the

abiding and eternal truth and is alone of primary signi¬

ficance .

Following the patriarchal age we enter the Mosaic

one. Throughout the Pentateuchal books we have a record

of God speaking to Moses. That communication, different

from the patriarchal one, is marked by a pronounced fre¬

quency and clear mode of revelation or conveyance of the

message. The biblical record states this clearly: "And

Yahvoh spoke unto Moses as a man speaketh to his friend.""*"
The message is addressed to all Israel, Moses was to

convey God's message to Israel as a nation and for the

purpose he received it. He was to be the mediator of

God's command to Israel. The Mosaic age is the age of

the Law. Moses was to transmit to Israel the laws of the

covenant. Yahveh had made His covenant with her at Sinai

where she responded with the promise of obedience. The

Exodus event initiated this period, and it fell into

1. Ex. 33:11.
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obscurity with the death of Joshua.^
The Mosaic message was not altogether abandoned after

the death of Joshua, but 111© the history of Israel It had

its ebb and flow. The recognition of Yahveh and His rues-

sage depended very much upon the tide of history and hence

that age may be ri^itly called 'history.*

During that period the communication of God's message

takes on a much wider range.^ God speaks to judges,

priests, kings and, above all, to prophets. Also the ex¬

tent of the message grows constantly along with Israel's

history. Once limited to Israel alone, it gradually in¬

cludes more and more non-Israelitic nations until Yahveh

becomes the Lord of history and so the God of mankind.

In that period the prophetic literature is combined

with the historical on© to form anuninterrupted flow of

God's message as He spoke to man on behalf of Israel or

other nations. There are several reasons for the inclu¬

sion of the prophetic literature Into the age of history.

1. The prophets, like the biblical historians, con¬

vey Yahveh's message on behalf of the nation Israel and

other nations as related to Israel.

2, "The prophets, lil© the historians of Israel

were religious teachers, and it Is as teachers of religious

truth that they are to be judged.

1. The distinguishing mark is the covenant at Sinai (Horeb)
and its renewal at Moab and Shechem.

2. Extensively and intensively.
3. H, H. Rowley, The Growth of the Old Testament, p. 83.
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3# The prophetic oracles are history. "The single

oracle is closely bound to the situation out of which it

sprang; to the concrete sin against which it is directed;

to the special danger which is threatened from, this or

that foe,

i}.. The prophets, likd the biblical historians, looked

upon events as divine activity. "Revelation," says Otto

Elssfeldt, "is not the communication of a system of future

events, or of a system of moral or religious requirements,

but the making known of God's will which is to be per¬

formed in the particular and concrete situation, and of

threats and promises of divine activity which also will

be realized in the particular and concrete situation."2
These three epochs of Tradition, Law and History

represent the message of God as He spoke to man and the

end of that continuing flow of the message came with

the beginning of Judaism. It is not to be understood

that God ceased to speak to man, but rather that He was

no more the Initiator. With Judaism He was the One whom

man was seeking and in whdra man found the assurance that

he seeks from God. Judaism did not come with the exile

and the dispersion. The Synagogue or the rise of the
/ *

1, H, Wheeler Robinson, Editor, Record and Revelation,
p. 65.

2, Op. cit., p. 67.
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Scribes does not mark its beginning. They were contri¬

buting factors but not the real mark of the beginning of

Judaism. It came with the reverse of the hitherto known

method of revelation. It was no more a revelation that

began with God speaking to man, but rather with man

seeking to have communion with God. It was exactly as

the Deuteronomist states it J

"And it shall come to pass, when all these things
are come upon thee, the blessing and the curse,
which I have set before thee, and thou reflect-
est upon them in thy heart among all the nations,
whither Yahveh thy God had driven thee; so that
thou returnest unto Yahveh thy God and obeyest
his voice according to all that I command thee
this day, thou and thy children, with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul."

It was Israel's true and earnest awakening to the mes¬

sage of God to which she had remained indifferent for all

these centuries. In the literature of that period we see

in this belated awakening of Israel a threefold reaction

which expressed itself In three kinds of literature.

In some respects thay form a threefold response to the

three periods outlined above.

The Psalmist represents the patriarchal tradition of

close communion with God without the elaborate Temple

ritual. Men learned to stand alone with God and to know

1. Dt. 30:1, 2.
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HIra as an unseen but loving Friend, like Abraham end the

rest of the patriarchs did. The present writer is aware

of the fact that some scholars have called the Psalms

•Tltie Hymn Book of the Second Temple', hence the nasi©
■it® - ■ :■■»§, 'I

would imply a definite connection with the cult. However,

such a title seems to be a misnomer for the following

three reasons:

1, Some of the Psalms were composed before there

ever was a Temple and some were written in exile# far

removed from Jerusalem, which is confirmed by H, Swald

who statesj

"We possess In the present Psalter the flower of
the lyrical poetry of the Hebrews most suitable
for public edification and Instruction, out of
all centuries from David down to the latest
times, "-l-

2, The Psalms represent such & wide variety and

range that it is impossible to attach any exact descrip¬

tive title to the Psalter as a whole. This is observed

by Prof, Davison who states:

"It would be a mistake to use any descriptive title
for the Book which would narrow its breadth of its
scope or the comprehensiveness of its rar\ge , It
is didactic, lyric, ©legale, by turns; It is var¬
ious as human life, and its main feature is the
bringing of human history with all its joys and

pt
1. Quoted by Pre sr. Davison in The Book of Psalms, (The

Century Bible), vol, I, p,
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"sorrows, hopes and fears, struggles and achievements,
into the presence of God and the light of religion."1

3# The predominant group in the Book of Psalms are

the so-called »I* Psalms which according to H. Ewald, Th.
|

Noedelke, H. Duhm and James Robertson represent (and

rightly so) the individual Psalms.2 And it is to this

major group which represents over ei$ity Psalms, that th©

present writer refers. In them we see man seeking God

and finding solace In, and communion with Him whether in

joy or in sorrow, in hope or In fear, in victory or in

defeat.

Hi© Law has Its counterpart in the wisdom literature

which makes such claims as quoted below:

"My son, forget not my teaching, and let thy heart
keep my commandments,"

"Honour Yahveh with thy wealth, and with the first-
fruits of all thy products. So shall thy barns
be filled with plenty, and with new wine shall thy
presses overflow. The correction of Yahveh, my
son, do not despise, and feel no loathing for his

pi adminitionj because whomsoever Yahveh loveth he
admonish©th, and as a father who delighteth in
(his) son."

"For the commandment is a lamp, and the law is
li^it; and the way of life are the admonitions
of corrections,"

"Observe my commandments, and live: and my teach¬
ing as the apple of thy eyes. Bind them around
thy fingers, writ© them upon the table of thy
heart."3

1# The Book of Psalms, (The Century Bible), vol. I, p.
2. T. witton Daviea, The Psalms (The Century Bible), vol.
II, p, 19, f.

3. Prov. 3:1, 9, 10, 11, 12j 6:23; 7:2, 3.
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These and similar sayings suggest that the wisdom liter¬

ature was formed as if it were an enforcement of the Law

through a deeper understanding of its purpose.

The age of history has its counterpart in the apo¬

calyptic literature where emphasis is laid upon th©

Sovereignty of Yahveh who would eventually intervene,

annihilate Israel's enemies, and set up His kingdom upon

earth. This is best exemplified in the closing chapter

of the book of Daniel,

The comparison between the literature of the three

ages of the message in which God spoke to man and the

literature of man's belated response to God's message is

only suggestive. It Is not meant to make it a law. It

only Illustrates the variety of the spiritual effect

God's message may have upon man. One meditates as in the

Psalms, the other reflects and contemplates as In the

wisdom literature, and yet another finds 3olac© in the

visions of the final triumph of God's Justice an<i the
1

vindication of His saints.
•

\;'f i'r ' • • ' |

1. C. H. Dodd first asserts that the wisdom literature
(Job) "stands in the succession of the prophets as
humane moralists," But in his concluding statement
he remarks, "The 'wise' describe their own moral
teaching as 'Torah' in the wide sense. Ben Sirach
expressly Identifies wisdom with Torah, and even
with 'the book of the covenant of the Most High God,
the Torah which Moses commanded us for a heritage."
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Revelation: Reality, Idea, or Interpretation?

Hie above outline of Old Testament revelation was

intended to give an account of the essence of God's mes¬

sage to man as He spoke through Israel's history, and of
■ ■'r k '

her final response to that message. It is not our present

eoncern to trace the origins of Old Testament religion as

they may be found in the ancient religions of the Near

East."*- Neither does it lie within our present interest

to discuss the theory of religious evolution from animism

to monotheism or the anti-evolutionist theory of the

Uppsala School which maintains that the polytheistic pan¬

theons have arisen from an original monotheism (Goetter-

spaltung)

All this Is to be found outside the message and en¬

tirely foreign to it and to the writers of Old Testament

(The Authority of the Bible, p. 170), It could be fur¬
ther added that even Job (book) makes reference through¬
out to the law of moral retribution which is very char¬
acteristic of Deuteronomy,
1, There is ample literature dedicated specifically to

that field: J, G, Frazer, The Golden Bough; also by
the same author, Folkloro of" "bhe did Tostament; Julius
Mellhausen, Prolegomena to~"Ehe' Eisto'ry of Ancient Is-
rael, and Res'to Arablschen He identurns; $7 Robertson
Smith, The fiellgloh "o'f "the Semites0, E, Oesterly
and T, H. Robinson, gehrew Religion, Its Origin and
Development; H. '/heeler Robinson, Record* and TTevela-
t ion; H, 'If. Rowley, (Editor), The Old Te startsnt anci
ifedern Study, pp, 283, ff«

2, H. H. Rowley (Editor), op. cit,, p, 287,
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literature. We are not presently interested in 'Re¬

ligionsgeschichte' but confine ourselves simply to

God's revelation to man as He spoke through His message.

Our division into Tradition, Law, History and Judaism

is inevitably historical, Yahvah's revelation, as ex¬

plained in previous chapters, is to be found in his¬

torical events whether that of an individual or the na¬

tion, Moreover, this division springs mainly from the

character and content of the message which Yahveh spoke

in a particular and concrete situation.

Our present concern, after the presentation of the

above outline, is to define precisely what it contains.

Does it represent the actual (real) revelation of God

as He spoke to man, or does it represent an 'idea' or

'ideas' as the biblical authors conceived God's revela¬

tion to be? Or, does this outline represent the present

writer's interpretation of the biblical record?

It my perhaps prove expedient to answer the last

question first. The only part that the present writer

can claim as his own is the method of approach and the

classification of the content of the message •**" The

1. The slightly similar division from a purely literary
standpoint by H, Wheeler Robinson (The Old Testament,
Its Making and Meaning, p. 19) and vague reserHblance
toR, Bultmann's approach to the New Testament mes¬
sage is purely accidental.
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reasons for such a classification were also stated and

may be confirmed in the words of H. Wheeler Robinsons

"To say that the divine revelation was made through the

life of Israel Is necessarily to admit its progressive

character.

As to whether the above outline represents actual

(real) revelation or 'ideas' depends very much upon what

the biblical record itself represents. For the present

writer has tried faithfully in his outline to reproduce

the message conveyed by the biblical authors.

Before attempting to answer the question raised

here, it should be said at the outset that it is a purely

philosophical one and foreign to biblical revelation. We

should not forget that the biblical writer did not think

in our present-day terms, nor gave himself to any mode

of speculation. For his was not an idea but real revela¬

tion. God was real to the patriarchs} God was real to

Moses and to those who beheld the wonders of the Exodus

event, God was real to the judges and to the prophets to

whom He revealed Himself through a supernatural event or

through His 'Word* or command, God was no leas real to

1. The Religious Ideas of the Old Testament, p. 218.
Compare also C. F. Kent,""The'Origin and Permanent
Value of the Old Testament, p. 2§, f.
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the Deuteronomic prophetic preacher whose discourses we

read and are inspired by their beauty and by their mes¬

sage , He speaks from personal experience and reality,

and not from speculation. This God who has entered into

an ever-restorable covenant with Israel is indeed a "liv¬

ing God""^ to the writer of the divine message as well as

to those who entered that covenant, for they heard "the

voice of the living God".2
On the other hand there Is the possibility of con¬

sidering the biblical revelation from a present-day view¬

point. Such a view may not be discarded for there are at

least five valid reasons for accepting the biblical reve¬

lation (as outlined in the preceding subdivision) as the

•ideas' comprehended by the individual writer.

1. The Hebrews were realists, which means that if

Israel was to know God it would be through a concrete

and living experience rather than an abstract speculation.

The individual interpretation of this living experience

would inevitably form ideas of a particular revelation

which might be recorded immediately or, if passed on by

tradition, centuries later. It is almost unanimously

agreed that the oral tradition in the East was the 'record'

1. Dt. 5t23.
2. Ibid.
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preserved from generation to generation.

2. God*s revelation has not been a one-time disclos¬

ure, but a continuous speaking to man throughout history.

It would therefore be natural for man, who received that

revelation, to interpret it according to a particular

and concrete situation of his time. It is true that the

post-Mosaic religion was to run its course in accordance

with the fundamental principles set forth by the great

law-giver; still it was inevitable that each generation

should lay its stamp upon it, forming a distinct devel¬

opment .

"The idea of Him is never static in quality and
is always being enriched. One form of this en¬
richment is the extension of the idea from the
narrowly localized God of Sinai to the God of
2ion and ultimately the God unto whom all men
shall come (Ps. lxv. 2).1
3. Strictly in accordance with the internal evidence

of the message itself (and it may be said to be a result

of point two) is the variety of the use of anthropomor¬

phisms, both in volume and frequency. Whether it be an

anthropomorphism for the sake of making God more real

and personal, capable of having communion with man, or

whether it be the basis of prophetic consciousness as

having "sympathy with God" , it witnesses to a varying

1. H. Wheeler Robinson, Record and Revelation, p. 307.
2. Ibid., p. 310. ~
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emotional state of the individual, creating his own

•idea' of revelation.

l+» Fourthly, the fact that man is able to know God

only in part,-*- (and that 'part' varying with each indi¬

vidual) leads one to conclude that the revelation re¬

corded would be marked by the limits of the particular

writer.

5. As well observed by A. J, Heschel, the prophet!s

record was not a •reproduction1 of his personal experience

with Yahvah, He was simply relating his experience to

his fellow countrymen.

"The prophets themselves," Heschel states, "could
only relate, but not reproduce, what happened to
them. They endeavoured to vindicate their own
reliability by forecast or persuasion; the act
itself could not be displayed to others. However,
the fact of our inability to share an experience
does not deny its authenticity. Many of our own
experiences, the most precious and singular, can
hardly be shared by anybody else. Much of what a
person goes through cannot be communicated, and
what is not communicable is not sharable."^

Naturally some may object to any or all of these

reasons but they should be taken into consideration.

Moreover, the present-day viewpoint of an •idea1 versus

real revelation, has raised a very serious question,

namely, does such a view undermine the authority of the

1. IS. 55:8, 9; Job 26:31j.; Rom. 11:33, 3i+.
2. God in Search of Man, p, 220, f.
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Scripture as the 'Word of God'? The fact that we con¬

sider biblical revelation as real puts this question out¬

side our present concern, but it does not eliminate it.

What possible answer could be given to one holding such a

view?

First it could be said that one holding such a view

cannot deny real revelation which to a certain extent is

inherent in the 'idea'. Secondly, he cannot overlook the

fact that, even if the biblical record be conceived as

the 'word of man' in form, it is, nonetheless, the 'Word
1

of God' in substance. The biblical writer's only con¬

cern was the on© remarkable events God speaking to man.

This truth does not change regardless of man's view, for
2

the same God speaks to us today through the same Bible.

Finally, the Bible is God's Word because in it (and

through it today) man and God are brought face to face

on© with the Other. They are brought together by God's

love and man's dependence upon Him. Also the covenant of

God with man, of whieh the Bible is the only testimony,

has broken every barrier between them by enduing man

spiritually with Divine kinship, making such communion

and fellowship between them possible. And finally, the

1. Compare Heschel's statement above (p. 233) particularly
where he says: "The fact of our inability to share an
experience does not deny its authenticity."

2. Karl Barth, The Word of God and the Word of Man, p. 2I|2,
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Bible is the Word of God because it is the revelation of

His eternal purpose.

Authorship and Date of Deuteronomy

■ilthough the third decade of our century witnessed

a special interest in a critical study of Deuteronomy,

that Interest has not abated in the subsequent decades

nor has it come to a stand-still in our own day, This

is no doubt due to the greatness of Deuteronomy described

in the following words by J, E, McPadyen:

"Deuteronomy is one of the epoch-making books of
the world. It not only profoundly affected much
of the subsequent literature of the Hebrews, but
it left a deep and abiding mark upon Hebrew re¬
ligion, and through it upon Christianity,"2

The Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis

published a Symposium (referred to above) containing

three articles by eminent scholars. They discuss the

possibility of three datings: an early date of Deuteronomy

(possibly during the existence of the Northern Kingdom);

a post-exilic date, and "the currently accepted date of

1, In addition to the works listed throu hout the present
research, attention is called to the "Symposium" in
the Journal of Biblical Literature, vol. XLVII, parts
III and IV, I9"2d, pp. 303-379; also Adam C. Welch's
reply to the first article of the foregoing published
in the Journal of Biblical Literature, vol, XLVII,
parts 111 and lV7 1929, pp. 291-306.

2. An Introduction to the Old Testament, p. $1,
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Deuteronomy",^ Because of our present limitations, we

cannot enter this threefold discussion in detail. Also

in our present discussion we are to follow the message

outlined with the intention of finding a possible date,

On the surface one may not see any such relationship be-

twean the above outlined record of revelation and the

date of Deuteronomy, This Is, however, to be found in¬

herent in the division of Old Testament revelation into

strata.

In Deuteronomy chapters I - XXX, we have Tradition,

Law and History mingled together. Chapters XXXI - XXXIV,

witness to the age of Judaism, Since we have limited our

present research to Deuteronomy I - XXX, we have confined

its literature to the first three strata. In the present

writer1 s opinion, chapters I - XXX was the "book of the

Law" which initiated the Josianic reform.

It contains 'tradition' for throughout the book the

author refers to the patriarchal covenant. The histori¬

cal question, as already alluded to in the outline, is

of very little impor tance to us. The patriarchal tradi¬

tion was deeply rooted in the mind of the Israelite and

we cannot understand it3 subsequent history without that

tradition.

1, Journal of Biblical Literature, vol, LXVII, parts
it i and" IV, 1*2B, pp. 359-379.
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Deuteronomy contains 'law'. Wo have a body of laws

dispersed through the various chapters. Again it is not

the task of the present approach to investigate how many

laws were truly Mosaic, how many laws were Canaanite

customs or laws, how many were of Egyptian or Babylonian
. -lit " ' ■ r
heritage and how many were of purely Israelitic nature.

We accept them as Mosaic in spirit because of two impor¬

tant principles established by Moses: they were divine

laws end a part of the covenants! obligations. Both of

these principles are more than obvious in the book of

Deuteronomy. The book is but an enlargement of the orig¬

inal covenant and a renewal of the same. That the laws

are divine would follow from the fact that they are cove-

nantal laws. In addition, one must never lose sight of

the fact that the covenant meant to establish a theocracy

in Israel. In the theocratic nation all laws are divinely

sanctioned and hence divine, regardless of their nature

or origin.

The book also contains 'history,' not only in the

sense that Deuteronomy gives us a retrospect of Israel's

history, but we also have history in a purely prophetic

sense as defined above. We have oracles, the prophetic

threats of doom, the prophetic eschatology and, above

all, the prophetic teaching as contained in the charac-
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teristic Deufceronoraic phrases# This factor has been

discussed in every chapter of the present work and need

not be repeated here.

It would then b© correct to conclude that the Deu-

teronomlst should be identified first of all with one

of the latest strata, namely that of history. He must

have been a prophetic preacher who, incorporating tra¬

dition and law, added history in that interpretation as

the prophets of his age saw it.

To give a more specific answer, we must employ ar¬

guments already discussed throughout the present research:

(1) the religious argument, the teaching of the eighth-

century prophets; (2) the historical argument, the mir¬

aculous deliverance of Jerusalem in 701 B.G. and Heze-

kiah's reform; and finally (3), the literary argument,

the characteristic style and language of Deuteronomy as

expressed in its phraseology and vocabulary.

Practically every scholarly work on Deuteronomy In

general and every work referred to in the present re¬

search calls our attention to the fact that Deuteronomy

contains the teaching of the eighth-century prophets. To

confirm what was already stated, we quote George Dahl:

"In its religious ideas, Deuteronomy follows
closely after the great social prophets of the
eighth century. The social passion of Amos,
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"the national devotion of Isaiah, and above all,
Hosea's dramatic and touching plea for the re¬
cognition of love as the essence of religion —
all these find repeated expression in this re¬
markably human and warm-hearted program of re¬
form, Love easily becomes the dominant note of
the book,"l

To that should be added the Isaianic theology of holiness

and his devotion to the Temple in Jerusalem which is

evident in Deuteronomy, Also the Deuteronomist, like

Micah, proclaims a religion of the heart by which man de¬

lights in acts of love and in walking humbly with God.

They have also both condensed this conception of religion

into a single verse, which might be said to contain the
p

whole law. All these show fresh and immediate influence

as a result of their teaching. To include the influence

of all four prophets one should suggest the beginning of

the seventh century.

The historical argument is based upon two or three

events. The remarkable deliverance of Jerusalem from

Sennacherib in 701 and Hesekiah's reformation following

1. Journal of Biblical Literature, vol, XLVII, part III
and IV, 1928, p. 373• (And in the footnote attached
to it: "Deuteronomy contains none of Hosea's lyri¬
cal abandon. But no one who has caught the distinct¬
ive music of Hosea - silent in Amos, Isaiah and Micah
- can miss it in the more precise and measured yet
still unmistakably fervent devotion of Deuteronomy."
Gf, Lofthouse, op. cit., p. 73«).

2. Micah 6:8; Dt. I0il2.
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It1 are events which could not pass without leaving deep

religious impressions upon the faithful and the nation

as a whole. Thia experience must have greatly enhanced

the Influence of Isaiah who predicted It, and his message

found partial realization in the religious reform under¬

taken by Bezeklah. Even if there was some doubt as to

the extent of this reform, the practical result of such

laws as Hezekiah enacted and enforced to bring about this
O

reformation was the introduction of a single sanctuary,

not as a law but as a necessity.*^
The third event, although it did belong to the past
* J t* f

*

and may have been forgotten had not the same danger been

at Judah's door, was the fall of the Northern Kingdom.

The massacre of its population, the exile and enslavement
CO

amongst foreign people were the constant fear and threat

to Judah; she too might fall a victim of the same op¬

pressor. That fear and threat on the one hand and the

miraculous deliverance of Jerusalem predicted by Isaiah

on the other resulted In Heseklah's reformation. This

reformation was, no doubt, under the Influence of Isaiah

1. A number of scholars agree that the reformation took
place after the experience in 701 B.C. Henry Preser¬
ved Smith, Old Testament History, p. 25ki Of, W, Rob¬
ertson Smith", The £ropKe"ts of Israel, p. 33'9, f.J A.
Westphal and C. DuPohtet,The Law and the Prophets,
p• 30I4., f *

2. W. Robertson Smith, op, clt,, p, 357,
3. See discussion in chapter III of the present work.
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and as a response to his preaching, if not directly under

his leadership, for the relationship between king and

prophet was congenial and co-operative. This makes Heze-

klah the first Reformer of the Jewish Church, ovqu if it

was less successful than that of Josiah.

On the other hand, it is acceptable that Isaiah con¬

ceived the Inviolability of Jerusalem only as a temporary

event, and that in his prophetic Insight he saw the com¬

plete destruction of Judah which he at times proclaimed
1

equally as clearly as Micah did. Would it not be

possible that the prophet, prompted by that vision, asked

his disciples to write a book to save Israel's faith at

least, seeing that the destruction of Jerusalem was inev-
2

itable, Isaiah twice mentions such writing. It may, no

doubt, have referred to his own prophecy: "Bind up the

testimony, seal the law among my disciples." (S:16). It

poses a serious question: Had Isaiah used both n*ttn and

nrtyn for his prophetic instructions of 'which mm at

least usually refers to God's law? The word nTiyo is to

b© found only once more in Ruth i+:7 in connection with a

ceremonial law. We find both words again in the following

verse: "Consult the Torah and the testimony'. But that

1. Is. 6:9, ff.J 28:16, ff.j Mcah 3:2, f
2. is. 8:16; 30:8.
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will only bo their cry when there is no dawn of hope any

more."-*- One is indeed mindful of being cautious in such

cases not to read more into words than thay convey. We

will therefore leave both quoted verses and look for

evidence outside them. We find again n°nn in Isaiah li

10; 2:3", 5:21j.; 230:9 where, without a shadow of

doubt, the word mm refers definitely to God's lav/.

Could we not entertain such a thought that Isaiah com¬

manded to write down the Law of God including his oracles

in which he warned them of the forthcoming doom? And his

disciples, obedient to the command of the master, wrote

both the law and his oracles and Deuteronomy contains

both. Perhaps in support of that hypothesis it would be

well to state that scholars have already considered this

possibility, and the present writer shares that view
O

whole-heartedly.

1. Is, 8:20, Quoted in part from Moffatt's translation,
2. "In Jesaia 8, 16-18 erhaelt der Prophet von Jahve den

Auftrag (Jos. 8, 16mX rverschnuere (anders Proksch,
Komra. 2, St.)., die Ihra geoffenbsrte Wqfcheit nicht i
dem Volk, sondern einera Schuele:n--krels anzuvertrauen,
Hier waechst organiseh die von Gott geschaffene Go¬
me inde. Di^Prucht der Prophetie uebernigsmt ein
kleiner Kreis von Juengern, die im eigenen Volke mis-
sionieren (vgl. Jes. 8, 18) und ein© geistliche Go-
meinde bilden. Jesaia sieht nicht von Israel ab»
Die von ihm gerufene Schar auf Gott harrender I4enschen
haben an ihrem Volk eine grosse Aufgabe zu erfuellen.
Jahve zeigt durch sie seine Groesse, wia er einst dera
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Finally we come to the literor ybargument. Scholars

unanimously agree that the Isaianic poetry is superb and

excels in beauty both in form end substance. It wit¬

nesses to the golden age of literature, The same may be

said of ths oratory of Deuteronomy which was discussed

at length and need not be repeated here. It remains only

to say that it fits well into the Isaianic period.

Perhaps we may conclude by citing one mors fact

which in itself may constitute vital evidence in support

of ths fact that Deuteronomy took shape under the influ¬

ence of Isaiah's prophetic mesaagp and during ttie reign

of Hezekieh. The latter, as is well observed by S. K,

Driver, in addition to being a godly man and a great ad¬

ministrator, was also "a patron of art and literature"

Pharao seine M&cht kundgegeben hatte (Jes, 8, 18). Die
Frophetie geht indie Predigt ueber. .... Damit tritt
eine neue Form israelitischer Religion in die Geschichte
ein: Die Pradigt. .... Wenn wir die in Jes, 8, 16-18 an-
gedeuteten Gedanken unter dem oben darges tell ten Gesichts-
punkt auslegen duerfen, liegt die Annshrae nicht ganz
ferne, unter den Sehuelern { D"*71dV ) Jesaias den Ver-
fasser des Dt. zu verrauten," H&rb'3t»t Breit, Die Predigt
dea Deuter onomlsten, p. 225, f • Cf. Norman WI' Portaoua*"
remark on the above in H. H, Rowley (Bditor) Studies in

Tes taraonfc Prophecy, p. 150. Cf. also p. Xjty for
listing of more scholars holding a similar view. However,
the present writer does not share A. Westphal's (listed
there) view that Hezekiah already used Deuteronomy as a
guide for his reformation. (The Law end the Prophets,
p. 30i|, ff.). ~ ^
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In ancient Judsh. Driver states that:

"At his /Hezekiah's_/" court, moreover, literature
flourished: a poem attributed to him is preserved
in the Book of Isaiah (XXXVIII, 9-20)j and in
Frov. XXV, 1, allusion is made to the patronage
bestowed by him upon literary undertakings. The
'rrsn of Hezekiah,* who 'copied out1 proverbs, were
evidently employed in the collection and preser¬
vation of the literary remains of former ages;
and we would gladly know whether their activity-
extended to other departments of literature be¬
sides 'proverbs

One seems justified in assuming Isaiah's disciples

to be the authors of Deuteronomy and Hezekiah its promul¬

gator. With their collaboration the oral tradition be¬

came written law. In the same sermonic form accessible to

all Israelites it was probably preserved under the patron¬

age of King Hezekiah. During the reigp of his successor,

Manasseh, the greatest of all apostates, the book sank

into disrespect and forget fulness . In order to protect

it from destruction some pious person may have hidden it

in the temple buildings (a custom preserved to this day

by Jewish people) where it was discovered during the

reign of Josiah (In 621 B.C.), a godly king who weloomed

it and made it the centre of His reform.

1. Isaiah: His Life and Times, p, lj.6.
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